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Messrs. W. M. Shute & Son

Tub Portland Daily Press i* i»tibl!si»ed at
$8.00 per year in advance.
The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 pur annum, in advance;
♦2.25, *1 paid witlnn six moinIts; and $2.50, It payiuem be

a

delayed beyond

Announc;

At

“square.”

$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
alter; three insertions, oi* less, $1.00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
ingHalt
square, three insertions or loss, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusement#,” $2.00 i>er square
per week; throe insertion# or less, #L50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
♦ 1.00 per bquare after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
ball a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,
$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maihe State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square tor first insertion*
week

tion.

subsequent

inser-

Notices at the usual rates.
IP* All Communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the Editor of the Press,”
and tlioie of a business character to the “PubSpecial

la on the ground floor, occupies
an area of nearly one thousand square feet, and is
PERFECTLY WELL LIGHTED.
They propose to keep a full stock of the best goods
in their line of business, and respectfully request a
continuance of the patronage so long bestowed upon
them.
The

Siberian Sables.
offer this season a large stock of the above
choice Fur in the newest styles, and of very superior

Clothing of all Irinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
ing bought and sold.
sept20dil

N A THAN GO OLD,

MERCHANT TAILOR!
131* Middle St.,

We also

have a few carefully selected Skins,the best
imported, which we propose to make up to order.

W.

H.

SHUTS

St

constantly
KEEPS
MENTof

Broadcloths,

SON,

Doeskins,
Cassimeres, &c.

173 Si ITS WaikiagKuSb, Barton.

lishers.”

Ermine.

Wednesday Morning,

Dec.

13,1885.

Messrs.
door

Conversation may soon be numbered with
“the lost arts,” unless it it is cultivated by
those fitted to excel. Many excellent persons,
well informed, too, and great readers, are really unsocial by tbeir silence, and throw a gloom
and depression over circles where they ought
to shine.
A recent writer in the Atlantic
Monthly insists on the absolute importance oi
pleasant talk at meal-times. He says :—
“General usage lias defended that three
times a day we shall assemble with our families lor the common purpose of appeasing the
demands oi hunger and satisfying the fancies
or whims of the palate.
Moreover, to many
men these are the only times of the day when
they can have the opportunity to meet all the
members of their families in free and unre
strained intercourse.
Now to make this Occasion-something more
than mere feeding, and to elevate it to the dignity of rational intercourse, conversation is indispensable. Wc must open our mouths for
somethind more than the reception of food.—
As a mere hygienic rule, I wish that excellent
proverb could be circulated among our countrymen, ‘Chatted (bod Is half digested.’ I
would almost pledge myself by this simple
rule to euro or prevent nearly half the cases of

dyspepsia.
Cut for higher
now'.
We ought

reasons, chiefly, I speak of it
to insist that everything shall
he favorable at uieal-tfmes to the truest socialNo
clouded
brows, no absent or preoccuity.
pied minds should be permitted at our tables.
Whoever is not ready to do his part in making
it a cheerful hour, should be made to feel that
he does not belong there, better the merest
nonesnse, better anything flat is no scandal
or detraction, than absolute and freezing silence there. 1 am sure that the usages of all
the most civilized and refined people will hfar
me out in this,—that the only way to
dignify
our meals, and make them something better
than the indulgence of mere animal appetites,
is to intersperse them largely with social talk
There, if not elsewhere, we look for the soluta
There all reserve and embarrasslingua.
ment of speech, we trust, will have vanished,
and each will feel free to impart to the rest
liis brightest and most joyous moods. Shall
we ever realize this ideal, a3 long as
‘bolting’
usurps the place of eating?”

We have also a few sets of same Fur, in very small
sizes, for Young Children.
173 At 17ft Washington StBoston*

Choice

some
a

1287 a decree was issued In regard to the
wrangling for seats, so common, that none
shouldjcall any seat in church his own, except
noblemen and patrons, each entering and
holding the one he first found. As we approach the Reformation, from 1530 to 1540,
seats were more appropriated, the entrance
being guarded by cross-bars, and the initial
letters engraved on them. Immediately after
the Reformation the pew system prevailed, as
we learn from a complaint the poor commoners made to Henry VIII. in 1546, in reference
a

Eobes.

Arctic Fox,
Superior

(Jet Black.)

thing of the kind ever offered in this

to any

Bible should be in every

church, at liberty for all to read, because they
feared it might be taken into the ‘’quiyre” or
In 1608 galleries were Introducsome “pue.”
ed. As early as 1014 pews were arranged to
afford comfort by being baized or cushioned,
while the sides around were so high as to hide
those|within; a device of the Puritans to
avoid being seen by the officers who reported

those who did not stand when the name of
Jesus was mentioned. The services were often greatly protracted, so that many would

fall asleep; hence Swift’s pitliy allusion,—
“A bedstead of the antique mods,
Compact, of timber many a load;
Sucb os our ancestors did use,
Was uicLaniorplios :d into pews;
Which still their ancient nature keep,
By laaging those disposed to sleep.”

market.

Also, ENGLISH RUGS or CARRIAGE BLANKETS, in many pretty designs.
W. M. SHUTE & SON,
175 Washington St., B*at*n.

113 Si

Squirrel CtodkS
OF ALL SIZES AND QUALITIES,
Constantly on hand. Onr long experience In the mangarments enables us to offer them
of the best possible make, and upon advantageous
ufacture of these

terms.

W. M. SHUTS i. SON,

matrimony.—Dr. Johnson,
the Economy of Health, says

for
on

recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER
KY, where niay be found all the LATEST STYLES

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,
manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also

a Fine

assBortraent of

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Cutting don* to go out of'the Store.
By strict attention to wauls of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage Is solicited.

Nearly opposite

Victoriaes,
Gloves,

(Shirt

Muffs.

FUEL

Gray.

OR SINGLE

ARTICLES

M. SHUTE Sc

;

-Tj

•

Nov i—dtf

’►f,-’

FOR

GENTLEMEN’S

W.

M.

8HUTE

VESTINGS,

FANCY

A. D. REEVES', Tailor,

Nov f—dtf

98

Exchange St.

OVERCOATS
At
A. P. REEVES*, Tailor,
Nov 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

SON,

173 Sc 175 Washington Si., Boston.
--f---—-

English

Silk

MADE

NEAT,

Also,

English

Alpacca

Umbrellas,

SCOTCH GINGHAM UMBRELLAS,
And

a

Sot up in the Best Possible
Short

M.

Manner,

Notice,

Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cases*

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to clcasing Bed and
Mattress Ticks.
H/
Nov

4—dtf

great variety of the cheaper grades.

W.

Moulding

Rubber

Bradstreet’s

SHIITE Sc SON,

AND

173 Sc 175 Washington St., Boston.
Uc73taw5w
Boston, Nov, 27,1805.

Weather

Strips!

warranted when

TO

applied to Doors
exclude the Wind,
Snow and
It la far more desirable than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
the coat. It has never in a single instance tailed to
give.safi«factton—and perfect satisthetion lx guaranteed or the money will beyefhnded.
Persons who consult their Interest will not tall to
to tbelr Dwelling! not only as regards
have it
health and comfort, but as a matter ol economy, for
in a room requiring to he constantly warmed it will
in a single season save one-lialf the fuel that would
otherwise be required to make the appartment com-

applied

PURCHASE
[

FRAMED ENGRAVINGS!

The following, together with

More

Thousand

One

CHOICE ENG-RAVINGS
Are

offered, for

r.

short time,

FREE OE COST,
The purchaser being required

To

Interested are Invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE,
and satisfy themselves of it* practical utility.
Orders tar the Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will he fitted to housees If desired.
Parties in the Stato desiring largo or small quantities of
Weather Strips and Mouldings!
Will please address the undersigaod, through whom
ill orders will be filled for the State of Maine;
In ali
when sent by Express Companies C. O. D.
other cases the money must accompany the order.
Wanted
Agents
throughout the State. Information w ill be given in regard to terms upon applicain
letter
or
tion by
person.
WHITTEN fit SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gon. Agents fbr Milne.
Nov 28— d3m
Everv

one

BETTER HUBBY UP

Bay for Framing Only t

And get a supply of those

XT nder-Flannels,

The Following arc the regnlnr retail
price, of same of the Pictures we are

Selling

now

At 113

Full length Engraving of Washington,.$3.00
3.00
Full length Engraving ol Lincoln,..
General Grant,

on

1D0

Pictures in Oval Frames,

Ditto in Rosewood and Gilt,.,.,.....

l.ag

Belie.

The Pybllc can now procure Pictures of
The Lawrence (Kansas) Journal
says that
Major General Sanborn, when in that city, a REAL
L-a: ERIT 1
few days ago, exhibited a relic of
antiquity
which he procured from an Indian elderat the
ever before ofieretl in
PRICES
than
At LOWER
council of the Little Arkansas, and for which1
Portland. As the subscriber# wish to reduce
he gave a horse worth $125. It w«
and
as
their Stock,
they Manufacture ,u hi'»
a
their Frames, they are enabled
medal, about six inches long and four inches
vide, of an oval shape. On one side were the
to give
,
ords, in a circle, “G. Washington to Young
GOOD BARGAIKSI
big,” with two figures, one of an Indian with
“jtomahawk thrown on the grouud, and in
it to the other figure
E. J. D. Larrabee &
Pjand a10pipe, handing
ern3°d 1115represent a white prince, with a
head- At the bottom was the
NO. 09 Exchange Street,
date

Silver

Co.,

Nov 25—dtw

PORTLAND,

Holders,

15 to

Gifts.

Sewing Chairs for Ladles,
received and for Bile by

BURROUGHS A HUDSON,
‘1

4
i-

Free St. Block.

__

Christmas
is

Presents.

useful to a person with
a family,
appropriate for a Christmas
pvaMntpth&naa* of-those neat pocket or fttmily cases

THERE

no article
or more

44
44

44

certificate,

cents lor every

92

BOOTS AND SHOES,
To which

FOR

Ladies,Misses & Children

Sold in New

York

and

FOR

A

Stitching!

machine: stitching,
Of every' description, in {he bbw manner, and on
the tabit favorable terms, at

%

,

U&BACK & co.f

Machinists,

No. 4 Manufacturers

Block, Cnioa S»„

PORTLAlti), MAT1TE,
Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters* powerful,
double-acting, anti-trapsing Force-Pump, wai ranted to give satisfaction.
GEO. L. ABMSBEY.
0. T. LIBBY. J. A. LIDBAOK,
Oot J8rrPoa2m

44
44

10

44

15

44

15

44

10

44

10

44

25

44

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,
We also have

Calf

great variety of

a

Patent

and

Leather

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Double

and

Single

1

M

Spruce Lumber.

commence

Sills*
£50.000
December 9. dlw*

abt!

at aBMJK-

door below Oxford Street.

MERRILL & SMALL
AII7’QULD inform their fVicnds and the Trade gon▼ t erally that tueir t»i>aeioiis store, lately damaged
by fire, is againin complete repair, and are now prepared to show a

BALMORAL

FANCY

BOOfS,

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

HEAD

NETS,
Clasps, &c.,

Belt

&c.

For variety and comprehensiveness tee think our
atock equal to
cities, an 1 will be
any in our
ottered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

largest

Oxford Ties. &c.. &c.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Foitland.

We also Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

Aug.2G—dtf

dies, Gentlemen, Misses and

Now’s

Children.

the

-TO

Time

BUY YOUR-

DRY GOODS!

WE HAVE CONSTANT V FOB SALE

CO.,

GOODS,

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
Beltings,

A LARGE STOCK

ROOTS AND SHOES.

his Winter Term

.A_ll

Our Goods
-ABE-

s
AND WE SELL THEM AT THE

_

at

Tuition per

our

goods

are sure

of getting

P. D.

BUNNELL,

Healing Physician,
happy to inform the sick

ot

Full Value

month,

MOTES, Instructor,

Portland that he has

at

FOB

203

all its forms. Do not
reliet is so easy and

Lameness, Deaftiess, Neuralgy, Catarrh with
all its attendant evils, Female Weaknesses and Complaints, Lung Disease, all Liver and Kidney Affections, Weak Eyes, Loss of Voice, Asthma, scrofula,
Inflammation of the Brain,Lungs and Stomach, Erysipelas. Heart Disease, &c.
fly The Dr. gives no medicine.
Don*t lose this opportunity of getting rid of your
troubles aches and pains) by tailing to call on Dr.
Bunnell.
13^" Consultation free to all.

buy.

Robert H. Hotchkiss, New
Haven, Conn., Melodoon, value $150. W. F. T. Willis, W. 22d St., New
York, Diamond Cluster Pin, valued $200. Mrs. B.
G. TaiM.au, 16 York St, Gold Watch, value $125.—
Miss Ellen F. Dickerson. Binghampton, N. Y., Melodeon, value $100. Mr. E. H. Stone, S2 Tenth St, N.
Y., Piano, value $330. Mrs. Teresa A. Miller .Scranton, Pa, lii&mnnd King, value $1TB. Miss Ellen J.
Peck, SprlngdeM, HI.,Melodeon, value $125. Dr. I.
Van Riper, Wasbingtou, D. C, Gold Hunting Cased
Watch, value $lr4. Edward H. Lindsay, Worcester,
Maes, Piano, value $263. Miss IT. H. Farwell, Dubuque, Iowa, Diamond Ear Dips, value $250.—
Francis 1. Moran, 133 Pearl St, Albany. N. Y., Music
Box, value $10. Mrs. R. C. Ingorsoll, Urbana, Ohio,
Silver Set, value $60. Lieut. B. F. Hendricks, Willard’s Hotel, Washington, D. C Silver Patent Lever
Watch, value $55. Many persons who have drawn
valuable prizes, do not wish their names published or
we might extend this list.
MAUSER

CERTIFICATES

PRICE.

STREET,

o s t o nxr

:b

with

one acre

the

buildings

page 128.
The above deed and mortgage are hereby referred
to for a more particular description of the above described real estate.
Dated at Portland the 9th day of December A. D.
1865.
dcclldtd
E. N. PERRY, Deputy Sheriff.

B.

H.

BUTLER,
at

Law,

custom;

Office 80 Exchemge St.

work,

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
In manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establish,
ment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.

Ohas. A. Rackleff & Co.,
Corner Brown and Congress Sts.,
PORTLAND, MAINS.
most respectfully give notice to their
friends and the public that they have bought

WOULD
the stock and taken the

store recently occupied bv
the late WM. GERRISH, ami secured the services
of Mr. CALEB S SMALL to select and buy our
stock of

Bargains, Bargains

Elliott &

at

—

McCallars,

Company.
the persons namod in
undersigned, three ofof
said Company, hereTHE
the Act oi Incorporation

by give notice, that lie tint meeting of said Corporation, for the purpose of organizing the Bame, will
be held at tho office of Boss & Sturdivant, No. 73
Commercial Street, in Portland, on WEDNESDAY,
the 30th day of December, A. D. 1865, at half past two

"VITISHING to reduce our stock by the first of
▼ V
January, we shall offer lor the next THIRTY
DAYS, GREAT INDUCEMENTS to the public in

jBoots,Shoes & Rubbers,
So that

all in want will certainly find It to their advantage to call and examine our stock and

o’clock in the afternoon.

JABEZ TRUE,
W. P. MILL1KEN,
HENRY A. JONES.
dcl2dtd

BEDtJCED

PRICES,

Being determined thatour Goods and Prices shall be

second to

none.

Oor facilities for doing business

are

as

fa-

city,

give

To House-Keepers.

certainly

vorable for onr customers as
and we
any in the
feel confident that all who msy
us a call will be
satisfied In every respect as to our prices.
Dec 8—d2w
_

XT IP

TOWN

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
No. 353 Congress Street.
A.T

SAMUEL

BELL’S

found one of the best selected stocks
ot BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found In this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 303 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 34—dti

CAN

be

board, or
St SfuRTEVANT,
CHASE, CRAM
K;
Deo 8—dlw
Wldgery’s Wharf.
Nora Scotia Potatoes and

No.

Yellow Turnips,
Landing from Schr. “Pilgrim," and for sale by
A. D. WHIDDEN,
!('
No. 12 Union Wharf
dc9d2w*
Portland, 8th Dec, 1865.

jTbarbour,

j. & c.

Turnips.

1800
BUSHELS POTATOES,
125

8

Exchange

Street.

nE^S, WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES' and CHILRUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

Lost.
A GREEN Silk Umbrella .with a horn handle,terge
xYsIze, whale-hone frame; Loaned a fortnight since
Whoever may have It win be suit-

ably rewarded by leaving it at 44

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

Free St.

ELIZA A. POTTER.
del2dlw

;.—*..

..

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Calf and Thick Baots, with a good stock of
Women’s, Misses’ and Children's Boots and Shoes.
KT* Men’s RUBBEE COATS, LEGGINS, and
CAPS.

Onions, Onions!
TUST received 500 bushels of Danvers Onions, and
for sale at One Dollar per bushel, at
S. P. BARBOUR’S Produce Store,
Dec 5-dew*No. 28 Lime St.

V

BUSINESS SUITS, of Ihe best Canada
Grey, made to order, at
A. D. BEEVES,
ncv4dtf
M Exchange St,

—Also,—

HOYT'S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,
Kihlwr Belts, Base and Packing,
J"

Lace

Leather, Hemp Packing, fc.
Te alt of which they invite the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.
Oct 13—d3mos

,

Selection of

AKn

wtiouuu

dicted,)

givo

where, and for many other reasons: First, our expenses are light.. Second, our store is centrally located, convenient for all. Third, we sliaJl adhere
strictly to tho PAY DOWN SYSTEM, and being
determined to be as good as our word we defy all

DRIED

We <lo not
sell at the

can

Special attention paid
Produce.

of

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

8TU0G0 AND MASTIO W0EJCEB8,
Oak Street, between,
Congreae and Free SU.,
PORTLAND,
ly

j*
K.
FICKETT,
Dealer In Photographic
Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.
Manafaaturer of Mirror A Pioture Frames.
AT*. J8 MARKET SQUARE,
Jmaetftf
Poktlaks, Mr.

KING & DEXTER.
Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,
of as# Dealers ia all kiada el

leiyerleri

Hardware & Window Glass,

170 Middle and 118 Federal Sts.
October 2—d3tn

Deerintf, Milliken

Bale,

JOBBERS or

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gouts'

EMPIRE

&_ BANCROFT.

the recent

Station

prising
ROOM

Nov 30—eod3w

DPAIUKTE,

Teacher of Piano Forte
And Musical

STORE,

t

LCTHU Di> A,

Jane ldtf

WOODBPBT 3. UBXA,

Johji A. 8. Duu.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

MACHINES,
an

A.

hour.

PIANO

RETAIL,

*£

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PLUMBE OR!

OF

IRON.

HEAVY

Piano

and

J3T" Orders

ed.

from the
Job Work done to

I^ortew,

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have male arrangements, also, to
koep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano

Fortes, among which are
Steinway <0 Sons, of Wew York.
All instruments sold by us are warranted to give

satisfaction. .«
Pianos to be let, and tuning done .by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWATtPS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt

Inducements

FOE PARTIES WISHINO TO BUILD.
fT>HE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol
A desirable building lots In the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall,

Monu-

ment, Dantortli, Orange and Salem Streets.

They

will sell on a credit of from ene to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired; one fourth of the cost cf huddinq, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASn PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M., at the oflicc of the subjicribers, where plans
be
and
full
obtained.
may
seen,
particulars
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

Sunday,

Portland, May 3, 18Go.

mavitf

Sale Room*, 11# and 112 Sudbury St., Boeton, Mass.

Juaeltf’

““-“.W™"’}

ACCOUNT,

OF

FLOUR, ORAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTBR, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally
Particular attention given to ebtpp'.ngbv aniakeat
and cheapest routes. No. IBS South Water
St.,

Chicago, Illinois

Rtfer-ewces-Messrs. 8. Q. Bewdlear ft (lo; Maynard ft Sons; U. & W. Chickerirg; C. U. Comm'ngi
ft Co; Cbas. H. Btonv; Uillett Davis ft C<>; Boston.
J. N. Bacon, E~q,
Mawt-n National Bank,
Newton.Mass; C. B Coffln.Ee i, N.Y.Olty- fcWMly

President

H A T. L
just received on couAgnment a Bankrupt
Stock ol RUBBER OVERCOATS which hole
permitted to sell at FS.00 each. Any person in want
should call Immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,

N. B.—Any vessel coming conslgnod to this Boose

guaranteed

fljfteoa
Correspondence solid tod

t ££££:
i. cnapnAic.

*BBaT”

tiffebe:«k8—Brigham St Baldwin, N. A. HarWade St Co., Savannah;

14T Middle St.

dotdtf

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Ureas Cloths.
At
A. D. REEVES’,Tailor,
Nov 4—dtf
96 Exchange St.

6 TIT HE RN PINE!
fc

RENICK,
MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway

SURVEYOR

ft CO.,

Middle Street.

fltml-h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn
to order,
oclSdXm

& CIVIL ENGINEER

OFFICE, CODMAN BL6CK,
mck 11 dAwtf
Tern, > Street.

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

Gravel

or

AND

—

Hoofing

FOB FLAX HOOFS.
Janstidu

B. HBUSBY, Ageat,
Ne M Union Street.

A. M. McKENNEY’S

Manufactory!

•84 CONGRB88 ST., Cer. of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Franses, made
in the bast manner. OlWIng done toe superior
who
etyle, under the ehargo ofMr. j1mi« TODD,
hu had tortT vein experience. Square Frame# of
the beat
all kind
to ord.rVln aueat manner,by
ot workmen
A tsrge assortment conltautly °n hand
trade.
oc3eodacowtai

ALL

s'made
to^ySSSuui euTretan
Mechanics* hall.1irIIX arranged for Concerts, Lectures,
done, Lerees, &c., mar ha obtained on
COLE,
tion to
Ni. 3 Tolman

W

felCHAHD
juneUdtl

New

Tort, execute orders tor SontWn TlmberVsnv
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
favorable terms. Shipments made
directly to Ml domestlc and foreign ports. They are also prepared to
sawn

MB

marUtf__
JOHX F. AXDERSOX,

soMcited^At. Frame

COMMISSION

PORTLAND,

)novyaidtf

—

With our facilities lor getting Lumber sad from
long experience In the business, we believe we
can detv all competition in filling Ship orders.
Consignments, Orders and Agencies
tendon given to receiving end forwarding goods to
and from die interior.
Savannah, La., Dec. 2,1966.

BRADFORD

Woolens,
Street*

WOODMAN, TRUE
Agents,

DEALERS a

8

Free

COMPOSITION.

Went India, Bio, and Ship Lumber.

dee Ervin & Hardee, E. C.
Fling * Drew, Portland.

and

18

SINGER'S

THOMAS P. WALK**.

Commission & Lumber Merchants,

H. A

HAS

Goods

Needles sod Trimmings always on hand.

will be
a return cargo of Cotton.
Present
rates of Freight are one and a half cents per pound
(on Cotton) to Boston. An experience of
years lierc in the business justifies mein offering to

T. B. MARSHALL

nortreedti

Rm. 54 and 56

Refers to—Messrs. T. Sc J. B. Cummings; R. 0.
Conant & Co.; Watson Newhall, Esq.; Portland,
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Bangqr, Maine.

as above.
answered.

PORTLAND. MM.

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL k 00.,

A«ent,

Wo. 88 Cravlnr Si., NEW ORLEANS.

cargoes

Law,

lit Middle Street,

SEWING MACHINES!

-AND-

secure

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

mercnant,

Shipping:

OF

F. DAVIS,

WALKER,

uommission

KIMBALL*

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

GENERAL

and promptly
novlSdlm

P.

MANUFACTURER

our

W.

SYKES,
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN

kinds ol' JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprOdtl

Country respectfully solicitorder.
augSdtf

THOMAS F.

Silver Pleated Cocks.

EVERY

Arcade

Magee Furnaces find Stoves.

mTlie

A

description of Water Fixtures for Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops*
Ac.i arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithAilly executed. All

Dry

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated
an-

Bawls* Brass

Importer, and Jotter, qf

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

FORTES.

undersigned begs leave to
nounce that they are manufacturing
keep constantly on hand

Waim, Cold and 8hower Baths, Wuh

OMce

Office and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

ME.

BRADBURY £ SWEAT,

MAINE,

FURNACES, RANGES,
And

STREET,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

(Near Preble Hooae.)
PORTLAND, ME.

Manulhctnrera of and Dealer! in

Choking,

OP

Force Pumps and Water Closets,

PREBLE STB BET,

SON,

...

LAW,

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Aag 2B—dtl

No. 30 Exchange Street.

PORTLAND

AT

of

Ne. 105 Middle Street.

80 Exckaan Street.

NOYES

iV.

CLIFFORD,

WILLIAM H.

Presents !

W. D. ROBINSON,
Nov 23—dim

Second-band Machines, in good order, ibr Bale at
LOW PRICES.
Cotton, Twist, Oil, and all kinds of Machine Trimmings. Machines repaired and to let.
No. 1311 Middle Street, up one flight stairs.
Nov 14—eodtm.
W*B. DYER.

Nov, 8—dtl

DANA & CO.,
s h a n d Salt,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

C.

CHEAP FOB CA8H, BY

Howe, Weed, Shaw & Clark’s

„ Bo*
.
4T1.
P. O.

ocilMtiPortland, Ms.

PORTLAND.

WHOLESALE AND

For doing the best of work.

JT.

GENERAL

FOB SALE /

Good Things to Have

Great

CHASE, CRAM k STURTEVANT,

in

Furniture!

1G3 Middle .Street.
Oct 23—eod3in*

Family

by ourselves,

libraryTdining

In every variety cannot fail to command thelavor oi
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to QualStyle or Price.
ity^
Every article warranted as recommended. Grate*
tnl for the liberal patronage of tiie last Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance oi the fhvors oi our old
friends and the public.
ocl8d3moe
Boston, September 30, 1865.

Christmas

PORTLAND

SeptT—dtf

BAKKB

end fresh stock of

manufactured

DRAWING room,
and CHAMBER

Theory.

ty SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC

a

stock, mostly

a new

the most faithful manner, of the Latest Designs,com-

COE. FREE AND MIDDLE STS.

G-. Pt.

have opened with

MACHINES for

A« add 60 Middle St.,

COUNSELLOR

fire at onr old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we have token the
large and beautiful Halls over the

Our

Gifts !

SEWING

State of Maine.

Solicitor

Passenger

!

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

Nov 27—diw

we

Furnishing Goods

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

juneldtl

PORTLAND, ME.

Boston and Maine

Co.,

Work executed In every part ol the State.

US'7** See Small Circulars.

SINCE

&

Suecuiorg to G. L. Storer 9f Co.,

Street, 282 Cengreee Street,

BUCKLEY

prompt-

out oi town sore)ted.

*»y a—dti

Pertlaad, Maiac.

CO.’S,

Novelty

HR.

and
yhtUntof
to. ^r^erB fromWhite-Washing

EACH!

Consequently It Is NO GIFT ENTERPRISE!
BLACK WALNUT FRAMES made to order, cheaper than Ike cheapest, at

Middle

binds

of all

PLASTERERS,

No Pictnroa Given Away at this E.toh"
Ushaseat I

1Q9

consignment*

to

_sopaOtUyr
BOSS <£ FEENY,

F i

MANUFACTURE our Frames, but
above price for CASH.

Grand

n,

Wlduery’s Wharf,

Complete t

DOLLAR

vo.

APPLES, Ac.
Poktlamd, Me.

•No. 3 Lime Street,

Hay market Sqaerc,

Holiday

in

ONE

nm

Butter, Cheese, Eggg, Lard, Beans.

INSIDE CULT, gxtO.

Pictures and all,

FLORENCE MACHINE!

No. 11 Market Square.

Portland and Macliias Steamboat

PRODUCE

Commission Merchants,

Commission Merchants,

FRAMES !

OVAL

being

Union Button-Hole Machine !

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

Cheapest I

WM. GRACE &

we think, (without (bar of
contragive our friends and the public greater inducements to
us a call before purchasing else-

Knits the whole of a pair of Socks in 1-2

!

Choice

A

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers!

ONE OF LAMB’S KNITTING

REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
novJOcodtf

than the

Cheaper

Messrs Mean*. Lowell A

to

AlnwiRD GOVE l CO.,

Adente fcr

—FOB—

CLEAVELAND & CO’S,

First Class Boots Made
Wltli Fair Stltoli.

—

1

St.,

ME.

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
stock to be ionnd in the metropolitan and foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.
All

by permission,

Bt

where
goods.

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Federal

and its

TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, And can then
send One Dollar and receive the article named.
t Sr”NTo Blanks—Every purchaser gets aa article
of value.
Parties dealing with us may depend on having
returns, and the article drawn will be immtsent to any address by return mail or express.
Entire Satisfaction Gursmtd la all
Cases.
Six Certificates fox $1, Thirteen for <2; Thirtythroe for Five Dollars.
AGENTS WANTED. Send lot n Circular
All letters should be addressed
T. BENTON It CO.,
Box 5667 Post Office, New York.
Dec 2—dim*

ONLY

Nov 30—eod&wtf

JONES,

Ill

article

in Sealed Envelope», which an well
mixed. One of these
containing the Certificate or Order for some article. (worth at least oae
dollar at retail,) will be delivered at onr
office, or »nt
by mail to any address, without regard to choice, on
receipt of 2S cents. The purchaser will see what article It draws, and its value, which may be from ONE

—eod2w

Manufacturer and Dealer In

PORTLAND, MAINE,

and not returned.

Dec. 2

bargains.
iST*Remember, comer of Brown and Congress Sts.
CHAS. A. RACKLfcFF & CO.

_

Oct 23 -codSmos

PORTLAND,

thereon.
The above named lot ot land being subject to a
mortgage to Joseph T. Mitchell for fl'ty-four dollars
and eighty four cents, dated February 1st, 1869, payable in six months from date, Recorded in book 292,

11,1865.

Cloaking Goads,

competition, and will not be undersold at any rate.
N. B.—The old stock of the late Mr. Gerrish we
have marked down to Less than Half the Co*!><uni
would invite the attention of the ladies who are in
want of House Shoes or Slippers to look at them immediately, and by so doing they will secure the best

(Comer qf Hawley),

No.

TAKEN

Moses M. Butler. )
Deo 7—dtf

Call at Yu. 4

and

-AT-

CUHBEBLAHln SB.
ON EXECUTION and will be sold at public auction on Saturday, the 20th day of January,
A. D., 1866, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the
Sheriffs Office in the city oi Portland, in said County,
all the right in equity which Euoch Dyer of Cape
Elizabeth, hae or had on the 14th day of April, A, D.
1865, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, being the lime of
the attachment oi the same on the original writ in
this action to redeem the follow ng described real estate situated in the town of Cape Elizabeth, in said
County, to wit: A certain piece of land situated In
Cape Elizabeth, and bounded on the south and west
by land belonging to Edward Dyer, on the north by
Join) Maxwells land, and on the east by said Edward

&

CASH.

THOMAS E.M0SELEY& CO,

SHERIFF’S SALE.

tuning

TERMS

SUMMER

OE DISTRIBUTION.

naming each
Envelopes,

value, are placed

°*

Office—No. 13 Campbell's Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
..
tr Consignments aoUclted.

to receive.

those who have acknowledged the receipt
of rateable QtfU drawn from this Association recently, the following kindly permit their
to be

SHAWLS, &c.
Deering Block, Congress St*

We can,

Dec T—d3m

con

MONEY l

Congress Street,

Where he will exercise his unrivaled powers of healing (not [only acute but chronic disease) for those
who will give him a call.
Dr. BUNNELL is no professional humbug from
New York, or some other remote place, where nothing is known ot him, (although he has been a pupil
of the celebrated magnetic Physician, Dr. Schulhof,
of New York) but a man from your own State, and
who is well known.
Dr. B. cures Rheumatism in
suiter Irom this disease when

THEIB

We invite all who are visiting Boston to call at onr
Store, and assure them they will never be urged to
ONE

Kingsbury’s Hotel,

I

Portland,

Smallest Possible Advance,
that all who buy

are

Among

*"ktod* bou*ht “d *°ld

of

rSLSL^T

$500,000,

To be Sold for One Dollar Each!
Without re'lord to value, and not to be paid for until

PICTURE FRAMES I

SHALL sel! Ibra lew days only, the best American Print at 25 cts; Good American Print at 20
cts; Good Style Delaine at 25 cts; Yam Wide Bro.
Cotton at 25 cts.
All my Drew Goods a reselling very Cheap
Thibets, Cashmere, Wool Delaine, Alpaceas, Poplins, Ac., &c.
Will sell at great bargains,

Saqnes, Cassocks,

BOUGHT FOR CASH,

So

125.00 to 22s'on
15.00 to 4b.qq
15.00 to 40.00
15.00 to 35.00
15.00 to 30.00
75.00 to 150.00
50.00 to 200.00
60.00 to 100.00
60.00 to 65.00
25.00 to 50.66

Diamond Pins, Brooches and Ear Drops, Ladies
Sets of Gold and Coral; Jet and Gold,
Florentine,
Mosaic, Jet, Lava, and Cameo; Set. ol Stud., Vest
and Neck Chains, Plain and Chaited Gold
Ring. Ookl
Thiiublcs, Lockets, new stvle Belt Buckles, Gobi Pens
and Pencils, Farcy Work Bores. Gobi Pens with
Gobi and Silver Extension
Holders, and a luge assortment of Fine Jewelry oi every doscrlptlon. of the
best make and latest styles, valued at

know what you

WORCESTER,

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant

-AT-

.—

ner.

anytime.
^Pupils receivedG. W.

dlt-O K

Samples atMrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,

-OF—

Soles,

200 Gold Watches,
300 Ladies' Gold Watches,
500 Silver Wutches,

P. M. FROST’S.

■'

—-——■

Fluting!

Neiv and Complete Stock

Monday,

Dec 11, 1865.

French

$250.00

Silver Fruit and Cake Baskets,
Sets Silver Tea and Table Spoons,
Gold .Hunting Case Watches,

you

ALL MIGHT AGAIN!

44

Notice 1

LADY who has had seven years’ experience in
the business, is prepared to do

FOGG.

40 Preble Street.
CALL
Notice
see

Melodeons, Rose *rood Cases,
Music Boxes,
Silver Revolving Patent Castors,

PEEKING IiALL.

J. It.

Phil-

or

,,

Machine

UNDER.

44

Where those under his charge will receive special
attention in Penmanship and Authography, dally, in
connection with other branches of the English department.
The Evening Session will be open to pupils of both
■exes, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday Evenings,
from 7 until 9 o’clock, for Instruction in Penmanship
&c., &c., offering a grand opportunity to those who
may .esire to improve, and thus devote a portion of
their winter evenings in a profitable and useffil man-

Dee

2

Scpt2(—d3m*

44

Dec. 11th,
At his Room 332 1-2 Congress Street,

Dyer’s land,

NO.

COME ALL!

French Fluting !

44

44

Day and Evening School FRENCH

rooms

COME ONE!

Rosewood Pianos, worth from

12
15
150
100
100
500
100

13-) Diamond Rings, Cluster, Ac.,

a

one

—r!3mnti

IS taken

STYLES,

adelphia.

58 Iliberly St., New Cork CD,.

On

choice

GOODS!

Nov 28—dew

44

8
C
10
20
8
10
10
11

and

fine selection of Thanksgiving and ChrLstmao
Presents. Mao a now article never before Introduced
in tins city.
I shall sell my goods as LOW as the lowest.
1 would most respectfully invite the public to call
and examine my Btock before purchasing elsewhere.

TO

have all tho

MOST APPROVED
ae arc

a new

HOODS, SHAWL8, GLOVES, HOSIERY, UNDER-VESTS, DRAWERS, CORSETS, Ac.,
And

Sack

public

Consisting of

we are

Coaitaillf Making Addttious

We

i

Beering- Block,

FANCY

44

Exchange Street*
M. SEAVEY.

Copartnership

No. 3

PrWDtotrilmtUm
-BY TH»_

713 Broadway, New York.

by

HENRY R.

GENERAL

New York Gift Association!

taken one-hr If of the Store occupied
HAVING
MHS. E. T. CUSUJVIAN,

and remit 15 cents to ns,

BRYAN BROS. <&

Homoeopathic Medicines,

be obtained at No.

and Well Selected Stock

I am now ready to offer the
selection of

either in Cash or Postage Stamps.

more

cjnloBMlai

Large

44

JXAVE you scon the new WASHING MACHINE?
XI It is a perfect gem! and works to a charm.
Also, Hawes’ Unrivalled CLOTHES DRYER,
ooil
Dec 1—d6w
and the best Clothes Wringers in ihe market; il not
call and examine them. They give entire satl-taction. Clothes Wringers and Lamps repaired.
Ail kinds of Lamps altered fsr Fairbanks’ Patent
Fluid Lamp Burner. It saves one-half the expense
'We, the undersigned, having formed incurred by, the use of Kerosene Lamps.
< I.
6* C. RUNDLETT,
a copartnership, are prepared to repair
85 Federal St., near Exchange St., Portland.
every description of EAJJi&AN&S
in
7—dlw*
Doc
the
neatest manner, and
SCALES,
with dlgpetah. We ilin pat in complete order Skates, Scjssors, Knives,
For Matanzas.
4*. ’’Give us a Csil.”
TBAKT dt WATSON,
iv
WUutox St, oor. Middle.
Nov 29—dtf

To

JUST EEOEIVED FEOM BOSTON.

44
44

Great

fr|

_Business Cards.

Holiday Presents.

Goods,

INVITE ATTENTION TO TilEIB

44

8
6
10
8
10

Miscellaneous.

New Goods !

BOSTON,

44

44

Fancy Goods.

ana

New

44

Send 95 Cents for Certificate.
In all transactions by mai1, we shall charge fbr forwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, ana
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25

of

*”

44

5 to
15 44
L&u.cs* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
44
44
44
Hair Bars
5 to
10 44
and Balls.
Certificates of the various articles aie first put inand
when
orderto envelopes, sealed up and mixed;
ed are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
fair
chance.
all
a
On
.receipt of
by mail, thus giving
the certificate, you will see what you are to have,
is
at
to
send
the
and then It
Dollar and
your option
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
Diamond
a Gold Watch,
Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.
5000
5000

Woodbury Davis,

Dec 4—dtf

44

5 to

6 to

St.

SPANISH,
Just

70
100
30
8
10
20
10
8

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Holders,

DAVIS

TURK, and other EASY CHAIRS, lb*
Gentlemen, and elegant Italian and other

First Prayer in Ctmgress.... 2.00
Washington’s last, interview with his Mother, 3.60

Freezing Onions.—If it is designed to
keep the onions till spring, the cheapest and
best way is to freeze them. To do this, se- Washington’s first in verview with his Wife,.... 8D0
lect the northwest corner of some out-bulldWashington’s Inaugural,........................ 3.00
ing, under which the air does not circulate, Washington’s Adieu to fcb Generals,. 3.60
about
two
feet
from
onions
the
the
spread
side of the building; let them get thoroughly
frozen, then cover them closely with an old
also,
V';,''
sail, or any cloth to keep the hay from mixing with them, and spread the hay two feet or
A CHOICE
OF
SELECTION
more in depth above the covering; also pack
fine liay closely between the heap and the
sides oi the
building. Here let them remain5
untouched until tlie irost is entirely out, when'
should
be spread at once, well aired and
they
Walnut and Gilt!
turned often until thoroughly dried.—IJ. J.
H. Gregory.
Ei*bt by. Ten,.
.:.ji.gj)

Exchange

Holiday

LOO

44

Gold Pens and Gold Extension

00., Cotmsellors

Deed—dtf

Horseback,. 2.00

General Sherman...
General Sheridan,.
Mrs. Lincoln,.

6000

LOW by

MORRELL &

P.

GIVING AWAYl

so

70

6000 Sets Ladies’ Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted

^

fortable.

500 44
60 44
100 44
50 44
50 44
50 44
20 44
5J 44
20 doz.
40 44
100 each

sure.

properly
and Windows to effectually
ARE
Duet, Rain,
damp.

NOW IS THE TIME

Gold,

GENTS’ LINEN

And

,i

7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and

of all kincU WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.
DR.

At

USEFUL, DURABLE,
$5.00 EACH..

10000 Minature Lockets,
2.59
41
44
4000
magic spring, 10
2
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, tic,
4
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
2.50
4
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2

Deo 7—dlw*>

Umbrellas,

“BLOCKADE RUNNERS,”
O.V FOX’S PATENT FRAME,

Hanover St.

36

FJ

$150 each

BLAKE’S BLOCK,

ENTLEMEN, get your

1Vo.

to

5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
Studs, &c.,
4 to
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,

FINE

WEAR.

Sc

$20

Boxos,
44

with Bells and
200 to
Caatinets,
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
44
30 to
500
Chafing
Dishes,
44
1000
20 to
Ice ?i chers,
44
2500
with Salvers,20 to
Syrup
Cupa,
44
5008
Goblets & Drinking Cupa, 5 to
»4
3000
15 to
Castors,
44
2000
Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 to
10 to
5000 Dor: n Silver Tea Spoons,
44
"
10000
Tablespoons* Forks20 to
250 Gents’ GoldH un t’g-C ase WatchesOO to
250 Ladies’ Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents* Hunting Case Silver
35 to
Watches,
50 to
200 Diamond Rings,
4 to
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
6 to
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
Chatelaine
Chains*
2000
GuardChains,5 to
4 to
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
and
Emerald
5000 Opal
Brooches,
5000 Mosaic. Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
Diamonds
4000 California
least-pins2.50 to
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
3 to
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides.

Vnv

Collars, Caps, Gauntlets, Mittens, &c.,
Choice qualities always in stock.
8y Special styles or sizes made to measure.

300 Musical
44
150

ENGLISH AND

a O ODS,

Moseley & Co.,

T. E.

All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each!

ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
undersigned will
oi School for Boys,
THE
A CA8S1MERB,
and
At

*

AT

r_

Dry

to receive.

Block.

A. D. REEVES*, Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange St.

At

SON,

173 Sc 176 Washington Sr., Boston.
■

Morton

PANT

Those Furs are much used as trimming for outside
garments. Wo cut the trimming and put it on, or
sell (he skins, as may he desired.

W.

MEASURE,

rfUIE BEST OF FRENCH,
1 AMERICAN

Persian Lamb,
SETS

Patterns,

By CHARLES CC8TI8 A CO.

Astrachast

or

Office.

Pest

May S—dti

173 & 175 Washing!on St., Boston.

In Black

Street,
nolSti

FROM

CUT

w. M. SHUTE & SON,

Or

place

96 Exchange

Mo*

PRICES MODERATE.

LARGE ASSTOBMENT,

Furnishing Goods.

Gents’

......

Interesting

be

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1665.

1.00
that matrimony should not be contracted be1.00
President Johnson,.
fore the first year of the fourth septennial on
the part of the lady, nor before the last year
Hon. Wm. H. Seward,.....
1.00
in the case of the gentleman; in other words,
1.C0
General McClellan,..
the female should he at least twenty-one years
of age, and the male twenty-eight years. The
lion,Edward Everett,.i.y,_w. 1D0
doct or says there should be a difference of sevBeautiful English Farm Yard,_.. 1D0
eral years between the sexes, at whatever periBeautiful English Homestead,.. L00
od of life the connection is formed.
There ig.
a difference of seven years, but in the actual
George and Martha Washington («a).1.0C
duration of life, in the two sexes, but in the
1D0
Archbishop Hughes,.
stamina of the constitution, the
symmetry of Feeding the Horses,(very fine).1.60
the form, and the lineaments of the face. In
respect to early marriages, so for as concerns Village Blacksmith, (very ffne). i.... 3D0
the softer sex, for every year after which marFine View of Portland,.!....... 5.06
riage is entered upon before the age ol twenty- Departure of the Pilgrims,.....
;3.00
be
there
will
on
all
one,
avsrage three years
of permature decay, more or less apparent of Landing of the Pilgrims,. ......IK 3.00
the corporeal fabric.
1.00
Court of Death,.

An

will

Remember the

meat:

The Time
in his work

opened a FIRST CLASS CLOTHING
XI STORE, at
No. 96 Exchange Street,

TTAS

American Sable

Curing Meats.—The Germantown Telegraph publishes the following recipe for curIn one gallon of water, take 11-2 lbs. of
1-2 lb. of sugar, 1-2 oz. of saltpetre, 1-2
oz. of potash.
In this ratio the pickle is to be
increased to any quantity desired. Let these
be boiled together, until all the dirt from the
sugar rises to the top and is skimmed off.—
Then throw it Into a tub to cool, and when
cold, pour it over your beef or pork, to remain
the usual time, say four or five weeks. The
meat must be well covered with pickle, aud
should not be put down for at least two dayn
after killing, during which time it should oe
slightly sprinkled with powdered saltpetre,
which removes all the surface blood, &c., leaving the meat fresh and clean. Some omit boiling the pickle, and find it to answer well;
though the operation of boiling purities the
pickle by throwing off the dirt always to be
found in salt and sugar.

CHISAM,
Merchant Tailor,

-—--*+-*

Cloaks,
Capes,
Collars.
Caffs,
Mittens,

NEW STOREl

NEW STORE,

173 ti Iff* Washington St., Boston.

CHE A.P !

salt,

Catting Done for OthcH to Make.
The public arc invited to CALL.
eod2m
Portland, Oct 26, 1665.
BT* Be

which

With the reign of Charles I. the reason for
the heightening of the sides disappeared.

ing

to

W. F.

(Pure White.)

Canadian Bear,

low, rude, three-legged stools promiscuously
over the church.
Wooden seats were introduced soon after the Nsrmau conquest. In

his decree that

Sleigh

Beaver and Otter

of the Norman
stone bench projected within the wall, running around the whole
interior except the east In 1310 the people
are represented as sitting on the ground or
standing. About this time people introauced

to

SON

wear.

The History of Pews.

In Anglo-Saxon and
churches of early date,

&

Call attention to their display of RICH EBM1NE
GOODS, made in various styles, for the Btreet or in-

Conversation at the Table.

order in the LATEST
manufactures
ST YLBS, and at FAIR PRICES.
He Cuts and superintends his work himseli,
ana guarantees satisfaction in all cases.
Which he

SHUTE

hand A FINE ASSORT-

on

DISPOSED OF

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!

No. 91 Federal Street.

BROWN,

BE

Without Regard to Value. Not to be Paid
for until you know irhat you are

Of all descriptions, by

WM.

Boots and Shoes.

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

Second-Hand Clothing,
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quality.
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Superintendent,
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Place.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
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tivesm -their various departments.
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creates infirmaries and hosJi eajshwhere!lie
proipcc} sick-can
be treated free of

per year in advance.

Matter

f-y Readirie
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Morning, Dec.

Wedaesday

Schools for the Arab population are also recommended, to which shall be added a University, .where the principles of Mussuhnan-law
sballfte taught. He founds orphan asylums

oh

Fifth Leotard

rocks, no boulders, no such loose, nnstratilicil
gravel as we see spread out over the North.—
Through States north of Maryland, boulders

strewn over the surface. Tney have no
are
kinship with the rocks below. They
traveled. On the northern shore ol Lake Suare

abuses Edwin M.

of granite.
perior we find a peculiar variety
We know of no other place on the continent
where that granite was made, and yet boukl-

Stanton. Mr. Stanton is in favor of upholding
the Government and putting down treason
Ergo the Argus is h traitor!
The reasoning iu the above is all of the
—

ers

gainsa.ved.

race, and who
sanctified the slavery of
were covered with the smoke ahd dust of bat
of them hearing honorable scar.,

their

tie, many

and some oi them legless or armless or otherwise maimed for life, should admonish them
to go home and prove by their acts that they
Mr.. Dougwere worthy of self-government.
such men had

already given

the

of it

are

found

within

five

uiile3 of

Boston.
The foundations of the city of Portland are
a group of strata which Geologists had called

conclusive eliaracter. If the logic of th:
first is sound, that of the two last cannot be
same

The Press indulged iu no praise of what Mr.
Douglass skid adverse to President Johnson.
Mr. DouglaS3 conjn'aUnjil that President Johnlaid their
son, when addressing men who had
lives upon the altar ot a country which had

G oology.

The subject of Professor Gunning’s very Interesting lecture on Monday evening related
The Professor reto the “Glue al Period.”
marked thaftie would have to speak of common place things and he would direct attention to a group of facts. If you trav el through
States south of Maryland you find no traveled

all Four Pages.

Byloeiatio Reasoning.
The Argus i3 great on sylogisms. Here is
one: The Press praise3 Fred. Douglass’lecPrestura. Frail. Ddu^sss severely censured
ident Johnson. Ergo the Press is opposed to
President Johnson’s administration.
Suppose we try our hand. The Argus pretend.-: to respect Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson
was a Deist.
Ergo the Argus rejects the
Christian scriptures.
Another.—The Argus

on

‘-metamorpliic,”

slate, and talcose slate.
sometimes yielded gold, and

mica

These rocks have
Portland had been advised in tlie Maine reports to explore her foundation for gold. Now
these slates had been ground down and
Other
.arge fragments carried southward.
facts of the same class were enumerated. A
travel bed was very common place but there
ire sermons on little stones as well as big ones.
The Professor went on to show how these
pebbles had been crushed in the same mill as
the boulders. He spoke of the ridges of gravel so common in Maine and known as “Horse

thought
and showed that whatever force had
highest proof of such worthiness, and thai backs,”
such advice, under such circumstances, and dispersed the boulders had piled up these
ridges. He called attention to another class
to such men, was in bad taste, if not insulting.
of tacts. Here and there, all over the North,
We think it wiil be much easier for the Argus
wherever boulders and gravel ridges are
to vapor and talk about the “nigger Douglass,
Mr.
men
that
found, the masses of rock are found with their
than to convince candid, loyal
A block
Douglass,hiuiielf a colored man once a slave, surfaces ground down and grooved.
and who hid given a son to his country’; of granite bad been taken from the neighborMt. Desert and put in the Natural
cause, did not have, in the circumstance;, I hood of
history rooms of Portland. The surface looks
some grounds for his complaint.
There were cases as
like polished marble.
iur. uou^iass aia 110c say ^resident ouuusuu
striking as that nearer home. Near the “Great
was a traitor, as the Argus charges, or that
Eastern Wharf” the drift had been peeled off,
he was worse than Jeff. Davis, but he did say
the face of the slate polished and grooved,
itid
Davis
had
therc was a lower depth titan Jeff.
fhe Great Eastern” had never come, but long
touched, and the nation would find it if, after
before man had seen this goodly harbor, a
invoking the aid of the negro to' pit '(town a
greater than the Eastern had moved down
rebellion gotten np by bis master, and ^tu
from the North and planed and grooved the
putting eternal enmity between them, it
very foundation of Portland! These planed
should now, in its safety remand and abandon
surfaces arefonnd liigh up on the mountains.
that negro to the control and tender mercies
lass

of the master whose treason he had aided to
put down, and whose anger and hatred he
We think Mr. Douglass was
right in this, and that the Argu<t, in opposing such an idea, only proves that it has al-

had incurred.

ready

reached that lower

depth.

V

Official Test Oaths—Again.

The Advertiser contains, irom the pen of the
editor, an elaborate reply to our article of a few
days since on official test oaths, in which it in-

Judge Marshall’s remarks which wc
then quoted, in wuich he said Congress might
‘•superadd to the oath directed by the constisists that

tution such other oath of office

as

its wisdom

might suggest,” do not apply to the case in
point, and afford no authority for congress to
prescribe such a test oath as that required by
the act of July 2, 1832.
Alter giving its own views of the purpose,
bearing and intent of Judge Marshall’s language, the Advertiser says:
“V ienlcg tlic clictumhi this. Its only proper aspect, arid it is both sound in theory ai d u ay he tit.
fall in .Jtn t ice. Dalit Conches n ut the power of 07..Congr ss to prescribe a yuaiijying cats, nut inauc a
contut.on cf lmmbersli.p by die Constitution, to the
members of another or succeeding Congress."
This is the

point which our contemporary
right or wrong, we shall not spend
time or ink in combatting it, so long as, for all
paretical purposes, it admits all we need contend for. The logic if not the express language of the above is, that each House has a
right to prescribe a tost oath, not required by
the Constitution, for Us own members, though
not for the members of a succeeding House.—
NowbothHcu.es, iu then-joint capacity, did
prescribe a test oath, in July, ’32, and the new
Congress of ’33, by general understanding, by
makes,

tacit

and

agreement, considered the

same

oath

upon the members of its Houses, and
now the Con 'less of 1833, which .lias just av
semb.ed, by its nan-action, has endorsed the

binding

and so will every succeeding Congress until one is elected the majority ol
whose members take exceptions to ft, tylien

same

catli,

the rule may be set aside.

Whether Oiat time

will ever arrive wo pretend not to say; that it
has not yet arrived we are fully convinced, and
all the sitting members of both Houses having taken this Oath, we do not believe they
will let down the bars lor the accommodation
of men whose hands have been raised against
the nation’s life. The test oath is secure for

primeval elephauts had been found. The
rhinoceros and hippopotamus were frozen in
he same gravel. The Professor argued that
these tropical hearts had lived in Siberia when
lie climSte was warm, that they had been deitroyed and hurried by the same force, and at
■he same time, and that whatever force this
.vas, it waS the same that made the gravel and
spread it out. It must have been cold in
,ome form.
The sun is drawing water from the ground
and transforming it to' vapor. This vapor is
chilled and the particles build up starry crystals fashioned after the pattern of six-leaved
alowers. These frozen blossoms foil to the
earth and take the name of “snow.” The
“miurie flowers”—which the Professor said a
Portland lady had drawn so admirahly that her
“Snow Flake” is the finest of holiday presents—can be crushed into ice.
This ice we
call “glacier ice/’ Now ff we were to climb
the Alps, we would find a point 8000 feet above
the sea. above which the snow never melt*.—
The sunbeam is lifting water from the ocean,
transforming it into snow and laying it on the
bead of the mountain. If the snow stayed
there every cycle of a thousand years would
Uhl a mile to the height of the mountain. A
time would come wlieu all the oceans and
takes would be lifted from their beds and piled
up in vast mountains of snow. The wheels
of nature would stop.
The avalancb, the
dread of the mountaineer, is a minister of
mercy. It is the pivot on which the vast maof

chinery

.:

over

ceeded to write

following

fr

their ravages, I thought it would be well to
describe their appearance, and mention also

“This letter

Emperor,

book.

note:—
was

printed by direction of the

ten days alter his return from Algeria, but it was not publfslied because his
wished
to have the propositions it
Majesty
contains fully discussed by lijg ministers.—
Those matters
having been fully considered,
and a

North America and left Katahdin and

At a meeting of the Portland Society of
Natural History, held on Wednesday evening,
Edward S. Morse communicated the following:
Having noticed the Canker-worm moth depositing its egg3 in several parts of the city,
and not aware that we have ever suffered from

This book which is
in the form ol a letter to* Marshal McMahon,
is now published, and bears on Its title-page
the

glacier and

The Canker Worm.

the

a

a

Washington the only points of dry land in
New England—two little islands in a sea of ice.

Emperor of the French
paid a visit to liis province of Algeria, and on
his return, ha, like many other tourists, prosummer

gy* A subscriber to the Bath Timet threatens to stop his
paper if the editor says auy
more about the
advantages of advertising, as
it hurts his
business, he being too mean to let
the public know what he has got to sell. Oi
to

H—alifafc.

the Timet tells him to go
He is probably the same man who will not pay
for ointment to cure his children ot the itch,
because he is so stingy that he can t hear to
have them part with anything they happen to

course

get.

Reuben Townsend, of

committed

Jay,

suicide on Thanksgiving Day, by hanging himself in Ids barn.
fey Hon. Moses Mason, of Brtbei, lias
caught eight skunks in a trap at the mouth of
liis cellar drain, and continues to catch about

day, says the Democrat.
fey On Monday, two young ladies of Limerick, than whom none in town can boast of better parentage or more beauty, wheeled to market nearly one hundred pounds of lard, an affable clerk offering them five cents per pound
—above the usual price—upon condition that

one

a

they should cart it themselves.
fey The Saco Democrat say s that at a disturbance in Limerick Thanksgiving evening, a
young man named McArthur, son of James
McArthur of Limington, was badly injured in
the head.
fey A

petition
Legislature for a

is to he presented to the next
charter granting the use of

the Saco River between Bar Mills and Moderation Village, for steamboat navigation.
fey The editor of the Belfast Age had given
him a plate of honey, which was taken from a
chimney in which a swarm of bees lodged last
June. After examining several chimneys in
the neighborhood, they selected this one which
had never been used, and remained ihrough
The bees were taken up last week,
by breaking ahole in the chimney in the attic,
and about 30 lbs of honey secured.
fey The Journal says that one of the clergymen of Lewiston remarked in a sermon on
Sunday, that he was told that the preceding
the season.

Sabbath there were more people around the
Indian encampment in Auburn, than in all
the churches ! The Journal tbiuks something
should be done, and asks what, to correct this
anti-church going spirit.
We would suggest
that more interest be created in the church—
more attraction, if you please. It is not to the
credit of the church that it has less attractive
power than an Indian wigwam.
fey A correspondent of the Bangor Whig
says that while Livey Penney, of Clifton, and
Ivory H. Day, of East Eddington, were blasting rocks in the latter town on Friday last, Mr.

Day

instantly killed by a fragment of a
rock falling upon him after a discharge. The
other man, though within two fevt, was uninjured. Mr. Day was 23 years of age, but left
no family of his own, though he was the only
was

support of

a

widowed mother.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED

jy Hon. Bobert Parker, Chief Justice of

Supreme

the
at

Court of New

Brunswick,

St. John on the 24th ult.

died

He was in his

70th year.
t,y General Kilpatrick is in Washington,
and will sail January 1, direct for Chili. The
settlement of the Spanisb-Chilian imbroglio
renders his visit to Europe unnecessary.
$y Gen. Fitz Henry Warren has acoepted
his mission to South America, to which he was
time ago appointed.
A strong lobby interest is said to be
working in favor of renewed reciprocity with
some

the common mode resorteu to in order to
check their increase.

The devastating effects of this insect in
Massachusetts and further South, should warn
us to be ready for them, incase
they should
make theft- appearance here in numbers.—
The female moth has no wings, is oval in
shape, dark gray colored, and about a third of
an inche long. The insect is very
sluggish in
its movements and can be easily caught and
destroyed. They deposit their eggs on the
trunks and branches of trees about the middle
or last of March, though a few are seen
depositing in warm days in November. The eggs
are very minute and are glued together, side
by side in numbers of from fifty to one hundred. The worm hatches from the egg in
May. and commences feeding on the tender
buds and leaves; H is not till Junp however
when the foliage is thickest and the worm
most voracious that their ravages are noticed.
To protect the trees, it is necessary to prevent
the females from ascending the trees for the
purpose of depositing their eggs. This can be
done by painting a broad strip of tar round
the trunk, or better
still, by making a clay
>™tar belt about ten inches
wide, and coat"'S that, with tar, and then there is no danger
ot the trees
These
being injured by the tar.
caBaPest an(l most effectual modes,
3X6_r,e
the
tar be renewed at intervals.—
; provided
Nice trees are often protected
by making a
wooden ttough round the base of tbe tree and
tar
or
with
oil.
filling

number of emendations made in the
text, it is now given to the public by the Emperor’s orders.”
In this book the
Emperor enumerates some
of the evils which have been observable in
that country daring the
thirty-five years of
the French occupation, indicates some
of the
causes to which these evils
may be attributed
and expresses his eamost desire to sea them
corrected. H13 Majesty then proceeds to offer
some suggestions in relation to the best
means
of securing the prosperi ty of this portion of
hi3 domains. He proposes to reduce the army of occupation and the number of military
posts, and to create a force of native militia to
be.organized from those who escape-the‘national conscription.
He recommends that
the ports be declared free, and all duties suppressed; also, that Algeria have the right to
introduce her products into France without
coet to importers; and he
suggestamany astful public
wofk,s, tip pffect of which would be
to develop^ the 'resources of the
country, to
attract fresh
The Temperance Course.
emigration and by linking together the interests of the Arab and EuropeAre tbe friends of
Mr. BditOR
temperan inhabitants to
extinguish prejudice and an- ance aware how’much they are' indebted to
the
moral
of
this
and
originators
intellectual
tipathy , and inspire mutual confidence. tSome I
and how strongly thev
are
y are
of the beneficent measures proposed are thus entertainment,
are bound to sustain it ?
| From the indications at tbe first
summed up by an exchange:
lecture, I fear
the credit of our good
people will not be susHO propitiate the Arabs, the Emperor pro- tamed
by the patronage to this Course. Temposes to declare Algeria French territory, and
that her aboriginal inhabitants be received as perance is indeed at a discount, but shall some
ot the best speakers in the
Frenchmen: hut that they shall still continue
country be allowi ed to speak to small audiences
under the Mussniman-Iaw,
simply because
such as
except
is
the
temperance
theme
?
wish to er\joy the benefit of the French civil
a
these
young men, the
?,°,od cau8B>
law, when they will, without previous decla- u r?°
Templars, have instituted this method of
ration, b3 invested with all the rights of drawing
the
attention
public
to
a palpable duFrench citizens. They are also to bo eligible
I heir programme is rich and
to any military position, or to any civil em- ty.
varied, and
our people are
proverbial for tlieir liberality in
ployment in Algeria. The taking of private
patronizing
popular
lectures.
exfor
property
public uses, w5U be prohibited,
a
wbicb beside intellectual
cept by a decree of the Emperor. To exempt entertain °?ursn
entertamTOent; calls to mind the claims of a
a certain portion of the
of
personal property
the inhabitants from seizure for debt. To
8^routnora enterPrise.
patroni“ finely, attend
make such regulations as will
prevent the larealv
Becure to themselves an
French and Mussulman-laws from
of
conflicting, I °TP°{'tajnty ^T®,b?
doinjg and receiving5 good,
be proposes a commission of Mussulman
legists. which they cannot afford to lose?
13,

r‘anrltlt1LPTplC

j

at

steal.

his throat

on

the 2d inst.

r

ByThe Washington Slav says : “Beports
now arriving at the Bqreaiz of
Refugees,
Freedmou. &c., give highly
encouraging ac-

counts of the manner in which the business of
the Bureau is being carried on in the southwestern slates. Hospitals and camps are being
provided for the sick freedmeu, and a large
number have already been established. Homes
are being furnished and work supplied to

great

numbers of the idle and suffering. The number of those supported by the government is
daily diminishing, as the freedmen gradually

employment, and are thus converted
from idle consumers to producers."
£ii/“Prof. Laboulaye, Professor of Comparative Legislation at the College of France, and
the warm and fast friend of
who is
fall into

now suffering from weakness of the eyes which
commands a certain amount of repose, is going

to avail himself of this opportunity to make a
The Paris corresvisit to the United States.
pondent of the N. Y. Times, who makes this
statement, remarks : “There are no honors you
can confer upon this distinguished man which
he has not merited by his vigorous and persistent defence of America and her institutions
under all circumstances.”

6f?“It is rumored that Bennett of the Herald
has taken orders for the priesthood. One might
infer as much from his recent article on the
theatras.

Hitherto he has

beast-hood—[Saturday

belonged

to

the

Press.

FOREIGN MISCELLANY.
—Letters from Florence say that that city is
in full fete on account of the opening of the
Parliament. The King delivered his speech in
a

strong, clear voice, laying marked emphasis
the most important points. The announce-

on

that relations had berm broken off with
Rome was received with tremendous cheers.—
The speech has made a great impression, and
it is believed that there is now no eh ance of any
reduction of armaments. The settlement of
the Roman question is expected to arise out of
complications produced by the brigands, whom
the Papal Government, after the withdrawal
of the French troops, will not he able to supment

press.
—The London Patriot of Nov. 9th, in a leading editorial, alluding to the evacuation of
Rome by the French troops, and the general
condition of the Popedom, says: —“The curtain
is beginning to lift a little on the great drama
of the coming year. Great as are the domestic
interests of England, France, Germany and
America, the main interest of 1800 seems likely
to gather around Rome. There lies the heart
of the coming struggle, and the actors are already placing themselves for their several

jwts.”
—

%
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peace Thackeray, iu Westminster Ahbey, has
just been uncovered. The memorial consists of
a fine bust, by Baron Marochetti,
upon a base of
red serpentine, mounted on a bronze support,
which bears the inscription—a simple record of
the name, and of the dates of birth and death.
The

only

persons present were the daughters of
the lamented author, the Dean of Westminster,
and the Secretary of the fund.
—The death is announced of LieutenantColonel Glencairu

Burns,

the youngest son of

the poet, which took place at Cheltenham on
Saturday from the results of an accident.—
Colonel Burns was in his seventy-second year,
—The Emperor of Russia has just carried
out

an

important

of the courts of

reform

justice

by

the reconstitution
and the appointment

of trial by jury.
—The Paris Temps says : “Respecting young
Iturbide, our private information is as follows :
The Minister of Mexico in Paris, accompanied

chusetts have gone for the Union Bepublici n
candidates. The unholy alliance between the
eight-hour men and the Democrats has proved

by the whole stall' of the Legation, presented
himself about three weeks ago at the College
of Ste. Barbe, and asked for the lad. The heir

utterly

presumptive of the terra ealiente was on the
list of those detained within doors for neglect
of work; but the director, on learning that

abortive.
It is said that but very few of the delegations from the Southern States remain in
Washington. They have gone home to await
results.

ty A “Northwestern Base Ball Convention” met at Chicago on Thursday. Fifteen
clubs were represented. An organization was
formed under the title of the “Northwestern
Association of Base Ball Players.
Why

they call their association
Congress" t

didn’t

a

“Base Ball

fy The military forces have had

to

he

re-

stored to some of the counties in Georgia,
from which they had been removed, on account
of the outrageous conduct of the “chivalry"
towards the freedmen.
lyA. F. Keenan, an Englishman, committed suicide in New York on Friday night by

taking laudanum.

The deceased was a tailor,
a contributor to the Sunday Mercury, and a
sufferer from unrequited affection.
Such an
acoumulation of woes must have been insup-

portable.
giF*A New Brunswick paper remarks that
of all the places in the world a penitentiary
would seem the most unlikely to be broken
into by burglars.
Yet on Wednesday night
last week, the Provincial Penitentiary at St.
John was broken into by robbers, who stele a
gold watch and chain, valued at $125, from an
apartment of one of the keepers.
^y The wile of an ex-negro-trader in Peters-

forward. General Sheridan has offered some
material aid in the shape of a thousand wheelbarrows and ten thousand shovels and spades.

gy Puck—the San Francisco comic paper—
cites the late earthquake in that city as a proof
that “the world wags.” The same paper comes
out for the Fenians in this wise :
PITY PAT.

Puck

wears the green upon Ills breast,
Tho shamrock in liis hat;
And when he thinks of Ireland s woes,
His heart goes pity Pat!

£5?” A gentleman in Raleigh was taking

evening

walk

an

few

evenings ago, when he was
by three ruffians. He, being fortunately armed and equipped for such an advena

attaoked

ture, knocked down the first two of his assailants with a heavy cane, and shot the third.
They naturally begged for quarter, and he, being unable to find a policeman, was obliged to
let them go.
jyThe cashier of the Custom House at

Philadelphia lately embezzled over §60,000 and
disappeared. The Collector, Mr. W. B. Thomas, has very nohly made good the amount out of
his private fortune, so that the government loses
nothing.
BS'-It is understood that Hon. James Harlan
will be elected

to

the

United

States Sen-

Iowa, and that he will retire from the
Interior Department to accept that position,
from which he was called by President Linate

from

coln.
The

Raleigh

Sentinel notices the

con-

tinued prevalence of the small pox in the different portions of North Carolina.
Its presence is not only in the vicinity of Raleigh, but
in the neighborhood of Wilmington. The authorities have taken steps to arrest the progress
of the disease, but, for all that, owing to the
migratory and present condition of the freed
to be spreading.
Charleston
papers also speak of the disease as very prevalent in South Carolina.

people, it

seems

®9?”Colonel Merchant,

now

commanding

on

Bedloe’s Island, has been breveted a brigadiergeneral in the regular army.
Uj?“The Emperor Napoleon III. had a magnificent collection of meerschaum pipes, which
at Dr. Conneau strictly forbids his making use

them, he gives away to his visitors. His favorite costume in his study consists of an old
paletot, well worn and remarkably shabby.
jfp”Randall Hunt is elected United States
senator from Louisiana; his colleague has not
been chosen. This is the second set of senators from that state. The protest of the legislature against the recognition of Hahn and

Cutt

already been announced.
gyEvery man who has a “greenback”
r

has

in

his pocket is to the same extent, for the time
being,a creditor of the Government and holds
its bond for which he neither asks nor expects
interest. Why shouldn’t the Government
have the benefit of this non-interest paying
loan as well as private corporations ?
Cy The resignations of Gens. Butler, Dix,

Ketchum and Croxtan were accepted by the
President yesterday. The resignations of Butler and Dix date from the 30th ult,

and

guilty

tlio

on

second,

of intent to

FREIGHTS—Offering for Cuba are al 111 quite light,
and with an ample supply of tonnage rates tend to
lower figures.
We ha.e to report the following
charters. Brig Waccamaw, Ifor Havana, with box
shooks and cooccrage, for the round sum of? HUO out.
Brig Minnie Miller, lor Matanza*. with box shooks
at 25c, boards at $8
M, and hoop* at $10 fc> M, free
of lighterage. New
brig Helen O. Phinnev, for aport
north aide of Cuba, with box shook* at 23c, free of
lighterage.
Brig Ann* J>. Jorda*, for Matanaas,
with box shook* at
23c,-and molasses hhd shook* al

Barney Holland was arraigned on an indictcharging him with receiving stolen
good—the pistols, &c., stolen by McCafferty
tiom the store of <3. L. Bailey.
He pleaded
not guilty, and his trial was set dowhfor Wednesday.
ment

M. M. Butler.

The First National Bank

J. O’Donnell

of

iNSIAl.l.Ai'tojt.
The Argus learns that
Rev. Mr. Atwood will be installed pastor of
the Pearl Street Universalist Church on Wednesday, 27th lust. Rev. Dr. Thayer, of Bos—

ton, is expected to preach

on

the business concerned the announcement to
the pupil of his accession to a throne, thought
that so rare a case might authorize a transgression of the rules of the establishment. The
young Prince was therefore introduced, and
the Ambassador solemnly read to him the decree of adoption.”
—The chair of literature in the College de
France, vacant by the resignation of M. de
Lomenie—whose predecessor was no other than
the famous Ampere—is to be filled by M. Guillaume Guizot, son of ihe ex-Minister of Louis
Philippe. M. Guizot fils is thirty-five years
old, and is famous for his eloquence.
—The mysterious author of Le Maudit, Le
Rcligieuse, Le Jesuit and Le Moine, generally
supposed to have been a priest, is reported to
have died recently, and to have returned, previous to his decease, to the bosom of the church.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL

TERM—BARROWS, J.,

PRESIDING.

Tuestday.—The

grand jury came in this
morning, and reported forty-one bills of indictment for various offenses, found by them at
the present term.
They were then excused
until the March term.
The traverse

juries

were

then made up, as

\ \.j
Jury,
Joseph B. Hall, foreman,
George Conant, Jr., Jeremiah Howe, Portland; Robert A. Barnard, Bridgton; Stephen
W. Blake, Harrison; Nathan W. lloodv, John
J. Chenery,Westbrook; William Biya'nt,Raymond; Cyrus Cole, Caps Elizabeth; Jacob
Dingley, Gorham; Lewis Gurney, Yarmouth;
Albert Kennard, Windham.
2d Jury,—Hiram Staples, foreman, Cape
Elizabeth; Nathaniel H. Lane, Aaron S. Nason, Standish; Amos B. Melcher, Falmouth;
Charles A. Merrill, Cumberland; Ira Merryman, Brunswick; Elisha M. Morgan, New
Gloucester ; Christopher Noble, Baldwin ;
Thomas A. Roberts, Benjamin Tukey, Portland ; Robert S. Soule, Freeport; Hiram Toh
man, Harpswell.
The following arraignments took place :
George Bonney, for compound larceny.
Plea, not guilty.
William Lawless, for larceny. Plea, not
guilty. This was for breaking into the dwelling house occupied by Charles H. Rogers.
William Lawless, for breaking into the
dwelling house of Charles H. Jordan. Plea,
guilty.
Lemuel Montain, for compound larceny.
Plea, not guilty.
William Mackin and George Mackin, for
compound larceny. Both pleaded not guilty.
Daniel R. Wallace, for attempt to bill. Plea>
not guilty.
James W. Thomas, for assault and battery.
Plea, not guilty. Subsequen tly he retracted his
plea, and pleaded nolo contendere. In consideration that he had already been confined
in jail three months, he was released upon his
personal recognizance for his appearance at
the next term. S. L. Carleton for prisoner.
George A. Green, John Carr and Charles
Carr, for larceny Johnson and John Carr
pleaded guilty; Charles Carr, not guilty.
John Cook, for larceny. Plea, not guilty.
Joseph H. Pollard and Frederick Pollard,
for riot. Both pleaded hot guilty.
Charles E. Moulton, for larceny.
Plea, not
guilty.
Patrick McCaffcrty, for compound
larceny.
Plea, guilty. This was for stealing pistols, &c.,
from Bailey’s gun shop.
Patrick Kelley, for breaking and entering
with intent to steal. Plea, not guilty.
John Murphy, for larceny. Plea, not
guilty.
Edward Boyle, for compound larceny. Plea,
not guilty.
Edward Roach, for uttering counterfeit
and altered bank bills (two
indictments).
Plea, not guilty.
George W. Jones, for arson (three indictments), in setting fire to the Williams’ dwelling house on Federal Street. He pleaded not
guilty to each indictment.
Jacob Lewis, William Johnson and Isaac
Brown, for compound larceny, in stealing-froth
the shop of Cyrus Babb. Each of them pleaded not guilty.
Patrick Kelley was put upon trial for breaking and entering the office of the Portland
Kerosene Oil Company, with intent to steal.
The prisoner was defended by S. L. Carleton,
Esq. Mr. Butler. County Attorney, appeared
The j ury, after being put jqne
for the State.
hour and a quarter, returned a verdict of not
guilty on the first count (breaking and enterfollows:
1st

—

OP PORTLAND

REVIEW

Week ending Dec.

BUCKU, is the unsolicited testimony of Thousands
who HAVE BEEN CURED BY ITS USE. Try it.
Take no other.
Invaluable for FEMALE COMPLAINTS and URINARY TROUBLES IN CHILDREN. Price one dollar.
W. W. WHIPPLE. Agent,
HI Mtnitcr SQUABE.
declld3t

Metals firm

and

When you

Stationery
At

are

in

lb.

your

Fancy

Articles

the NEW STOKE.
As ('heap as the Cheapest.
PRESENTS I

large variety for the old folks and the young.
35TA large collection of PHOTOGRAPHS, going
qHEAP. Come and be convinced,
A

Al the

New

FIRST

Store* No* 30 Centre Street*
OONQUESS STREET.

DOOR FROM

Nov. 29.—BXdtf

H* 1** BEAL*

New

New Goods l

Goods,

JUST RECEIVED AT
DRESSER’S, 90 EXCHANGE STREET.
Photograph Albums from SO cts. to $8. All kinds ol
Jewelry going cheap. Paitmonnaies from 20 cts. to
$2. Rubber Dancing Dolls 25 cts. All kinds of goods
going cheap for 30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at
his Old Stand above the Post Office, Exchange St.
Nov. 18—sxdlw*

ex-

PHOTOGRAPHS 1

B£A_NS—The local demand for white pea beans
quite active, and prices are firm at
bu.
Marrows are in demand fer
shipment at $ 2 75<*3. Blue pods quick at about
$2x&2 2o.
BOX SHOOKS—Manufacturers are now holding
good pine boxes *t 85c, without sales. Freights are
easier, but prices in Cuba do not warrant large

largest, best,

THE

and

cheapest Establishment

in

All work warranted.
State.
Card Photographs ft3,00 per doz.
A. M. McKfiNNEY,
Oct 6—s 2» eodjcoow3m
281 Congress St.
the

freight.

BREAD
Is firm and we continue to quote
round pilot at ll(c£13c
lb, square at 9&llc, ship at
and crackers at 55@60c
7(a8c
100.
BUTTER—Receipts of choice family butter are improving, though prices can hardly be quoted lower
than 4iko'45c
lb. Store butter is dull and declining
at 25&27c.
—

20®21c $*lb.

at

40@48c,

CEMENT
but stocks

—

are

Aroworiuge h mourns are
Sperm are in moderate
The

lighl,

PORTLAND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Rio is

steady

at

now

quoted
demand at

One

demand continues to diminish,
and prices still rule at $2 70®2 75

34®37c.

the

Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents
Dee 5,1865—SNdly

for postage.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in Its nature, fragrantly scented

and extremely Iwmeficial in its act upon the sHn.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good?* Dealers

june31(Uyr

•

A

HAIR

LIFE I

mn.\
anU

discharging.

SPOKEN.
Nov 1C. lat 44 15, lan 40, ship C Oriiiuell, iroui New
York tor Louden.
l»ee 4, ofl‘ Georgetown Bar, brig II 11
McGilvery
and iroui
Scarsport for Georgetown.
SSL of Highland* cf Nevaaoink 60 miles,
bri» Caluiuck, ir.»nt Havana for Bouton.

junc23tJ

.-^<3W.

Croup Syrup l

S’i'iiiSifm'raS"1
80U by 1,R- K-F-BAS.
MMd&E1

IN AID OF
The Portland Frecdiuen’. Ald A..ociali«u
Sixth Lecture will be delivered
by

OM, No. 16

Maj. Gen. Chamberlain,

Agents, No.
£ C?» Wholesale
Commeieial Street, Portland,
Me.

OF MAINE,

# Boston Stock Lilt.
Sales at the Brokers Board, Dec 11.
American Gold. 145
U nited States Coupons, .!.!!!!!!!!!!! 1444
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,..
107|

do
do

1864

BEAUTIFYING,

PRICK

HAIR.

THE

FIFTY CENTS.
For gale at

Wholesale and Retail,
-BY-

CHARLES

CUSTIS

A

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ot MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

July

Wanted

Immediately.

An active, industrious, honest Bov, 16 or 18 years of
ago, who resides in the city, and who desires to loam
the business of an Apothecary.
Address, Portland
P. O. Box 68, with real name, and state where an interview can be had.

50.

burg ?”

Music

Has bsen

Ticket for

_MARRIED.

BALSAM!

BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Thorat,
such

as

are in re-

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumoniar«r
Inflammation of the Lungs,

—

and

!

Whooping Coagh.

this Medicine has NO SUPEIn these
RIOR, and while thus eihe .clous it is perfectly safe to
administer to parsons of all tlges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable os a preventative of all the diseases ot the

complaints

Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.

The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
#** Prepared and Hold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol4sxd&ww6m
Square, Bangor, Me.

ITCH !

ITCH !

ITCH !

Scratch, Scratch, Scratch t
Wheaton’s

Ointment

Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Hnn.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
Eruption* qf the Sktn. Price 00 cents. For
all druggists.
By sending SOccnts to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 1T0 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, flee at postage, to any part of the
1 111
*■
1
—•*IU
United WaferOct 25,1865.—B N diwlyr

and all
sale by

$150.

Hall’s Vegetable Siciliaa Hair Reaewhas proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair t\6f offered to Che public.
er

It Is
rious

a

vegetable compound, and

contains

properties whatever.

no

Inju-

WILL RESTORE UR AT HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
IT

It will keep the hair from falling ont.
It cleanses Iho soalp and makes the hair^soft, lustrous and silken.
It is

»

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

or young, should fail to wan it.
RECOMMENDED AND USED BT THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
|y Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renower, and
taken* Other.
r
n
E. P. HALL l CO..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
IF. F. Phillip* If Co
Wholetitle Agent*.

IT IS

_

__

auglosndfcw6m

tit' A Physiological view ot* M—*-t-—i
300 pages, and 130 tine

—Containing nearly

thr

pHLs

ff Jy

ratLmal add Bitccccful mode at
fcjfott Of case* treated. A
married, and thos»^ contemwho
plaung marriago,
Entertain doubts at their nliysof postage to any address,
bc^lt
on receipt 01 25
cents, in-stamps or postal currency
Dr* LA CR01^» No*31 Maitlen Lane,
the
nfi’.'m? adviser V
to tbo

i.
Uuthrul

1

Albany*”6??11?
The

author raav be consulted upon any of the diseases
upon which his book treats either personalia or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world,
Oct 6—s x d&wCm
Read Db. Hughes* advertisement, hi another
column. In his specialty DrHughes is unequalled
by any physician4® this country.
Jan l^-wly
•»!

one

Lecture,.

25c.

DEERING HALL.

Iii this city, Dec 12, by Rev Dr Sliailer, Geo I Waterhouse and Miss Emma Clapp, both of Portland.
In Lewiston, Dec 7, Wm B Hilton, ot L, and Miss
Lovinia J Tibbetts, of Hermon.
In Auburn, Dee 5, George L Wilson and Lavlnia C
Thompson, both of Topsham.
In Watervllle, Dec 5, Johd F Turner, of BowdcinA Brown, of Clinton Gore.
ham, and
In Fairfield, Dec 6, Fessenden Colcord and Sarah E

Thursday Even’s:, Dee. 14, *08,
OPENING NIGHT OF
W.

W.

WINSLOW

A

CO.’H,

DRAMATIC COMBINATION,
WiMSttHSk!* F1VE P“‘*CU'AL

Lawrence,

Opening Piece*

DIED.

The

In this
Dec 12, Charles H, only child of Henry
D and Martha C Shed,
2 years 2 months.
At Havana, Nov 24, of yellow fever, Capt Jere Y
Pe tun gill, of Portland, aged —.
In Waterville, Nov II, Mr John Clifford,
aged 78

city,

aged

years.

In Lilnington, Dec 2,
7 months 17 days.
In Penobscot, Dec 4,
years.

My

Reduced

At

SHAWLS,
Balmoral

DATE.

ol Dublin.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Eagle.......New York. .Havana.Dec
Scotia.New York. .Liverpool.Doc
Nova Seotian.Portland_Liverpool.Dec
City ol New York.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Dec

City

Prices.

BLANKETS,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS*
FOR

Wife.

GOODS!"

DRY

Mr Moses WardweU, a"ed 57

FROM

Ashore.

Neighbors

Mr F A Chick, aged 26 years

CARDENAS, Sell Kate Carlton—190 hhds 42 toes
molasses, Thos Asenclo & Co; 20 hhds sugar, Treat
& Co, Franktort; 2 bbls molasses, master.

NAME

Wreck

IParticulars in Daily Programmes.
Dec 13—<12t

IMPORTS*

13
14
16
16
16
16
20
20
20
21

Ladies*

Skirl n,

XJnder-Vests,

Gents’ Shirts & Drawers,
FLANNELS,

Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .CaUioruia.Dec
City of Cork...... New York.. Liverpool.Dec
Columbia..New York. .Havana..Dec
New York.New York. .California.Dec 21
Hibernian.Portland.. ..Liverdool.Dec 23
Helvetia.Now York. .Liverpool.Dec 23
Teutonia.New York. .Hamburg.Dec 23
Vera Cruz..New York. .Vera Cruz.Dec 23
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 27
Havana.New York..Rio Janeiro .Dec 29
City of Boston-.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 30

M.at-ow, Caator, Tricat

and

Chinchillu

BEAVERS,
At Cost for a Few Lay*,
AT

&

VICKERY

BOWEN'S,

A'o. 9 Free Street.

..

VICKERY k BOWEN.

Dee 13—<12w

Miniature AlmiiMr.December 13*
Sun rises.7.21 I Mood risen.2.50 AM
Sunsets.4.28 High water.7.00 PM

Administrator’s Sale of Ileal Estate.
to a lie use from the Hon. Judge tf
Probate for the County of Cumberland, I shall

PURSUANT

sell at public auction, on the premises, on Saturday,
the 13t» day of January, 1S66, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, so much of (he Real Estate of James G.
Warren, late of Harrison, in said county, deceased,
including the reversion of the Widow’s dower therein, if necessary, as will raise the sum of eight hundred dollars for the
of debts of said decased,
and the costs ot administration and incidental charges.
Said Heal Estate is situated in s id Harrison, at
the village of Bolster’s Mills, and consists of House,
Barn ami Stable, and about four acres of good land,
and Is known as the Freeman Fuller stand.
Terms,

MARINE 1S7EWS
OF

PORTLAND.

Tuesday. December 12.
ARRIVED.
Steamer NewBrunswick, Winchester, St John NB

payment

for Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight., Boston.
Brig D O Castnor, Schwartz, Rockland.
Sch Kate Carlton, (Br) Devereaux, Cardenas 23d
ult.
Sch Highlander, Rogers, Salem.
Sch Marion, Peters. St John NB.
Sch Odd Fellow, (or Eastport) Gove, Lepreaux NB
for Boston.
Sehs Bloomer, Stront, and Ancona, Look. Addison
for Boston.
Sch Planet, Pcrrv. Rockland for Now York.
Schs Mary Hall, Poland; Harriet, Maddocks; Cornelia, Henderson, and Bound Brook, Perry, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Mary Frances, Arey, Bucxsport for Boston.
—

Cash.

Harrison,

OB ADI AH G.
Dec 11th, 1865.

A

Fox, Hoes,

name

consent.

C. D. BROWN.
J. C. STEVENS.

Por. land,

S Hunt.

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.)
GREEN’S LANDING, Dec G-Sld, schs New York,
Dodge. Btaehill lor Rockland; Minneola, Holt, Ellsworth lor Norwich. Ct; Canova, Fullerton, do for
Boston; Emetine, Martin, Rockland tor Hancock;
Thistle, Martin, do for do.
Dec 7—Ski, schs Vine, Crabtree, Hancock for Portland ; Ceylon, Butler. Bangor for Boston: Planet,
(Br) Wilson, Cornwaliis NS for do; Sarah Johnson,
(Br) Moore, do for do.
Dec 8—Ar, sch Cape Ann, Smith, Boston.
Sid, U S cutter Toucy, Briggs, cruising.
NOTICE TO MARINERS*
Notice is hereby given that the Spar Uuoyson Mark
Ledge. Casco Bay, and Drunkard’s Ledge,
Fox Island Thoroughfhre; also, the 3d class Nun
Buoy, ou Bay Ledge, Isle au Haut Bay, Me., broke
from their moorings and went adriit In the late gale.
Tney will be replaced as soon as possible.
By order of the Lighthouse Board.
JOHN POPE.
L. H. Inspector, 1st District.

I

hereby given

wife, Martha A. Hunt, has
left my bed and board, and this is to lorbid all
persons harboring or trusting her on my account as 1
shall pay no debts of her contracting after this date.
CHRISTOPHER C. HUNT.
50w3w*
Windham, Dec. 6,1866.

IS

Chase, McDonald, Matanzas—Chase,

Dec

13,1865.

foundered at

sea.

No particular-.

Brig D’Alverty, Morris, Irom New York for Guadaloupe, which got ashore at Montauk Point, has bilg-

ed. An arrangement has been made with the u derwriters to save vessel and cargo at 65 per cent salvage.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—lu port 26th, brigs Moses Rogers,
Jones, and Stephen Duncan, for New York; Nebraska. Emery, lor Boston; and others.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 4th. ship National Eagle,

Candace,

Boston.
Canova.
MOBILE—In port 2d

Chi 4th,

ship

Elliott. Boston.
inat, ships Success. Chase,tor
Havre, Idg; Nunquam Dormlo. Burt; Scotia. Doane;
Rochester. Fulton; Owego, Norton,and Klvahpoane,
tor Liverpool; barques Wapella, Orr, do; G W Rosevelt, llerriman. for New York; and others.
SAVANNAH—Cld 5th, brig Clara Pickens, Rogers,

Liverpool.
BALTIMORE—Ar 9th,
New York.
Cld 9th, barque

sch S H

Jackson, Wiley,

Elvcrton, Smith, Galveston; brig
Raven, Peterson, Jersey City.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, schs Ella,
Elizabeth Arcularlus, Jackson, New York.
8t Peter, Goodwin, Liverpool; bark
10th,
A Houghton, Barrett, orchilla.
Cld 9th, schs Yankee Blade, Coombs, Barbaboes.
CITY POINT, VA—Cld 7th inst, barque Eugenia,
Mosher. Liverpool.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, slup William Frothlnghgm,
Bordeaux.
Ar 10th, barnue Trovatore, Carver. Cardenas; sch
Nathan Clifford, Shute, ltondout tor Boston.
Cld 9th. ship Wm Wilcox, Manter. San Francisco.
Cld 11th. brigs Volant, Gage, Aux
Cayes; Star oi
Peace, Boomer, Brazos; A C Tltcoiub, l'itcoiub, (br

Bangor;
Ar

50w3w •

Dec. lltb, 1865.

Notice

Matanzas—Kme. y &

Cram & Sturdivant.
Brig Anna D Jordan, (Br) Parker. Matanzas—Geo

Portland,

50w3w

copartnership heretofore existing under the
THEfirm
ot Brown Sc Stevens, is this day dismutual

solved, by

CLEARED.
C

COOK, Administrator.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Br brig Queen ot Clipcrs, from Yar-

Barque Mary

to have

found by experience to be the

Club.

For sale at toe Bookstore*, Paine's Music Store,Cio»& Co.'s, Lowell Sc Scoter’s, and at the door.
Doors open at G o'clock. Lecture to commence at 7
Committee of Arrangements.
Jacob McLellan,
Benj. Kinubbi ry, Jr.f
IsraelWashbcbm,Jr., Oliver Gekribii,
M A. Blanchard.
dt«l
Portland, Dec. 13.

DISASTERS.

COUGH

8 60.

Quartette

uian

Ship Uncle Joe, from Nevassafor Cork, 19 reported

LEAD—Sheet and pipo lead is lower, and now
quoted in this market at 134@14c. Pig lead is mors
active in New York and other markets.
LEATHER—The market is tairlv active, and good
prices continue to rule for all kiuds of stock. Herolock sole closed at 32<*;42c 4? ib, the out dde figures for

Shaw’s

by

Gettys-

Tickets for the Course,.$1.00.

1865.
United States Ten-lorties.
United Status Debt Certificates, Nov
o7|
Ogdens burg First Mortgage Bonds. 91
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. Cm)
Boston an* 1 Maine Railroad. 118$

Nov 21—8 n dti
WARREN'S

HALL.

CITY

Bradley,

ship

that ray

Notic«.
Portland

Railroad Company hereby give
notice that they will petition the next Legislature
THE
of Maine for amendments to their
charter.

Portland,

Dec.

13,

M.
1865.

G. PALMER, Secretary.
lawUw

Wanted.
BOOK-KEEPER. Books double Entry.
references required

AAddress Box 1515.
Portland,

Island

22—sndtf

Dec. 18, ’08,

SUBJECT—“2 Ac 20th Maine Regiment at

991
994
91

In Watervllle, Nov 30, Geo L Grout, of
and Julia Anna G Haines, ol W.

Evening,
—a—

United States 7 3-10th* Loan, 1st series. 97
do
2d series. 97
do
small. 97
United States Five-twenties, 1662. 1021
do
small.101

Brig Mary

——AND-

DRESSING

-Advertisements.

independent lectures

lU1 otber

Fox.

Magical Preparation

RESTORING,

IRON—Bar iron is in quite active demand, as deallaying in their winter stocks before the close of
navigation. Prices are well sustained, as stocks arc
still much broken, though recent arrivals have materially relieved the market. Sheet irons are in active demand at advanced prices. Russia sheet iron
is especially scarce, and commands 50(a>55c. Cut nails

PAINTS -Desirable brands of dry leads continue
Union lead in oR is still quoted at
scarce and firm.
$10 50. Other paints are steady and without change
in price. Demand considerably diminished.
PLASTER—'the market is steady at $2 50a.3 Ip
ton for soft. Cargo of hard plaster sold during the
week at $2 30. Ground plaster is held at $9 with
moderate sales.
PRODUCE—The supply of fresh meats Is very good
and prices rule without material change. We quote
beef by tho side at 0@13c 4? lb and lamb at 0-^1 lip.
Poultry is higher. Chickens are now quoted at 1(fig!
20c, turkeys 18W22c, and geese at 14@l6c. Eggs
are very scarce and firm at 38a)42c4> doz.
Potatoes
are steady at 65<' 75c %>bu. Onions are quiet at $2 ?5
are heavy at $12
cranberries
and
Jp brl.
50@13
(£.3,
PROVISIONS—The market here is quiet,with light
stocks and a moderate consumptive demand. Beef Is
steady and unchanged. Pork has declined fully $4
brl. for all grades. Round hog brings lO'ajllcp lb.—
Lard is again lower; we now quote at 28@26o for kegs.
RICE-Is steady at 12^14c (or India and Carolina.
RUM—Prices are nominally unchanged; there is
now little or no sale.
SALT—Stocks are ample. Prices are nominal, and
wecoutinue to quote Turk’s Island at $4 25@5 ^ hhd.
and Liverpool and Cadiz at $4@ 4 50. Table salt remains steady at 33c I> box.
SOAP—American Castile contiaqps to bring 17c.—
For prices of Loathe & Gore’s soaps see quotations.
SPICES—The market is quiet, and prices are
without noteworthy change. Sales limited to small
jobbing lots.
SUGARS—Raw sugars arc taking their turn, ami
we now quote Muscovado at U@l6c, and Havana
Refined sugars are steady at 19^
brown at 15j@10c.
(«19jc for crushed, giauulated and powdevea.
TEAS—Stocks are light and prices are well sustained. We quote Souchong at Vya&Qc 4? Yb, Oolongs
at 95c(ft$l 15, and Japan at $i 20<&130.
TIN—Is firm at 45c 4> lb for English pig, and $15 60
@164> box for I. C. plates. Demand good.
TOBACCO—1Tliefe Is a steady demand from the
trade and prices continue to rule very regular as quoted elscwhei-e.
VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with moderate
sales at quotatious.
WOOD—Hard wood brings at retail $11@12 ®
cord, and soft wood $0 W&l- 50. Manufactured kindling wood is still quoted at 3o^50c 4? box (containing about a barrel) for soft and hard.
WOOL—The market continues very dull. Fine
wool is pretty firm, but there is little in the market. Medium wool is not much wanted at (bis season, and could hardly be moved without a reduction
of tho present nominal quotations.

n.>a»
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BASCOM'S

and

Cough

mouth NS.

-FOB-

rrs arc

LIME—Continues scarce at $1 75<$1 80
cask.
Demand less active.
The market has been quiet, but
LUMBER
stocks are light and prices are unchanged.
Shipping boards are still quoted at 321-@24. Spruce $17(aJ9.
Hemlock $14faJ6.
Clapboards $2Ga27 for extra
spruce; pine are out of market. Laths at $3 25 a)
3 50 for spruce and 3 25<&4 for pine.
MOLASSES—Stocks are very light, there being
scarcely any in first hands, but the continued dullness of the market begins to tell and prices have declined to 587fC0c for prime Cuba clayed, and G6^76c
for Muscovado. Cienfuegos has declined to 75@0Oc,
and Porto Rico to 85?&95c, With little of either in market. No arrivals reported during the week, though
several cargoes are on the way.
NAVAL STORES—Southern turpentine is selling
in small lots at $1 6 > j? gal. Rosin ranges from
$10 for common to $22 for No. 1. Coal tar pitch
quiet at $3 50@3 75. North Carolina tar is held at
$0 50@7 50 and ?Wilmington at $8 50(&10. Oakum
steady at 12 «,15c p fl>.
OILS—Portland kerosene is steady at 90c for
1000 gals, 92jc for 5 brls, and 95c for 1 brl, at the
factory. Prices of crude fish oils range from $30@
374? brl for Pogie. Shore and Bank. Linseed ofl is
lower again; we quote raw at $1 50 and boiled at

a

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup,
Bronchitis,
Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
any ot ier difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passage*.
For the above diseases this is the best
remedy that
was ever offered to the
public, as any person who has
.ever used a bottle will testify.
For CROUP it has no
equal. For Coughs and Colds, one bottle will satisfy any one that It must be kopt in the house. F'or

BELOW

----

8EELF8

FLOUR—Roceipts are still large, amounting to 3000
@4000 toils daily, and with light sales stocks have
been steadily .ncreasing. Prices are nominally 25®
50c p brl lower, but the market is
very dull, in
New York the accumulation is very great, and some
brl. Corn meal has adgrades have declined 75c
vanced to $108 ®1 loqj> bu.
FRUIT—Lemons are in moderate demand at $7 60
@8 box. Havana oranges are selling for $3®4 p loo.
Raisins are in good supply at $5®5 25 p'box for
bunch, and $5 25 for layers. Citron has advanced to
40® 16c p lb.
GRAIN—The corn market is quiet, and prices are
nominal.
Rye is more plenty at $1 .a0@l 35. Barley
is quiet and shad ng at 90c ® 1 00.
Oats steady at
58« 63c p bu. Shorts iirm at $30@82 p ton.
GUNPOWDER—Is steady at $6 50 lor blasting and
$8 50 for sporting.
HAY—The demand for shipment has subsided, and
the market closes very dull at about $15for pressed. Loose hay has been selling for about $15@17,
audstraw lor $9 50®10 50.
HIDES AND SKINS —We continue to quote
Buenos Ayres at 3i)@32c, Western dry salted at 18®
19, and slaughter at 9®9ic. Lamb skins are steady

middle and overweights. _Finished calfskins
quest at $1 50 J175.

DR,

PORT

COUGHS,
COLDS,
RESTLESSNESS,
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
For sale by ail Druggists. Sent by mail with full
directions on receipt 01 price.
s *
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage;

at this season. Prices accordingly tend down, and
we note a slight reduction lor tod and
pickled herring. See quotations.

at

CANDY I

NEURALGIA,

lo,

steady

hasheesh

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,

FISH—Receipts are diminishing, but stocks are
now pretty large, while the demanu is
light, as usual

are

Kuowlng,

repaired in

Asia...Boston.Liverpool.Dec

Now mported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable prepai ation of the article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies for

are du 1 at 30®33c; there is no dem ind for soft
pine.
COPPER—The market |to less excited. Copper
sheathing is thru at 55c ip ib. Yellow metal sheathing is selling at 40c, and yellow metal bolts at 43c.
CORDAGE—The market is quiet and steady. We
quote American at20|®22c P ib, Manila 26£®27c,
and boltrope at 28£®2oc.
DRUGS AND DYES —There is a fair demand
for articles under this head, and previous rates are
generally sustained. Bi-carh soda has declined to
12c pib. See quotations elsewhere.
DRY GOODS—The d mand is light for all klndsjot
dry goods at this time, but as stocks are light
throughout the couutry, dealers are constantly in
the market to replenl h just enough for immediate
wants. Cotton is dull and depressed, and cotton
goo 's are still heavy, standard brown sheetings sellPrints are very dull.
American
ing ai 30®32jc.
delaines in model ate demand at 30®82£c.
DUCK—Portland duck continues to be taken up as
fast as manufactured at $1 20 for No. 3 and 85c for

$1@1

the Oldest Remedies

The Bengal Dispensatory says the “effects of
Hasheesh are populai ly known in the South of Africa,
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations we find it extensively employed for a multitude of afflictions." “In a standard treatise of Materia
Medica more than six hundred years old, it is described as one of the most valuable of all known
medicines."

COOPERAGE—The market is without noticeable

at

of

Known to Medical Science*

change. Both ash and red oak hoops are in
good supply as heretofore quoted. Hard pine headings

No.

GALLLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
dec29tf.
Copying done in the best maner.

brl.
CHEESE—Vermont fire lory cheese is steady at 18®
20c p lb and New York at 15®20c. The market isquiet
with a light demand and fair supply.
COAL—Receipts in Philadelphia continue very
large, and cargo prices have still further declined.—
Freights have advanced, but the decline has been
sufficient to stimulate considerable shipments for
Eastern markets.
Dealers here continue to sell
Lehigh, Red and White Ash at $15
ton, delivered.
Cumberland remains steady at $12.
COFFEE—The market is quiet with a light consumptive demand. Java has declined to 48®52c
lb.

Glasgow 21th, ship Oriental, Nickerson,* from
m
New York.
CM at Kotterdam 20fIt uli, barque Nonontm.)
u,»
Kingman. Mobile.
At Dcnmrara lltli ult, barque Princc’ou, Munson
*
for New York.
At Martinique 20tli ult, brig Milwaukee, Brown

Shepherd.

Receipts light and quite

rates for stoca and

stree.

"ErtSSjW

Lydia

continues
$2 75tt3

shipments at current

can get

HOLIDAY

unchanged.—

active demand for

&

d^k.'
pSteSgffi? M Ult- brie Kare S(—• raoAr at

..

Why Will You Go Down Town?

APPLES-Good winter fruit is in fair
supply and
pffces are steady at $5 60 a# 50 i> brl. Cooking apples
are scarce at $1 StKjil 75 $> bu.
Dried apples
are quiet but firm at 15&20C jp fib for Western and
Eastern.

ASHES—Pot ashes

Market Square, 26.
GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

octl8snd3m

materials more quiet. Freights

portation, at 9}'££llc &
inadequate.

At

FEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET STORE
26

Bostonfready.br**

tUe

Ou Friday

ANDERSON’S

vails in commercial circles. It appears that the process of funding and withdrawing the surplus currency will be managed with the utmost care, to a void
auy violent disturbance of the money maiketoro
commercial values. With this assurance, business
calculations can bo based with tolerable certainty
upon a prospect of gradual trarsition to a lower level
o! prices, and tho trade which will spring up by or
before the 1st of January will be restricted to the
legitimate office of distributing needed supplies.
If Congress promptly adopts the policy recommended by the Administration, it is hardly probable
that any description of merchandise which is in fair
supply will hereaiter recover the extreme rates current In the past. A tendency to discount the effect
of these probable measures of Congress is already apparent in many articles. Grain and breadstuff^
are dull and unsettled, with increased
receipts. Pork
and lard are lower. Fish quiet and shading.
Agricultural produce steady. Groceries dull, molasses
and raw sugars lower. Cotton goods steady at a
further decline.
Leather firm. Wool very dull and

Excise

i„
In

Nov*dlinsn&w3m*

Elevators!

29 Cent* per Set!

mix

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety ot Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturer*’ prices.
Tlieir assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and
Fancy
Goods Is

60

Dress

!

really magnificent.

No Remedy Like Smolander’s

MARKETS

12,1863.

Quotations of gold, since Thanksgiving, have relapsed to the old figures, or a little below, having
touched 14ij Saturday. Secretary McCu loch's report appeals to have.been digested, along with Thursday’s Thanksgiving dinner, and a better feeling pre-

lower.

99

A Fact Worth

THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, payon demand,
bearing interest at favorable rates.
E. GOULD, Cuahicr.
Nov. ,W.
Portland, XT
13, 1865.- dtf 8 N

quotations represent prices of large
lots from first hands, unless otherwise stated, and in
small
filling
orders, higher rates have to be charged.
For figures see quotations in another column.

Lumber and building
to Cubaeasier.

V
h- ?MESaElt
27—dt\v»
Nov

able

Note.—Our

nominally

Portland.

INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.

the occasion.

„A'r-»17",o

Agents Wanted

*e!l tlic BEST PIUZE pack
Country. Call, or address
To

foreign ports.
Hth ult. brig J II DiHiugl-am, Mum,
*
eil, from Cagliari, ar same .lav.
Jem,!i tu’1,n-<ui- ^"rchlll,
for

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM
147 Middle st.
July21sntf

^reciae notices.

Not finished.

Smith.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

That Rubber Goods can bo
substantial manner, at

James Devine was put upon trial for laiccuy of three pairs of pauts from Abiel M.

America,

the British Provinces.
&y Lieut. Gen. Grant has arrived back to
Washington from his Southern tour.
|jy All the recent city elections in Massa-

glacier tears the rocks over which it
flows into gravel and spreads it out in ridges— burg a few days ago saw a freedman skinning
a live cat-fish in the market, and expostulated
how it planes down and scratches the rock,
with the remark, “How can you be so cruel ?”
ahd how it transports the boulders. He then
said the intelligent contraband, “dis is
showed (and our space will not allow us to fol- “Why,”
de way dey used to do me, and I’se gwine to
low him in detail) how all the fact3 which he
get even wid somebody.”
had enumerated would spell out the fact that
!EiF~The work of repairing the levees of the
a vast sheet of glaciel ice had moved down
Mississippi at New Orleans is rapidly going

Louis Napoleon on Algeria.

Last

The Professor show-

tiow the

been elected it is hoped the Southern people
will have learned wisdom, so that none but
men who have been constantly loyal to the
Constitution and flag will be allowed to come
up to Washington knocking lur admittance at
the doors of the national council chambers.—
If they should not prove t,o be thus wise, it is
hoped there may be found firmness and patriotism enough in the country to keep those
doors barred against all past traitors.
-5—'

plays.

ed how the snow-slides form

the present Congress at any rate,—so we- believe, and before another Congress shall have

■

of nature

ing),

L. Gibbons

Agent

The top of Monadnock had been cut off.—
Northern bouldere had been lodged against

the side of 5ft. Washington 5000 feet high,
and his rocks were grooved and polished to
ihat height. The Professor said that these
were facts enough to lift us to the level of the
highest generalizations of science. Some
’re/nendous force has acted on the earth, moving from the North Southward. Before he
could discuss the nature of this force, he must
use another group of facts furnished by the
drift of northern Europe. In Siberia the
fac* of tiic earth was frozen to the depth ol
odd) feet, and in the frozen gravel multitudes

of Boston, Treasury

Mobile, committed suicide by cutting

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.
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PROBATE

NOTICES.

To all persons interested in either of the
Estates hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at
Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first

AT

Tuesday of December, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,

That notice thereof be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a probate court to be
held at said Poitlanu, on the first Tues lay of
January next, at ton of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
Isaac S. Hayes, late ol North Yarmouth, deceased. Will presented for probate by Charles C. Cobb,

named Executor therein.
Elliot Libby, late ol Harrison,
count presen toil for allowance
by, Administratrix.

deceased. First acJ. Lib-

by Frances

Samuel H. Brown, late of Bridgton, deceased. Petition lor license to sell ami convey Real Estate, presented by Jacob Hazen, Adrn’r.
Harriet Shed, of O^sfield, a person non compos
mentis. First account presented lor allowance by
Johnson W. Knight, Guardian.
John C. Humphreys, late ot Brunswick, deceased.
Petition for allowance presented by Angelina W.
Humphreys, widow of deceased.
Nancy Holbrook, late of Freeport, deceased. Account
presented for allowance by M. Stockbridge,
Administrator.

Qualey,

Joseph D. Wyman, late of Freeport, deceaank—
First account presented for allowance by Mary B.
Wyman, Executrix.
John White, late of Yarmouth, deceased. First acoount presented for allowance by Charles Humphrey
Adm’r.

Apalachicola.

ministrator.
James C. Churchill, lale of Portland, deceased.—
Will presented for prebate by George E. B. Jackson,

NEW

LONDON—Ar 9th, sch Corinthian, Carle,

Bangor for Bridgeport.

PROVIDENCE—Cld llth, brig Gen Banks, Kctchum, and C'has Heath, Dix, Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Ar 10th, schs Madonna, Coombs.
Philadelphia for Marblehead; Pearl, Gooktn, Sacc
for New York; D P, Thompson, Calais lor do; Sardinian, Rogers, Roctland; Lyra, Pickering, trom

Bangor.

Ar IIM1, sens i, n
»rrout, coiling, and Globe, Hem
for New York; Com Tucker.
Loud, from
Providence lor do.
Ar Uth.brig Mary Lowell, Handoutfor Bo«ton.
^BRISTOL—Ar 10th, brig Prentiss Hobbs, Morgan,

ick, Bangor

Philadelphia.

PALL RIVER—Ar 11th, brig Abner Taylor, Qullifcr, Bangor.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 5tb, barque Gertrud*, (of
Portland) Creech, Cardenas for Boston; brig Virginia, Nichols, Pro videuce lor Portland: *cbs AdaDne, Hatch, New York for Boston; G D King, Megregor, do for Calais.
Sailed, brigs Webster Kelley, and Abner Taylor:
schs Gen Marion, Cornelia, Vicksburg, Defiance, G D
King, and Franklin Treat.
Ar loth, barques Eventide, Park, Philadelphia foi
Boston; Speedwell, Dixon, do for do: brigs Nathl
Stevens. Saunders; J McIntyre, Marshall, and Tangent, Chandler, Philadelphia: Trenton, Atherton, d<
for Gloucester; J W Drisko, Bucknam, Kllzanetkport for Portland: sclis Orville, (of Bath) Murphy
Jacksonville for Boston; W II Mailer, Randall. New
York for Portland; Minnie Cobb, Snow, do for Danvers; Romp. Mitchell, do (or St Stephen NB; Man
KmHv, Pendleton, Fall River fbr lslesboro; James
Bliss, Hatch, Providence for do ; Ned Sumter, L >rd
Thomas ton for Near York; A E WDlard.Lansil, BanLondon; Joseph, McCarty, Belfast (bi
gor fbr
Norwich.
Ar 11th, schs Elwood Doran, Jarvis, Philadelphia
fbr Salem; Rosina, Hunt,Now York for Portsmouth;
Benjamin, Matheas, do for Eastport.
Sailed, l-rig Virginia: schs Ida F Wheeler, Ruth H
Baker, and Minnie Cobb.
In port, barques Gertrude, Eventide, Speedwell;
brigs Catharine Nichols, C Matthews, Wm A Dressei
Isabella Jewett, Edwin, Nathl Stevens, J McIntyre,
TaiigenLTrenton, J W Drisko; schs Union, Adaline,
Orfille, W H Mailer, Romp, Henry Perkins, Joseph,
Ned Sumter, A E Willard, Elw ood Doran, ltosini,
and Beidoniin.

BOSTON—Ar lltb, brig Mechanic, Hutchinson,
Cardenas; sch Comet, Mitchell, Rondout.
Cld 11th, barque J H Pearson. Taylor, New Orleans; brig John Freeman, Loring, do; sch Lizzie W
Dyer, Sumner, Portland.
Ar 12th, sch R P Chose, Collins, Pembroke.
Below, ships Wild Hunter, from Snir Francisco;
Criterion, from London; Juventa, from Queenstown
via New Orleans.
CldOkth. barque Clialmettc, Waite, Ualle and Rangoon : sch!Delia Hinds, Wells, Calais.
SALEM-Ar 8th, gch Franklin, Conary, from Baltlmorg,

William Merrill, lateot Portland, deceased. Final
account presented for allowance by Martin Gore, Ad-

named Executor therein.
JOHN A. WATERMAN,
A true copy of the original order.

Judge.

Attest:—-EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

50w3w#

The

Subcribers hereby give public notice to all conbeen duly appointed and
trust ol Executors ol tho

cerned, that they have
taken upon themselves the
last will and tes ament of

MAKY F. SNOW,
late of Harps well, in the County ot Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; they therefore request all persons who are Indebt u to tho
said deceased’s estate to make immediate
payment;
and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same ibr settlement to
STEPHEN FUBINTON,
HOSEA HILDRETH.
50w3w*
Harpswell, Dec 5,1865.
subscriber
gives pubhc notice tc all
eoncerned, that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himseii the trust of Administrator o> tho
estate of
DENNIS W. ROACH,
late ol Fahnouth, in the County ol Cumberland, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs: he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment; and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit tho
tome ''r*“tlen'C'“ *°

THE

hereby

DANIia MERRILL.

Falmouth, Dec.8,

Ww3w*

1805.

Pul?Uc

Subscriber hereby

notice to ail

ba* beon duly appointed ami
THEconcerned, thatthehe trust
of Administrator of the

taken upon
estate ot

himself

THRASHER,

F.
.Icceaso, bavlne estate iu tho
la to of Havana, tub.,
by giving bond as the law diCounty of
all persons who are Inrects: he therefor* requests
ileceased s estute to make inm.odidebted to the said

bej>-jAMXX
Cumberland,

have any demands
those^who
paymentignd
for settlement to
exhibit the

ate
thereon,

tame

to

Portland,

Dec

_

5, 1865.

JOHN CAMMKTT.
50w3w*

subr oriber hereby gives public notice
to all
eoncerned, tliat she lias been duly amxdnt d
and taken npon hersel* the trust of executrix
“Hx ot
last
wiM
tho
and testament of

The

late of

THOMAS BROAD,

Westbrook, in
by giving

tho County of Cumberland
bond us iho
law directs;
therefore r, unests all persons who aro indebted
to said deceased's estate to make Immediate
payment
and thoeo who have any demands
thereon, to exhll
it t' e same for settlement to
SOPHIA BROAD
Westbrook, Dec 5,1368.
60w3w*

sne

Wednesday Morning, December 13,1865.
V OUTLAM)

BY

VICINITY.

AND

toelln
A'l'j.rtisern
benefit themaelcea,
accoinmo late, us, by tending in their advert**?*1*111
at an early hour in the day.
will
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XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Notice—ij.

SEW

Washington, Dec. 12.
Mr. Morgan introduced a bill, granting to
certain persons the right to construct a telegraph line between New York and the West
Indies.
Referred to the Committee on Com-

COLUMN.

Dissolution—Brown & Stevens.
Notice—C. C. Hunt.
Administrator’s Salo of Real Kstaw.
lndenendi nt Lectures—C{jr*I“j
Bowen.
Dry Go k)s—Vickery and
Wan ted—Book -k oeper.
Kotice-M. <i. roDnorTheatre— Deorine Hau.
1‘rebate Notice.
.-a.

merce.

DEC EMBER TERM—WARE, J. PRESIDING.
TWK8DAY.— James C. Jordan, for himself

and others, libellants for salvage against a bnoy
picked up adrilt. After some discussion between Counsel upon the matter, the Judge recommended that the case subside for the present, and that a representation of facts be
made to the U. S. Board of Inspection, at
at Washington, which Board might, perhaps,
award sufficient indemnity to compensate libellants.
If it should not, the jurisdiction in
the case, was with this Court. The suggestion
of His Honor was adopted. One point taken
by the U. S. District Attorney, that as the
buoy was the property of the United States,
it was not subject to a lien for salvage, Was
M. Smith, Esq.,
overruled by Judge Ware.
tor libellant; G. F. Talbot, for GovernmentOn motion of G. F. Talbot, Esq., Manasseli
Smith, Esq., was admitted to practice in the
U. S. Courts.
MUNICIPAL COURT. DEO. 13.

Thomas Clark, William Scott and James
Brown, were brought up charged with committing assault and battery upon Otis Cobb(
of Westbrook, on the 2od day of June last-—
Messrs. Carleton & Ingraham appeared for
the defendants. The evidence was not sufficient to connect defendants with the crime,
and they were discharged.
Thomas O’ Neal, a hoy of fifteen or sixteen
years, was brought up for larceny, of two
coats and a pair of boots, the property of SimHe was convicted and seneon Hamilton.
tenced to the Reform School during his mi-

nority.
Alorzo noward, for drunkenness and disturbance, was fined three dollars and costs;
—

.....

■

■

—>4

Fbee Stbeet Baptist Chubch.

—

The

Stockhridge, D.D.,
as Pastor of the Free Street Baptist Church,
tookjplace last evening. There was a large
audience present, and the exercises were impressive and intejesting. They were participated in by Rev. H. A. Hart; Rev. Dr. Bosof Rev. John C.

worth who offered the prayer of recognition;
Rev. Dr. Neale, of Boston, who preached the
sermon, and Rev. Dr. Shailer. who gave the
Right hard of Fellowship.

by Dr. Neale, was a powerful
production, showing that the men of the day
belong to this generation and must come up
to the work wanted for the present generation.
There was no sectarianism in it, but it was a
manly, Christian production, worthy of the
The sermon

great mind of its author.
The

Right

Fellowship by Dr. ShailChristian sympathy for the

hand of

er, was full of

brother he welcomed to this field of labor.—
Rev, Dr. Bosworth’s prayer was fervent for the
beloved

people

years labored.

with whom he had for so many
The music on the occasion was

excellent.
Akbest.—The fur store of Weis & Zoe-

biseh,

808

Whereas, there is no longer any rebellion in
the United States, therefore the privilege of
the writ of habeas corpus is restored in every
State. Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Anthony called up the House resolution
of Mr. Stevens, for the appointment of a Joint
Committee on the subject of the lately rebellious States, and moved to amend it so as to
make it concurrent, instead of joint resolution.
Also omitting the last clause', which provides
that, until the report of said Committee, no
members of the lately rebellious States shall
be received in either House.
Mr. Howard preferred the resolution as it
came from the House, and objected to striking
out the clause referred to.
Mr. Anthony hoped the amendment would
The resolution, as it came from
be adopted.
the House, was in contravention of the constitutional provision making each House the
judge of the qualifications of its own members.
Resides the words proposed to be stricken out
cut off all debate, which Is in violation of the
practice of the Senate.
Mr. Doolittle advocated a reference of the
whole subject of reconstruction to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Anthony’s amendment was adopted.
Mr. Cowan moved to amend by making the
number of representatives m the proposed
committee equal to that of the Senators, instead of being 9 to 6.
Negatived, yeas 14,
nays 29.
Mr. Salisbury opposed the resolution, and
called lor the yeas and nays.
The resolution, as amended, was adopted
33 to 11.
Mr. Cowan called up the resolution of yesterday, calling up the President for information whether the rebellion has been suppressed, post offices re-established, revenue being
collected, &c.
Mr. Sumner offered the following amendment, which was adopted:
“Aud, at the same time, to furnish the Senate copies of such reports as may be, or have
been, received Irom officers and agents appointed to visit that portion of the Union
lately in rebellion, including, especially, the
reports of Hon. John Covode and Maj. Gen.
Schurz.”
The resolution was adopted.
Adjourned.
HOUSE.

committed.

recognition

resolution, declaring

Mr. Davis offered a

that,

DISTRICT COURT.

17. S.

vant tor disobedience,

SENATE.

M. Patton.

ADVERTISEMENT

Washington Street, Boston,

was

broken into October 6th and $4,000 worth of
furs were stolen.
Three of the robbers had
been arrested in Boston, and a fourth one was
at large. Last evening officer G. W. Chapman
of the Boston police came here and informed
our City Marshal that he had reason to believe the other thief was in this city. Marshal
Heald and officer Chapman then took a car-

riage and proceeded

to several

places. Having

got track of the fellow they followed it up and
found the man they were alter at his boarding house, on York Street. His name is Nicholas Seaulan, and be belongs in Boston. He
was taken to the lock-up, and will he carried
to Boston this morning.
He is said to be the
ring leader of this gang.

The Speaker laid before the House a communication from the Governor of Virginia,
enclosing copy of an act of the General Assembly in favor of the repeal of the second
section of the act of May 1862, giving consent
to the Legislature of Virginia to form the new
State of West Virginia. Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
On motion of Mr. Hubbard it was resolved
that the Committee on Military Affairs be ininstructed to inquire into the expediency, and
providing by law for securing to soldiers who
enlisted in 1861 and 1802, and who served the
Government during the late war. such additional bounties as to make them as nearly
as can he, equal to those paid the soldiers who
enlisted in 1864, according to their time of

service.
On motion of Mr. Grinnell, it was resolved
that in order to afford equitable compensation

to postmasters-in the States, the committee on
Post Offices and Post Roads be requested to
inquire into the expediency of amending the
postal laws by substituting commissions instead of salaries.
Mr. Raymond rose to it question of privilege, to present certificates of election of the

Tennessee members.

Mr. Stephen interposed a point of order
that the State of Tennesse was not known to
the House, which the Speaker overruled.
After a brief debate, the credentials were referred to the select committee on the so-called
Confederate States; yeas 126, nays 41.
A resolution to admit the Tennessee members elect to the privileges of the floor, pending the decision of their case, was tabled, 90
against 63.

At a subsequent stage of the proceedings, a
resolution was passed that until otherwise ordered, Mr. Maynard and the other representatives from Tennessee, be invited to take seats
in the Hall of the House of Representatives.

Yeas, 183L nays, 33.
Mr. EMridge offered his resolution, noticed
yesterday, sustaining the President in his policy of reconstruction.
The House, by a vote of 25 to 108, refused
to second the demand for the previous question on its passage.

The Committee on Commerce were instructed to inquire into the expediency of revising
the laws regulating the commerce and naviga-

tion of the lakes and rivera

on

____

meeting of Portland Council of Royal and Select Masters,
Monday evening, Dec. 11th, the following were
elected officers for the ensuing year :—
Gordon R. Garden, T. I. M.; Orin S. Fogg,
R. I. M.; John H. Hall, I. M.; Chas.Fobes,
Masohic.—At the annum

Treasurer; Ira Berry, Recorder; A. M. Mayo,
M. of Cer.; Wm. C. How, O. of G.; A. Q.
Leach, Conductor; C. M. Rice, Steward; Warren Phillips, Sentinel; J. B. Fillebrown, Wm.
G. Davis, D. W. Miller, Committee of Finance.
DbamAtic Ekturtainmekts.—The first
of the series of entertainments for the benefit of the

Swedenborgian Fair, came off last
evening, at Cnmming’s Hall, Free Street
“
The Irish Tiger,”
The plays, were
Block.
and The Coopers,” and they were admirably
performed, saving a want of perfectness in the
text of the farce, which will be remedied at
the next performance.
Thboat Diseases.—“We would call atten*
tion to‘Brown’s Bronchial Troches.’ We have

found them efficacious in allaying Irritation in
the Throat and Bronchia, and would commend
them to the attention of Public Speakers and
others troubled with affections of the Throat-

They are also an excellent remedy for Hoarseness resulting from cold.”— [Congregatlonalist,
Boston.

________

Rktukned.—The pocket-hook and contents
taken from the desk of Kendall & Whitney,
and which were advertised in our paper, have
As lull
been returned, the contents all safe.
restitution has been voluntarily made, the
from whom the
property was taken, floes
not feel disposed to make any exposure of the
person who yielded to the temptation.

party

1 by Again.—r rorn the

day

we

take the following

Argus of yester-

We always like to correct a typographical
error when we try, and therefore repeat that
“
St. Paul met his brethren, thanked God and
took courage,” at Apii Forum.”

contemporary has been sadly negligent in his Scriptural readings is evident
It is
from the above.
A-p-p-i-i F-o-r-u-m,”
neighbor. Try once more, and see if you cannot got it correct, arid hereafter have a Bible
handy when you make extracts from Itfand
above all, study it seriously and carefully.
That our

We learn tliat the Ladies of the Chestnut
Street
are making etforts to eclipse, if

Georgia.
New Yobk, Dec. 12.
The steamer Herman Livingston, from Savannah the 9th, has arrived.
The Savannah Herald states that the Georgia House of Representatives have passed a
resolution ratifying the amendment to the
Constitution of the United States abolishing
slavery, and the Senate next day adopted the
same resolution.
Alex. H. Stephens peremptorily declines a
candidacy for the United States Senate.
C. J. Jenkins, recently elected Governor of
Georgia, sent a communication to the LegisFrom

lature on the 8th, declining to be inaugurated
at present, appointing the 15th of January for
that purpose. He suggested that the Legislature fake a recess until then.
Provisional Governor Johnson had issued a
proclamation on the 5th, declaring B. Cohen,
P. Cook, H. Buchanan, E. G. Cabanas and
W. P. Wafford elected to Congress, and adds,
“I do further declare that, as at present advised, no certificates will be given them.”
Nothing is said in the proclamation about
the election of a Governor.
The House of Representatives instructed
the judiciary committee to report bills giving
to persons of color the right to sue and be
sued, and to testily in court.

Neic Orleatie.
New Ohueans, Dec. 11.
The steamers Costa Rica and Guiding Star,
from New York, have arrived.
A quantity of superior liquors have been
seized at Brashear City, La., they having been
smuggled into that place.
From

Nearly 8,000 sacks of coffee imported direct

from Rio

most successful Levee of last
New Tableaux have been carefully pre-

pared, which with other attractions promise,to
give a rich entertainment to those who visit
City Hall next Monday evening.
Spiritualists’ Levee.—Thedeve'e of the
Spiritual Association, at City Hall, was well
attended last evening notwithstanding the
symptoms of a storm, and everything went off
pleasantly. Dancing was kept until a late
hour, and every one present enjoyed the festivities.
__

arrived.

jiermanently.
Major Gen. Gibbs of

the U. S. Army, and
James Robb, the noted financiers are in the
city. Gen. Evans is en route to Texas.
Judge Reagan has arrived at Galveston on
his way home.
'—■

From

Louisiana.

Washington, Dec.

12.
It appears from an oliieial document that
the total number ol seamen registered in the
of entry during the vear ending
several

ports

with September last, was 1,324, of whom 764
were in Maine, and 816 in Massachusetts.
Mr. Garland, of Arkansas, formerly a member of the Supreme Court, has petitioned that
Court to restore him to practice without taking the required oath; that he did not wilfully
give aid and comfort t) the rebellion. The
Court bolds the matter under consideration.
Among the visitors at the Executive Mansion to-day, was 8. 0. Trenholm, late of (he
Confederate States Treasury.
,__

Society,
possible, their
year.

Janeiro, have

Generals Longstreet and Loring have arrived here. The former thinks of residing here

....

at

Miscellaneous Dispatches.

Cjjicaoo, Dec. 12.
At a large and enthusiastic meeting of tbe
Fenian brotherhood this evening, resolutions
were passed endorsing the action of the Senate, and recognizing Col. Roberts as President
of the Fenian Brotherhood.
Richmond, Ya, Dec. 12.
The Legislature has decided to take a recess
from the 21st inst. to January 3d.
Various

John Van Vorhees

jail
ing

Garroters Sentenced.

Boston, Dec. 12.
In the Superior Court to-day, Chas. Stanley
alias Albert M. Nickerson, was sentenced to
twenty-five years in the State Prison for highway robbery by the garroting process.
Jeremiah Hayes and Frank Crawford, two
Other garroters were sentenced twelve and ten
years respectively.
Steamers Sunk—Murder.

Cairo, I1L, Dec. 12.
The steamers Commercial and Hard Tbaes,
laden with cotton, were recently sunk in the
Georgia rivers. Loss unknown.
The City Council of Atlanta has offered a
reward of $1,000 for the apprehension of the
murderer of James R Crew, a candidate for
Mayor.

Manchester Municipal Election.
Manchester, N. H., Dec. 12.

At the municipal election to-day, Hon. Jno.
Hoslcy, citizens candidate, was elected mayor
by 65 majority over Jos. B. Clark, republican.
The vote stood as follows:
Hosley, 1067,
Clark, 972. All the republican ward tickets
were elected, except in ward 5.
—

Destructive Eire*

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 12.
this city last evening, destroyed
of
J.
C.
tannery
Tappe and eighteen other

A fire
the

near

buildings.

Tappe’s

loss is

$60,000.

loss $100,000. Twenty families
houseless. Fire accidental.

were

Entire

rendered

Washington Correspondence.

New York, Dec. 12.
The

Post’s special

Washington dispatch

says Gen. Robert Mitchell of West Virginia,
has been appointed Minister to Mexico.
Decease

of Brig. General Monro.

Baltimore, Dec. 12.
Brevet Brig. General Monro, of the regular
army, commander at Fort Me Henry, died
this morning, aged 60.
New York Markets.
New Yni^g Doc» 12
Cotton—heavy; sales 1400 bales of Middling Uplaivda at 47 (gj 48c.
-v
Flour—1020c lower; sales8,000 bbU. State and
Western.
8 20

*8001

@ 11 00. •'6 K —■ 1R| BM
Wheat—dull; sales 43,000 bushels Milwaukee,
No. 2.161. Amber Milwaukee 176. Amber State,
7 80

new, 2 35.

Com—steady; sales 85,000 bushels Mixed Western
at 94 @ 95Jc.
Beef—active; sales 1,000 bbls. of mess at 12 00 @
14 00.

Pork—firmer; sales 1,250 bbls. of Mess at 28 75 @

2912.

Lard—firmer; sales 950 bbls. at 16 @ 204c.
Whiskey—quiet; shies at 2 34 @ 2 35.

Groceries—quiet.
Naval Stores—quiet.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Dec. 12.

Flour—very dull.
Wheat —unsettled, with no legitimate demand.
Prices advanced 2c; sales at 1 24 @ 1 21? for No. 1,
and 87 (a) 89c for No. 2.
Com—firm and quiet at 43c for No. 1, and 41 @ 42c
tar No. 2.

Oats—quiet.
High Wines—inactive.
Provisions—nominal.

Hogs—supply more liberal, and demand limited,
and prices tend .downward; sales 9|-@ 9£c for choice
lots. Dressed Hogs quiet at 10*.
Receipts—2,500 bbls. of flour, 34,000 bushels of
wheat, 12,000 bushels of com, 19.000 bushels of oats.
Shipments-2,200 bbls. flour, 1,800 bushels ot wheal,
7,500 bushels oi corn.
Western and Southern Markets.

Cincinnati, Dec. 12.
Flour dull declining, Closing at 6 50 @ 725. Whiskey steady at 2 26. Hogs dull and lower, closing at
9 75 @ 40 25 n&tt.
9 00 was the best offer made for a
round lot to arrive next week. Receipts 7,000 head:
of
the
week
receipts
32,000 head. Provisions dull and
nominal. Mess Pork 27 50 @ 28 00. Lard 18c.
Gold,

144 j.

New Orleans, Deo, 11.
Cotton—Irregular and unsettled; sales 800 bales
at 47 @ 49c for middling.
Sugar—declining; fair to
good lair 15J ® 10c. Molasses—declined lOe. Gold—
llBj. Exchange—firm; checks on New York 4 per
cent, premium. Sterling exchange 61 j.
Stock Markets,

New Yobk, Dec. 12.
Second Board.—Stocks strong
1441
Gold.
United States 5-20.loci
Chicago and Rock Island.106,
Prarie du Chlen. 96
Cleveland and Pittsburg. 94
Erie.:.901
Arne) ican

Reading....j.....115,
116
MichiganCeAtral.

Michigan Southern
New York Central.

754
97

A Letter from the Treasury Department on

Entertainments.

Portland Wholesale Prices Carrent.
Corrected for the Pbess, to Dec. 12.
Liar a.
Anpies.
26
brl. 5 BO @ 6 BO Barrel,HPib.. 25 @
If
Green
26® 27
Cooking p bu.l 50 @ 1 75 Kegs, HP ft
18 @
20
Dried p ft
Lead.
14
18 Sheet ft Pipe. 13 J@
15 @
Western do.
Ashes.
Leather.
New York,
Pearl p lb.none
Pot.
9*g) 11
Light....... 33 @ 36
Midi weight 40 @ 43
Beans.
Marrow p bu. 2 75 @ 3 00
Heavy. 40 @ 43
50
Pea.2 75 @ 3 00
47 @
al—gMtr
Blue Pod.k...2 00 @2 25 Am. Call.1 50 @ 1 75
Box Shocks.
lame.
86 Rockl'd,cask.l 76 @ 1 80
Pine,. 80 @
Bread.
Lumber.
9
00
00
100
tb
Clear Pine,
@11
PUotp
Nos. 1 & 1.45 00 @50 00
Ship.7 00 @ 8 00
No. 3.38 00 @42 00
Crackerspbri 6 00 @ 6 50
No. 4.18 00 @20 00
Crockcrsploo 55 @ 60
Butter.
Shipping-21 00 @24 00
Famllypib... 40 @ 45 Spruce.17 00 @19 00
Store. 25 @ 27 Hemlock.14 00 @16 00
Candles.
Clapboards,
Mould p lb... 20 @ 21
Spruoe Ex.26 00 @27 00

ttL A. LECTURES!

..

public opinion sanctions sucb violations of the law, so long will those violations continue, and give the' lie to the oft-repeated boast that we are a law-abiding people.
The object of the meeting whose proceedings
I have read with so much pleasure, was, if I
understand them rightly, to arouse public
opinion from its stupor and apathy m regard to the evils, moral, social and financial,
growing out of the constant violations of the
If the leading merchants and
revenue laws.
as

and towns on
and Atlantic eoast
would hold similiar meetings, and express the
sentiments which have gone forth from Detroit,
we should soon have such a healthful and active public opinion in regard to this system of
defrauding the Government as well as honest traders, as would go far towards breaking
up illicit trade.
in all the cities

the Northern

•

frontier

••**._

I scarcely need to say that the honest trader,
and citizens generally, are as much Interested
in putting a stop to smuggling as the Government, since, whatever amount the revenue
from Customs shall fall short of the amount
required to meet the annual expenditures of
the Government, must be made up by direct
taxes upon the capital and business of the nation. And it is plain that if every person obtained their foreign goods without paying duties thereon, not a dollar of revenue could be
derived from importations. It is clearly, therefore, the interest and the duty of the American people to set their faces against all fraudulent importations which injure them and enrich foreigners—those very forigners who,
during our terrible struggle, have done all in
their. power to embarrass us while they were
getting rich at our expense.
Let the smuggler then, foreign or American,
male or female,!*: looked upon as an enemy to
the country, and so treated by all honest people and we shall soon see trade restored to its
legitimate channels, ensuring remunerative
profits to the hone3t, upright and loyalmern|Kau lo pift>8 nl •»«'**> I isio.)
I am, sir, with great regard,
Your obedient servant,
N. SARGENT, Commissioner.
To N. G. Isbell, Esq., Collector, &c,

Detroit, Michigan.
——

.-

——

Hallotypes!
rr 'HR most beautiful picture aver mails;
jl- Place in Portland to get them is at
<*>■

■

r.

ed at the
THE

CITY
On

Sperm.

45 @
70

48

Cement.
@ 2 75

Cheese.
Vermont p lb 18 @
New York.... 15 @

Shingles.
Cedar Ext.. 4

37 @ 450
CedarNo.1.,3 25 @ 3 37

Laths,
20
Spruce..3 25 @
20

Coal—{Retail).

Cumberland. 11 00 @12 00
Chestnut.... 12 50 @13 00
Lehigh.14 50 @16 00
Red Ash.14 50 @15 00
White Ash.. 14 50 @15 00
Coffee.
Java pib. 48 @ 52
Rio. 34 @ 37

3 50

Pine.3 25 @ 4 00
Molasses.
Porto Rico.... 85 @
95
Cienftiegos.... 75 @ 80
Trinidad. 75 @ 80
Cuba Clayed.. 58 @
60
Clayed tart. 45 @ 50
Muscovado. C5 @ 75
AmberSyrup,l 25 @ 130

Cask.8 00 @8 50
Cooperage.
Hhd. Sh’ks & Hi is,
Naval Stores.
Mol. City.. .2 87 @ 3 00 Tar V brl.... 6 50 @10 00
Sug. City.. .2 50 @ 2 75 Pitch (C. Tar>3 50 @ 3 75
Sug.C’try.. 75 @125 Bysin.10 00 @22 00

C’tryRtftMol.

Hhd. Sh’ks.1 50 @ 175
Hhd. H’d’gs,

Turpentine HP
gal.....-1

A.*Ljuakenney's,

It-jr*
rnomsm 8t., corner of Centre Street.

Are

now

Rev. H. M.

of

Gallaher,

a

Brooklyn,

Subject:—44Ireland and the Irish'*
BAND.

Cloakings

-AND-

o’clock—to commence at 7] precisely.
Per Order of Lecture Committee.
GEO. H. SMARDON,
Doc 11—dfcd
Cor. Secretary

C O R S E T 8 I

NEW

EOOT TEMPLARS' COURSE!
next Lecture in the Good Templars’
will take place at
THE
CITY HALL,

On

AT COST.

Thursday Evening, Dec. 14,965,
BY

Gen.

S.

WILL COMMENCE THIS

F. Carey,

A Great

OF OHIO.

SUBJECT... Temperance.

Closing-Out

HOOP
-AJSTD

Sale I

MEN

CORSETS

1

COST,

00

@

Cloves. 50 @
Extra.10
Singer. 30 @ 35
DoubleEx.il
Mace...1 50 @
Nutmegs.150 @
Buckwheat,., none.
110
Meal.
...108 @
Com
Pepper. 30 @ 40
Pimento. 30 @ S3
Fruit.
S’
Almonds—Jordan
lb.
Starch.
SoftSheU...
@ 35 Pearl. 12 @ 13
Shelled.....
@ 65
Sugar.
Pea Nuts.3 75 @
Muscovado... 14 @ 15
Citron,new... 40 @ 46 Hav. Brown
15}® 16
Currants.
@ 17 Hav.White... 18 @ 18}
Dates.~
@ 18 Portland A A. 13} ®
Figs, new. 25 @ 27 Crushed. 194® 19}
Jianulated... 19J@ 19}
Prunes, new.. 33 @
Powdered_ 19J® 19}
Raisins, new,
Teas.
Bunch,f7bx D 00 @5 25
Layer.5 25 @
Souchong.... 75 @ 90
Lemons,box. .7 50 @ 8 00 Colong.. 96 @ 1 oo
Oranges #>100 3 00 g 4 00 Colong, choice! 10 @ 115
Grain.
Japan.1 20 @ 130
Tin.
Corn, Mixed.. 1 08 @ 110
SouthYellowl 08 @ 1 J2 Banca, cash..
@ 51
@ 48
Rye.130 @135 Straits, cash..
90
1
00
English.
@
@ 45
Barley.
63 Char. I. C... 15 50 @16 00
Oats. 58 @
00 @32 00 Char.I.X... 1850 @19 00
ton.30
Shortsj»
Tobacco.
Gunpowder.
Blasting.6 50 @ 7 00 PiveB Sr Tens,
Best Brands 70 @ 80
Sporting_ .8 50 @ 9 00
Medium_ 60 @ 65
Common... 55 @
Pressed
60
@
Half
60
00
His. beet
Loose.15
@17
#
brands. 75 @ 80
Straw.( .9 50 @10 50
Hides end Skins.
Nat’lLeaf, lbs.100 @ 125
Buenoe Ayres 8#
Navy lbs. 75 @ 85
Western__
18
Twine.
Cotton Sail...
Slaughter.... 9
@ 1 20
Calfskins.... 18
Flax.
@ T5
LambSklns. .1 00
Varnish.
Damar..3 50 @ 4 50
Iron.
Furniture... .2 75 @ 3 00
Common......
Coach.3 50 @6 50
Com. Refined.
Swedish..
Hard, retail.11 00 @12 00
Norway_...
jolt.6 50 @ T 50
Cast Steel..
Borman Steel.
Kindlingpbox 35 @ 50
wool.
Bng.BUs.Steel
Fleece. 57 @ 60
Spring Steel..
Pulled. 60 @
78
Sheetlron,
Lamb Skins.. 100 @ 150
English.....
R. G.,.
Zina.
Russia.
Sheet MosselRuss.lmit’n
mann...... 17}@
18}

26 MARKET

SQUARE.

^tonlT'oo

All of which

TICKING.

Heavy Ticking,.85 @

60

Heavy double and twist,.,i...50®

80

COTTONADES.
DENIMS.

@ 55
Heavy Denims....
Medium Denims.35 @ 40
.45

CAMBRICS

ANA PRINTS.

Colored Cambrics,..22}® 25
Best Prints..23 ® 25
Medium Prints,.20 @ 22}

“

“

“

1.45

2.00

“

“

1.02

AKD OTHERS IF PROPORTION.
IV A splendid 35 Spring, extra clasp tape skirt,
only 1,50 iormer price 2.25.

«,

«

1.25

“

1.T5

“

«

1.50

“

2.00

«

«

l.,5

And

GOODS

FHST3D

MUST

OUT

BE

SOLD!

THE PLACE

CRASH.

Crash,.16 @ 21
AC.

BATTING, WADDING,
Cotton Batting, p ft,.25 @ 37}
Cotton Wadding, p lb,.30 @ 35
Wh*&g,...55 @ 75

26

5

the thet ef their haring been recently
purchased enable* u* to offer them at

MARKET SQUARE.
THE

OLD

Extremely

WOOLEN GOODS.

Kentucky Jeans,......50® 65
Satinets...60® 87}
Union Meltons.75 ®1 06
Black Union Casslmeres,.80 ®100
Black all wool Casslmeres,.150 ®2 00
Black Doeskin*,.........150 ®2 00
Fancv Doeskins.1 25 ®150
Bepellaut, 6-4,..1 37}®150
WOOL FLANNELS.

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels,.37}@ 60

Scarlet,....,,..,,.42}® 60
.3.4.45® 55
White, plato,..
75 ® 87}
White, plain,.. 36
Printed..15 ® 60
Fancy Woven Colors,.....66 @ 86

Blue and

Portland Dally Press Stack List.
CORRECTED BT Wit. H. WOOD A SOK,
Stock and Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland.
For the week ending Dec. 13.
Par Value. Offered. Asked
Descriptions.
Government 6’s, 1861.107.106
Government 5-20,...102.103
State of Maine Bonds,.94.96
Portland City Bonds,.94.96
Bath City Bonds,.90.92
Bangor (Sty Bonds, 29 years,.90.92
Calais City Bonds,.
90.92
Cumberland National Bank,_40. 40. 43
Canal National Bank,.100.102.108
First National

Bank,.100.100.101

Casco National Bank.100.100.101
Merchants’ National Bonk.76.74.76
National Trader* Bank,.100.MO.161
Second National Bank,.100.90. 96
Portland Company,.100.1*0.106
Portland Gas Company,.80. .62.65
Ocean Insurance Company,.. 100.106.108
At. A St. Lawrence B. ft.,.80.70
At. A St. Lawrence R.B. Bonds,100.83..86
A. A KtB. B.Bonds*[ ....83.86
Maine Central S. E. Stock,_100...'._9... ...11
Maine Central R.B. Bonds,.
80.86
Androscoggin R. B. Stook,... ..'.60.worthless.
Androscoggin 1st Mortg’ge Bonds... 70. 85
Ken. A PortJpnd B. R. Bonds,. 100,......96,,,... 100
Portland A Forest A,v’n’« B, B., loo.......98. ... .100

ManufiJcVl!loo!!!! 11!nominal.

! Bividewds The Casco National and Herohants
Natlopal, dec. are Dividends inApril and October; the
1st National,Canal National, Cumberland National,
—

2nd National and National Traders In Jan and
July,

hope, by honest dealing and strict attention

5

CLOTHS,
u

*

*

mm & Horn,
Remember I

Remember!
HOOP SKIBTS bn; them from the
Manufacturer and save 20 per cent.

A Nice

BLACK WOOL

ANNUAL MEETING of the Shareholders in
THE
this Bank will be holden at the Bank,
Tues-

A

**

“

1J65

Superior"

“

'•

1.50

Remember I

BKAYEBS.

each, and for the transaction oi any other business
that may legally come before them.
Per order:
declldtd
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.

We carry the largest Stock of HOSIER Y, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in the State; do
not resort to Daumier and can not be undersold.

BLANKETS.

j

One Price
A

E. P. GERRISH, Cashier.
dc9dlm

Thibets,

Poplins,

DEFY

WE
1

Dress

Goods,

100

FLANNELS,
DOMESTICS.

,

White Goods,

60

doz.

Ladles, for 40

X

Portland,

worth

Call 'on

q.

without

TEETH1 TEETH!

or

nn-

beard, at TT

transient boarders accommodated.

TEETH!

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Euotbicity without pain. Persons havlBgdscayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.

Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
family use, with thorough Instructions.
can acoonugodate a lew patients with board

for

Dr. D.

HEROES OP THE WAR!
Published this Day.

Ladlto
sleeves, lor 12,00 each.
We hare

a

lew

more

No. 5

Headier'' Bey’* Life ef
QEN. P- H. SHERIDAN.

Free Street

Slock

PRICE

load

n.
Headley'a Bay’s Life sf
SID pages. Five lUnsPrice *1.10.
The above are uniform, aad complete the Library
of “ Modern American Heroes,'"by P. C. Headlev,
of which four volumes have already been published,
via.: Generals Grant, Sherman, Mitchell, and
Cut. Ericsson, the inventor; new editions nf which
are ready. The six volumes can be had In seta, in
neat box. forming a most Invaluable Library for Boys
aad Young Man, or in separate volumes.

toll lor

ELDEN & WHITMAN
November 21, I860.

Remember,
We keep the best line oi Indies TiRBBS BUTTONS in Portland, and our plaoe of business is
Hs. 148 ft ISO Middle St.. Peril and. Me.
FITZGERALD & HODS DON.
Nov IS—dtf

dti

A LL persons entitled to Stock in the Ft rtland and
Rochester R. R. Cn., are requested to call at the
office of the Company, No. Si Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, aad Trusts.'s *•oetpts for certificates oi Stock.

lewtsTieece.

Dec 4, 1665.

P. Jc R. .R. R- Co.
Treasurer
i*asuisrr.«

tratton*.

FOB SALS BT

B AILEY

dfc

NOYES.

WH. H APPLETON,
Publisher and Wholesale Bookseller,
Noe. tt and M Grand SL, New York.

KtoP the
w.

Fancy cloth.

toL. llmo.

day.

Portland & Rochester Railr oad Co.

ONLY.

nhutf,‘

i toi., ttoo

1

Vests, high ^neck,

order.
We Manuihctnre Hoop Skirt, to
which
best qualities Of French Cortot,
*1.75 per P«lr.

I.

~Y\

TICE-ADMIRAL D. G. FARRAGUT.

Remember,

Remember,

ONE

FRENCH.
dSw

Rooms furnished
or

per pair.

We buy our Knit Woolen Goods by the Case, and
afford to sell them at very LOW IBICES.
lOO don. Heeds at Us sash, wsslk 1.00
lOO do*. Hondo at T5c each* worth 1.SS
lOO do*. Hands as 1.00 each, worth 1.40
too doB.CIaadaat 1.00 worth everywhere 1.S4

every

To Let.
and Suits ol
SINGLE
fUrnUhed to let, with

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the last
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elaatlelty of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; fointness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Hte
presented; the calamities oi old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who ham cold hanoa and feet; weak atomaeha, lame
and weak backs: nervous and sick headache: dlszineao and swimming in the bead, with Indigestion and
constipation of the Dowels: pain in ths side and hack;
leucorrheea, (or whites); falling of ths womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that lpng
train of tUaeaaes trill And in Electricity a sura means
of cure. For painfol menstruation, too protUse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity la a certain specific,
and will, In a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

decll(ttw__
To Returned Prison*** of War.

_

Shingles for Sale.
mostly mne,
GO OOO
9 Union Wharf.
V/At No.
Portland, Dec 7,1866.

Mali

GLOVES.

No. 6 Stone

of
Estate In
Extra Interest would be

regular graduated phvslctafi.

treatment at hiarause.
Office hour* from 3 o’clock A. M. to 13 M.; from
M., and 7 to • In the evening.
»»YUt
Consultation free.

Remember I

No. 5.
$*600.

a

mering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
oomplalnts.

Remember!

Wanted.

Wanted.
,$700
Real
T°*2?
on51?*mortgage

years, and is also

Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic distunes In
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
ths head, neck, dr extremities; consumption when
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not folly
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, stam-

to • P.

Ladles, it will pay—If you want to buy a nsw
Cloak, we have got them beauties-MaaOlactured by
in
Paine, Berry & Co., oi New York. New ones

_

paid.
Address 3. Press Office
Dec 9—dlw

ot the worst forms of disease in parsons mho have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question la often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we wiU
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenjtp-

GLOVES!

HOSIERY,

Banking Room,

Apply

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United Stales Hotel,
TTTHEKE he would respectiUIiy announce to the
vv citizens of Portland and vicinity, that ha has
psrmansntly located In this city. During ths two
years we have been in this city, we have cured some

One Price

The National Traders Bank.

Dec IS—d lw*

DR. W. N. DEMING,
ATedical
Electrician,

oan

are

A. Street^*0**

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

-wi

CASHMERE

Company!

at

COMPETITION!

doz Ladles ALL WOOL BIBBED H06E,»Oc pr.

TUESDAY, the

88

Bargain.

doz Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and lSoJpr.

100

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComTHE
pany
hereby notified to meet at the office of
said

_

BIO DRIVE!

A

doz. Ladles Cashmere all Wool Hoae, former
price*140, pneaent price SI.GO. Call and See
them, they have no equal.
100

Casco National Bank.

fTlHE Stockholders of this Bank are
hereby notifiod
A that their Annual
Meeting will be held at their
on TUESDAY, the 9th
day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M, to choose five Directors
for the ensuing year, and to act on
any other business that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec *, 1866, -dtd

.75

“

on

day, January 9,1866, at 10 o’oloek A. M.. fcr the purpose of electing Directors for the ensuing year; deciding whether they will increase the capital stock of
the Bank; change the par value of the shares to 6100

GE$. A. WRIGHT,* Secretary.

Ladies Skirt for

A Better

MEMPHIS COTTON.
The above Cotton haa been classed and sampled
by Q. W. Amory, and may be seen In the bale at
the Atlantic Deck, Brooklyn, and by sample at the
office of the Auctioneers, No. 38 Pine St., New
York, two days before the sale.
Dee 11—dtd

one

It you want

OP PORTLAND.

Dec 9,1866.—dtd

Presents S

We manufacture our own Hoop 8klrta, sad aa a
matter of course we can and do sell them LIBS than
any house lu the trade.

Merchants’ National Bank

Company on MONDAY,the first day of January
A. D. 1866, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the
purpose of
choosi g seven Directors for the
ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business that
may then
be legally acted upon.

About 2000 Bales

secure some

THE

Annual Meeting•

Scarce,

are

“The War is over-sad’* the B'ys and Girls
are all to meet around the table at the old
homestead,
and have a glorious Thanksgiving «■<year.)
Give them a warm reception, and do not tall So call

SHAWLS,

One Price

Exchange Salesroom,

111 BROADWAY, N. Y.,
By order of

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St

SILKS.

the

SIMEON DRAPER, U. 8. Caftan A goal,

Goods

Valuable

ELDEN& WHITMAN

LIBRARIES.

Insurance

On FRIDAY, December 15th, 1865,
At

-AT THX ITOU 09-

1

Ocean

H. DRAPER, Anetlaaeer,

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO„

BE IN SEASON I

One Price

W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier.
dc9dtd

Partes.

These instruments are all T octave, In Rosewood
all new, In perlect order; fcne toned and ev< ry
Gaseo,
way desirable Instruments. We believe this Instrument cannot be excelled for power and purity of tone,
sail for Its combination of those qualities which make
a perlect Plano Porte, In this country.
Can be examla d day previous to sale,
dell dtd
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auct'rs.

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.,

26.

CLOAKS,

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
“The Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the
election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their Ban ing House on Tuesday, the
9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
declldtd
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

Dec 7,1866.

to

AN FRIDAY, Dec. 15t£ 11 o’clock A. H., at office,
U No. 18 Exchange St., we shall sell
Three Parasite's Paten! Isolated Plan*

Deering Block. United States
Cotton Sale.

Dec 4—dtf

and

Canal National Bank.

_

Dec 11—dtd

A.

No. 5

to fur-

them.

Departments t

Remember 1

BOOKS

9tli day of January
next, at 3 P. M.. for the choice of five Directors, and
for any other business that may
legally come before

Low Prices!

One Price

HP” Orders solicited.

on

fTIHURSDAY, Dec. 14th, at 10 A. M.: Quilts, white
A and colored Blanket!; Shee's, Bed Sacka, Berlin
Shirts, Under Shirts and Drawers, Cottons, Prints,
Cloths and Fancy Goods. All of which mutt M told.
ALSO,
At 11 o’clock, one second-hand Plano, Sewing Machine, Showcase, Beds, Chairs, Stoves, Wats, sc.
Pianos at Auction.

We Intend keeping oar Stock

CITY HALL!

BARGAINS!

* ,r

at

Auction!

And

Prices Advancing!

LOWEST PRICES.

ing Room,

GOODS,

Blankets, Dry Goods, Ac.,

WILL SKI.L

Such as are used In the City and Country, all o/ which
will be sold at

Second National Bank.
Annual Meeeting ot the Stockholders of the
THE
Second National Bank will be held at their Bank*

very choice Stock of

GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.

And STATIONERY of every variety, together with

Dec 8,1866.

E- M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street,

75c.

Oct 20—dia2m

Ac.

THE

a

J. THEODORE CALHOUN,
Major and Asst. Surgeon U. 8. Army.

New York Skirt and Corset Store,

LARGE

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ol “The
Casco National Bank of Portland,” tor the election ot seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at thei Banking 1 louse on TUESDAY,
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.

50 I* Me.
for

ANDERSON’S

and in every Style of Binding.

SCHOOL

Dec «—dtd

One at 51 that ha* heea Selling at
51,25 and front that ta 52,50.

Paper, Envelopes, Blank Books,

SABBATH
Dec 9—d3w

Bvt.

torn*

PREPARE for THANKSGIVING!
•

heretofore,

nr*

Dressing Gowns,

sold.

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY

*

as

induce-

extra

Among them

purebaaen.

We have

And

Books !

H.P. pays special attention,
nishing and replenishing

ALPACCA!

cheap, in which we offer

**

PUnBocks1*’

Together with a quantity of standard Drags and
Medicines, Surgical Instrument, Medical Books,
and a large variety of miscellaneous house furnishing articles.
Terms—Cash, In Government funds.
Sale to be continued from day to day until all Is

business to receive a liberal patronage.

THE

Hospital Property!

Commonest at 10 A. M.
’1K7TLL be sold at the thus and place above meu.ttoned, the Medical and Hospital Property of
Cony U. S. A. Hospital, consisting in part of about
M» Iron Bedsteads,
1000 White and GreyBlan3000 Linen Sheets,
kets,
400 Hair and Shuck Mat- 400 Bed
Sacks,
000 Counterpanes,
tresses,
1*00 Linen and CottonPil- 000 Hair
mows,
600 Pairs Drawers,
.to" Cases,
100

la More 7$ piece*

now

Full in all its
COME AND GET A BARGAIN!

this market.

SCHOOL

ihall tell at the

Very Gang (lullly for
Very Fine Nice Clullty

DELAINES.

DeLaines,.30 ® 32}

very

ments to

Ladies, avail yourselves of the opportunity.

Consisting In part
Photograph Albania, Beautiful Picture
Cards, both English and American.
Splendid TOY BOOKS, such as have never been seen

Portfolios, Writing Desks, Ac.,

Bought

.88

1*0

and

Coif U. S. A. General Hospital,
AUGUSTA, MAINE,
On Wednesday, December 13th,

De Lains.

DRESS

Corsets at 1.00 marked dawn to
“

we

BLACK

CORSETS l

CORSETS !

GOODS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
of

age

1.75

«

CORSETS/

Medical

Lowest Possible Cash Priees.

26.

Skirts at 1.35 marked down to 1.00
“
“
“
IJIO
1.25

PACKARD,

Adapted to every

and

We hare

NEAR

Gift

HENBY KIMBALL. Pronriator
P
E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer.
Dee. U.

-AT-

Skirt and Corset Store!

No. 61 Exchange Street,

in

Sa*-h«Mg Blankets,
Hob**> Whip., *c.
““
Bed- Bedstead, Ta-

*tU*

blJ?a^toUly

O OTTONS.

Prints

NEW YORK

RETAIL.

INVITES

Harneawa'

we am t

Government Auction

ANDERSON’S,

OOESETS,

the attention of the publio to hlB
and ELEGANT STOCK of

at

»* Hom.,
® Cairlagia
*
SO K»w and

SHIRTING FLANNELS.

-AT-

Dec 1—d3m

H.

EDWARD M. PATTEN,
AaetUaeer,
19 Exchange Street.

13th, at 11 A. If.,
O^WEDNESDAY.Dec.
W
UVEBY STABLE No. 12 INDIA ST.,

PLAIN AND FANCY

PRICES ALL MARKED DOWN

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflanncls,
WHOLESALE AND

Auctioneers.

—OF—

GLOVES,

HOOP SKIET8 AND

Rots

AND

A CO.,

Stable Stock at Auction.

WOOLEN GOODS!

Bleached and Brown

FOLLETTE,
AlTD

our

CONTINUING FOR TEN DATS!

Congress

HOSIERY

attention to

-FOR-

SKIRTS,

AT

particular

Stock of

DAY

—OF—

MUSIC BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB.
Course Tickets $1.00; Evening 26 cts.
Lecture to commence at 7$ o’clock.
dc7td

L. B.

to

M.,

we shall sell a one and a half
story House on Wlimot St, below Lincoln St.; it has 7 finished
rooms,
good water, a wood-shed, and with a lot 30 by 47 feet.
At some time, a one and a half story House Un the
rear of the above with 6 finished
rooms; good water,
a wood-shed, and a lot 30 by
32} feet.
These houses are new—never occupied. Poaeession
given immediately. Title clear, sale positive

HENRY BAILEY
Dec 7—dtd

We would also Invite

—

Two Houses at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 13th, at 3 o'clock P.

ON

STYLES,

Haring determined to reduce the large stock ol
Hoop Skirts and Corsets now in store,

Lar^eS

Cassia,

!

Trimmings

And making one of the beet sux*,
ta u,.
select from.

Course

PORTLAND 2.

9 25
9 75
75 @11 25
50 @12 60

returns”*

I *h»ll charge lull
Commissions, an t Revenue Tax,
and make advances on
Stocks 01 Merchandise at usual rates.
Storage in lott or basement.
M* PATTKVDec 13—dtd

Comprising all

■

Spices.
.1

and

Notice.

I shall oa
TUESDAY, Dec. 19th, oflhr (he public the
beat.U*ck of Linen, Cotton and woolen Good*, ttu
ua'J*r the hammer In thin city.
To all having good, to offer at
public or private sale,
*®rTloe*’ Th*y will have prompt anlee ana

of

Doors open at 6

Tickets for Balance of tlie Course $1.

Canada,
Superfine .9 00 @
Fancy. 9 50 @

large assortment

CLOAKS I

HOOP SKIRTS,

New York.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S FULL

Auction

HAVING FITTED DP THE SPACIOUS
Sales Booms, 18 Exchange Street,

receiving, direct from New York,

Evening, Dec. 13,

INDEPENDENT LECTURES!

Blchardson’s Wharf Oc,„.loo.90...... 100

only

Dayw!

-BY-

Oakum.
Soft Pine...
@ 22 American_ 12 @ 15
on.
Hard Pine..
@ 33
@40 00 Kerosene,..,. 90 @ 95
Hoops,(14 ft).35
R.OakStavesSO
@55 00 Sperm.2 88 @
Whale.1 90 @ 2 00
r,-Copper.
Bank.35 00 @37 00
Cop. Sheathing 55 @
Shore.33 00 @35 00
Y.M.Sheathing 40 @
LECTURERS ENGAGED.
Y. M.Bolts... 43 @
Pogle.30 00 @32 00
Linseed. 150 @
Cordage.
MAJ. GEN. KILPATRICK, of New Jersey.
AmericanpU) 20J@ 22 Boded do.1 56 @
FRED DOUGLASS, of New York.
Manila.2Gj@ 27 Lard OiL.2 25 @ 2 55
Manila Boltrope28J@ 29 Olive OU.2 25 @ 2 75
MAJ. GEN. CHAMBERLAIN, of Maine.
Caster OU... .3 88 @
do
Russia
@
REV. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.
Neatsfbot OU.2 00 @
Drugs and Dyes.
Onions.
REV. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
Alcohol p gal 487 @
Slv,sldns]pbl.2 75 @3 00
Aloes p ib-42 @
HON. JAMES HARLAN, Sec. of tke Interior.
Paints.
Alum.
GJ@
GEO. W. CURTIS, ESQ., of New York.
Arrow Boot... 35 @ 70 Union Lcad..l6 50 @
MRS. FRANCES ELLEN HARPER, of Maryland.
Bi-C'arb Soda
@ 12 Portland do. 16 50 @17 00
Pure Dry do. 16 50 @'
Borax. 40 @
MAJ. GEN. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. Army.
7 Am. Zinc.... 13 50 @14 00
Brimstone, roll, 6$@
Per Order of Committee.
Rochelle Yel..
Camphor ...1 45 @
4)@
66 Eng.Ven.Red.
4 3@
Cream Tartar 35 @
Portland, Not. J8,186fi.-dlf
Red
50
192
Lead.
16
18
@
@
Indigo,.1
Logwood ex... 18 @ 19 Litharge. 16 @ 18
Plaster.
Madder. 19 @ 20
Magnesia.. 48 @ 55 Soft, HP ton...275 @3 00
50
80
00 @ 2 30
Hard.2
@
Naptha p gal.
Ground.
Opium p ft. 10 00 @
@ 9 00
There will be series of SIX ASSEMBLIES
Rhubarb..6 50 @
Produce.
given at
Sal Soda. «. @
Beef, side HP lh 9 @ 13
17
32
io
Veal.
12
LANCASTER
@
HALL,
Saltpetre.
@
Lamb.
8 @
11
Sulphur. 8 @
Commencing
Chickens. 16 (a) 20
Vitriol. 20 @
Duok.
Turkeys.. 18 @ 22
Tuesday Evening, December 19th, 1805.
No. 3,.
@120 Geese. 14 @ 16
No. 10,.
@ 86 Eggs, HPdoz.. 38 @ 42
During the Course of which there will be a
hu
66
75
Ravens.......none.
Potatoes,HP
@
Sweet Potatoes
Dyewoods.
GRAND
0ALI00 & 00MI0 DRESS BALL,
brl.
Barwood. 3 @
none.
HP
Brazil Wood.. 13 @
Cranb’r’s.bri 12 50 @13 00
Christmas
Evening:, 25th inst.
»
10
Camwood.;..
@
Provisions.
5 Mess Beef,
On which occasion all persons getting up Dresses
Fustic,. 4 @
00
@9 Chicago,...16
are requested to Ihvor that of a comic character.
@17 00
Hypemlc.
Portland ..16 00 @17 00
The managers of these A ssemblies have determined
Logwood,
Portl’d extl8 00 @19 00
to give the dancing public of this city an opportunity
Campeachy. 3 @
3 Pork,
St. Domingo 2j@
to enioy a season of dancing which cannot be excelled.
ExtraClearf6 00 @48 00
Nic.Wood....
@
Tickets for the Course, Including tho Ball, $4.00
Clear.40 00 @43 00
Peaeb Wood.. 8 @
Single Tlekes,
71c
Bk
2
Mess.33 00 @34 00
Quercitron
J@
And Single T.ckets lor the Ba'l,
1.00
Prime.24 00 @25 00
Red Sanders.. 7 @ 10
Ladies
not
admitted
unless
&
accompanied by Gen8 J Round Hog..
16 @
17
RedWood.... 7J@
tlemen.
I Hams. 24 @
26
@
Sapan Wood..
MANAGERS.
Fish.
Bice.
J. C. Colley,
Wm. Weeks,
Rice, HP ft— 12® 14
T. W. Burnham.
C. H. Nash,
l>ore7 50 @ 8 25
Bum.
Wm. W. Knight,
toi u U UIHU tU >U {0}
S.
F. Bearce.
00
6
Bank
25
@7
Large
Saleratus.
Small.A 50 @ 5 00
Music l»r Raymond’s Full Q.uadrille Baud
Pollock.5 25 @ 5 75 Saleratus t> lb 121a) 13
Tiokets to be had of the Managers and at the door.
Halt.
Haddock.... —none.
Dec lii-dtl
Hake.3 75 @ 4 25 Turk’s Is. t>
hhd. (8 bus.H 25 @ 5 00
Herring,
Shore, ® bl.6 50 @7 50 Liverpool.4 00 @ 4 50
Scaled,$?bx. 55 @ 60 Cadiz.4 00 @ 4 50
331
No. 1. 46 @ 50 Br’nd Butter. 33 @
Mackerel $bl.
Seeds.
Herds
.16
50
50
Grass..3
No.l.
50
4
@17
25
Bay
@
BayNo. 2..15 00 @16 00 West’n Clover 15 @ lg
Bed Top.2 50 @2 75
Bay No. 3. hone.
St,
Shore No.1.22 50 @23 50
Shot.
ShoreNo.2,15 00 @16 00 Drop.p lOOlbs
@16 00
Buck.
Portland,
LargeNo.3. none.
@17 00
j
Flour.
Soap.
1
Maine.
£
Castile. 17 @
Western,
00
8
.7
50
Crane’s.
151®
Superfine..
@
Spring Ex. 9 26 @ 9 60 Joda. 15 in>
Choice do. 9 75 @10 26 Cleine. 15 @
RedWlnterll 00 @12 00 Ex. No. 1,51 lb lsjoj
13 @
White do. 11 50 @12 50 Family do.
I
St. Louis,..12 50 @15 00 No. 1. 12 J@
20
30
00
00

Pbrt.Shovel
The

Ten

For

@

60

Auction Sales.

LEACH, BARTLETT&PABKEB,

deliver-

be

HALL.

Wednesday

..

******

business-men

Third Lecture of the Course will

...

p brl.2

Miscellaneous.

__

Smuggling.
we
copy from a Detroit paper
By request
the following extra its from a letter of Commissioger Sargent to the collector ofDetroit on
the subject of smuggling, presuming it may
have some bearing upon the wants of this section of the country:
Treasury Department,
)
Office of Commission of Customs, >
November 22nd, 1863. )
Portland Dry Goods Market,
Sib: 1 have had great pleasure in reading,
in The Free Press of the 16th sad 17th inExpressly corrected for the Press, to Dec. 12.
COTTON GOODS.
stant, an account of the proceedings of a meetInches.
Price.
ing of some ot the citizens of Detroit, held at
30 @ 32}
Sheeting.37.
Heavy
the Beading-Room of the Young Men’s ChrisFine Sheeting,.•.36. 25 ® 27}
tian Association, in relation to smuggling,
40. 26 ® 28
Fine Sheeting.
Medium Sheeting,.37. 29 ® 30
now so extensively carried on between the
Bight
Sheeting.37.23
® 25
British Provinces and the United States. It
to 30.21 ® 23
is most creditable to tiie Christian young men, Shirting,.27
BLEACnED SHEETING.
and other citizens, who inaugurated and took
Good Bleached Sheeting.36—....32}® 35
part in this movement, that they have so clear Odod Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.40 ® 45
Medium Sheeting,.36.25 ® 30
a preception of the crime, as well as the deShirting,.....27 to 32.22}® 27}
moralizing effects, of a traffic which is, from
DRILLING.
beginning, to end, a violation of the laws of Heavy Drilling,.A:...... .30........32J@ 37}
the country.
Medium,.30.27}® 32}
Corset Jeans.30® 33
That man or woman who habitually violates
COTTON FLANNELS.
any one law of the country, and resorts to deHeavy Cotton Flannels,.37}® 40
ception, trick and chicanery to do so, will soon Medium Cotton Flannels,.32}® 35
become callous to all moral obligations, and Bleached Cotton Flannels,.50 @ 62}
STBIPED SHIRTING.
may be easily induced by self-interest, or the
Hoary Striped Shirting.....30. 33 ® 37}
prospect of gain, to set at naught any other Heavy Striped Shirting.27.30 ® 35
Medium Striped Shirting,.27.20 @ 25
law, human or divine.
So long

Miscellaneous.

The Markets.

)

Oils—dull.

Petroleum—quiet; sales 1,500 bbls of crude at 41c;
3,000 bbls. of refined bonded at 66£ @ 67c.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.

New York, Dec. 12.
assistant! keeper of the
to-day for aid-

.Sale of Reap Estate.—Mr. Thomas R.
President 0’ Mahoney of the Fenian brothLyman has purchased the brick dwelling house erhood, has isued
a General Order
stating that
lately owned and occupied by Gen. ghepley,' orders on military affldrs will not be regarded,
',0 *
Unless
approved
by
himself.
Street.
I
pn Park

drunkenness, immorali-

The House refused to consider the resolution fixing a day ior the election of United
States Senators by a vote of ninety nays to
fifty yeas.
Provisional Governor Johnson sent a teleto be
gram to Washington last night, asking
relieved, and recommending that Mr. Jenkins
be allowed to take his office.

Items.

in Brooklyn, was indicted
seven convicts to escape.

a ser-

ty, want of respect, or leaving his service. Enticing servants away is made a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine of four hundred dollars,
or imprisonment for four months.

the northern

frontier of the United States so as to remove
all unnecessary restraints on commerce and
navigation, and, at the same time, provide
Pbepabation fob the Holidays.—Mrs. additional safeguards against frauds upon the
revenue, and report by bill, or otherwise.
Emeby, at her shop, comer of Congress and
The Committee on Ways and Means were
Chestnut streets, has a splendid cabiuet of instructed to inquire whether it was not the
curiosities, in the most beautiful designs, for intention, in excepting wines made from currants, berries and rhubarb from a specific tax,
It does one good
the approaching holidays.
to exclude them from the payment of any tax,
to simply look them over. The love of the
and report by bill or otherwise.
beautiful is gratified by inspecting the wreaths,
Mr. Donnelly, of Minnesota, introduced a
boquets, and thousand and one articles resolution, Which was passed, instructing the
which Mrs. E.’s good taste and handy fingers Committee on Territories to affix the name of
Lincoln to some one of the new territories of
have produced, to meet the growing demand
the We3t.
for Christmas and New Years’ ornaments and
The House then adjourned.

gifts.

Milledgevi lle, Ga., Dec. 11.
The Senate has passed a bill regulating conIf for
tracts between masters and servants.
pver one month, they must be in writing; the
working hours from sunrise to sunset; the
servant to be responsible for damaging his
employees property; wages to be forfeited by

leaving; the employer may discharge

New Advertisement* To-V*f
Auction

Georgia legislature.

Oommiuion.

Office of the U.

Army

d> Ifary Claim Agency.

TNFOBMATION_ls,*»»1.°'Lvod0^tLll^.Trf
4-

xhMttstion) with a! comrade in the

Harbor,
ftSSffSKl.-Wprisoner.
“

hare been taken
wU1 h* P’dd for

ElBvVABD

Stddi*'' bJ
pee

and b apA suitable
Information of this

WILLIAM H. FESSENDEN,
No.» Exchange SL, Portland, Maine.

T—dlw_
Boarders Wanted.

FEW single gentlemen can be accommodated
Cumberland Street,

board at 64
ADecwith
U—dlw*

For Sale and to

Miscellaneous._
The LiUie Girl's School.

Valuable Hotel

girl. There doVon fo toscbocx,
whoa do youg-o hUle
the grass from day-u to caik,

4‘Little

Property

FOB SALE!

A.id

O. e:
Y jnr feet are in a whirl;
You and the cat jump her** -hd there,
You and the robins sing
But w.iatdo you know m the spolllug-hco i?
Have you ev*.r learned anything?"

hotel,

.'ion Middle. Willow andSilrcr Sts.,

Thus the little girl answered,
Only stopping to cling
To my finger a minute,
As a bird on the wing
Catches a twig of sumach,
And stop# to twitter ana slug:

Wanted.

in tho Oityot
Maine, belonging in part to
tin- Estate of Hon. 'JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
tho undersigned, is offered ior sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN,
It occupies about n.netecu thousand square feet oi
land, with an aggregate fr ontage of Eve hundred ami
seventy-five feet, it is Five Stories H'ujh, aiid contains about two hundred ano fifteen apartments I'm
the us:-qf guests, besides tuurcnpacious stores, and all
(lie most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wa. Washburn, Esq., Archi-

Y

a

a

near

ON

When the daisies* eyes are a-twinkh
With the happy tears of dew,
Wh: the swallows waken in the cave3,
And the lamb Heats to the ewe—
"When the lawns ft e golden barre l,
When the kiss of the wind i* Cool,
Wi en morning's breath blows out tho itavs,
Th .n do 1 g t school 1
My s.hool-roof is the dappled sky,
An i the b Us that ring for me there
Arc all the voices oi iho morning
Alloat in iho dewy air.
Kin Mature is the madame,
And the book whereon 1 spell
L dogVeared by the brooks and glens

tect, of Boston.
Its arrangi meats far Hotel purposes aro pronounced bycompetent judges io be fully equal to those ot
is most
any Hotel in the country. Its construction
thorough in all respects: the basement and Erst
other
part
stones being quite tire-proof, and all

its original ostimated cost was
hUO.UOO

Whore 1 know the lesson well.**

quire of

Wanted.
$5000 to engage with the adPARTNER
vertiser in a manufacturing business in this city
at
least
one
Lumired per cent, ou the
that will pay
investment, as will be satisfactorily shown upon an

A

interview.

Address B. B., Bex 000 Boston,
real name to iusuro a reply.
Doc 6—d2w*

Local Agents Wanted, either ladies
genAND
tlemen, to sell fine Steel Engraving of President Lincoln, and
or

a

Family. Those acquainted with
It is largo
them, 8ay the likenesses are co/Tcct.
size, and the only Engraving qf'the family in existence.
are
or
Agents
$5 per day,
easil.. making $4*
with it. It is sold only by my agents, to whom exclusive territory is given. Samples sent by mail lor
$1,50. Send immediately if you wish to secure good
territory. Everybody likes it.
WM. I. RICE, Gen. Agent,
No. 13 Atlantic St., Portland, Maine.
O. Box 1737.

P.

dc2d&\v*

Agents

and Land on the corner oi Brackett and
Spring stroets. Lot about 50 feet on Brackett
bv 100 feet on Spring Street.
Two storied home containing nine rooms with good
out-building*. Enquire of
JAMES E. FERNALJt,
87 Middle Street.

HOUSE

EITHER
to returned

Soldiers,

The

Eye,

returning

14

three-storv BRICK TENEMENT, No.
THAT
Brown Street—a very desirable residence—in

W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.

Wanted.

Also—The two-story Brick House No. 23 Fore St.

Inquire of

D. II. INGRAHAM.

Nov 4—dtl

101 Middle Street.

House for Sale.
three-storv Brick House No. 70, corner of
and Tate Streets. It has all the modand is in excellent condition.
ern
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to

improvements

-and-

&UFUS E. WOOD,

Physician

t

Portland,

Case of Clairvoyant Sionr.

though

she

GroLocation
cery Store, with a good
good as any in the city, both for buying and sell-

A

address Box 5G6 P. O.

For Sale.
two-story house and lot comer oi Lincoin and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
rooms.
It is finished for two families, with
abundance of hard and sott w ater. Lot 35 by 70. It
is pleasantly situated and in good repair.
Terms
easy. Apply to

eTlie

THE

Store to Let.
Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson CooMdge & Co.
Possession givdn <?ct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

rpHE
A

Real Estate for Sale.
and LOT No. 37 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.

ol Watorville
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37* Middle St.

was tor a breach of the laws of the
State as is more panic
s*>t forth in
that a
an.l trial will bo had there-

Which seizure

ularly

corner

as

FOR
The

HjjJ

of

ner

finely

Portland.
4th day of
re-lav out the
commenc-

four rods wido to Dan/orth St.
And vho.vas said Ordor was referred by the City
Council, isee. 4,1865, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act npon, therefore
Notice is hereby given, o all parlies interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of tho City Council on laving out new Streets, will mcot to hear the
parties in interest on the I5tdi day of December, 1865,
at3o*clDok in the afternoon, at the Mayor’s Office,
and will then and there proceed
tc^ determine and
ai udge whether the public convenience requires said
street or way to be re-laid out.
Given mder our hands'on this 6th day of December, A. D. 1SC5.

Estate, on

occupied by

the

Lease for

or

-.

«

»

BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

0<'tl8dti

FOR

on a

ORANGES, ORANGES.
KAAA HAVANA ORANGES this day recelv*jyjyjxj and for sale very low by

B. W.

JONES,
115 Fore Si.

Deo 6—dtf

Great

Bargains!

WAGONS.

Apples,
“
Jackson Potatoes,
“
Co flee Crushed Sugars,
“
Granulated Sugar,
“
No. 2 Syrup,
“
No. 1 Syrup,
“
Fancy Baltimore Flours,
“
Kerosene Oil,
“
Spirits Turpentine,
“
Wilmington Tar,
w
Wilmington Pitch,
*
No. 1 Rosin,
“
No. 2 Rosin,
Boxes Mannlactnred Tocaceo,

500
250
lOO

250
115
50
50
8

100
200
50

75
030
4G Cases Manufactured Tobacco,

Oider, Butter, Pickles, Buckwheat Hour,
Apples, &c.,

RICE

& CO.’S
Commission House,

Assets

Nov. IB—dtf

Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn.,

Assets $500,000
Insurance Co.,

New York Life

Assets

For Sale.
The two-story Brick House No.

Hi;: street.
■latiL It

$lji37,000
n^OPEN, FLOATING, TERM ami PERPETFIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policies

UAL

46

Dantorth

Four

yajeja

HORSES for SALE,
cither tor Hameus or Saddle, or both.—
M*y be soeu at tile RIDING SCHOOL
Soutli Street.
nov24 d4w
or

live nice

___STABLE,

Greenwich St. N. Y.

Farm Building's, Stocks, Tools, &c.
t3F“0cean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by R. R. and

Steamboat.

INSURANCE,

Insurance

And

an'’

Bafltr (1C Ilorse

Second-hand

nnd Pnllies
new horizontal Eupino re
One new Oscillating
One small 3 horse
Also, Hccondyhand Mill Gearing nJ
One

EmdiiJ»
at h*'

powfwSsnoinn

regr r

&noL!‘iwlllSJU,Trhasc?

usc~

u

nnt,

,Um_

Rui tland, Me.

For Sale.

JOSEPH A. TJIN’G.
J' V'UEXTEK-

1 *.“’.Af
■'

I tons square Hackmctack Tlmlier
'•
Alsu, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmctack
and Hardwood Plank, tor sale hy
L; TAYLOlt, <51 Commercial St.
Oct 24—dtt

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and lavornblv known
Bnrdwaro trade ofKrtland, will regain with
sep2fl V6i tf

to the
the new brill

freely.

Dwelling House ami Lot of Land No. 3 Mont
THE
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 £0 feet.
x

House two
in good repair.
Inquire o!
S‘ Rories,
L‘ CAELlifON,
Attorney at Law,
nnv2
Itr
no'2lUf
No. 80 Middle Street.

HAVE this day admitted as pavtnsr, D. K
IlICtiElt, and for the fhturs wt.l conttue in
the

I

Horses for Sale.

Business,

AT the Railroad Stable on
Spring Hlreet several
9Ul<able forworlt or
liunily use.

Under tlie firm namo of DANFOBTH & BICKER,
lBj Fore Street.
F. A. DANFORTH.
nolSd&wti
Portland, Nov. 7th, 18G5.

SepT’f^dtof

at

$2aOOfVAA£ffiayl*M

3000 Yds. Poplins and

Thibets,
Af ABKED down and to be sold at bargains.
C. K. BABB,
^1,
novli dutf
No. 9

any

one

with

Safe. !sS«a5-e:

Clapp's Block.

|

29 Exchange St*
nov3TT&Btf

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance

Company

William, NEW YORK.
January., 1366.

Kisks.

The whole profits of the Company reveit to tbe
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon tLe
Premiums terminated during the year; and ♦or which
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re*
deemed.
The Dividends in the Years 18G3-4 and 6 were 40
per cent each.
The Profits for 22 Years amount to the
sum of
819,091,020
Ol which here has been redeemed by

Cash,

12,053,730

The Company has Assets,

Dollars,

over

Eleven Million

viz:—

United States and State of New*York
8tock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
84,974.700
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,960
Premium Notes and Bids Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
8.140,630
United States Gold Coin,
Ml ,890
Cash in Bank,
288,430

811.188,500
TBTOTUfl:
Win

John D Jones,
Charles Dennis,
WHU Moore,
Henry Co»i,
WmC Pickersgill,

Stnrgfs, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,
William K Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gailaid, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C A Hand,

Lewis Curtis.
Charles U Hassell,

Lowell Hrlbrook,

Weston,
Royal Phelps,

Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

R Warron

Barstow.
A P Piilot,
Daiiel 8 Miller,

Benj Babcock,
flstehv Woe tray,
Rob B Minturo, Jr,
Joshua J Henry,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chaunoey,
tOorgeG Hobson,
jj&vid Lane,
James Lew,
Chas II Marshall.
mes Bryce,
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vioe-Pres't.
J. H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.
Caleb

Manufacturers
8ANT to the palate,

PLEA
promptly,
andf tor

cause

no

PORTLAND.

Lead.

require increase of dose, do not
exhaust,
elderly persons, females and childare
the
just
ren,
thing. Two taken at night movWarranted
the- bowels once the next morning.

We
cases of Tiles and Falling of the Rectum.
a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
after eat ing, Sour
such as
tin? oi
Tabulations; also. Headache,

all

promise

Stomach, SpitDizziness,

Oppression

lood,

Pain in the Bach and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint, Loss ot Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains,
Ac.

and all

Irregularities, Neuralgia,

Travelers find the Lozenges just
they are so oompact and inodorous

what they need, as
fiat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price CO
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
july4dly
enclosing 80 cents.

DJ!. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. HoarseSore Throat, Conness, Asthma, Whooping Cough,
sumption, and and all affections ot the throat and

Street,

DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands of the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
riles.
It gives immediate relief, and eflbcts a
permanent cure.
Try it directly. It is warranted to
For sale

by all Druggists.

50cts. per bottle.

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.
uovlOdGm
To the Senate and House of Itepresentatives of the
Legislature of Maine.
Proprietors of the Union Wharf in Portland,
hereby request that their Charter be so amended
as to authorize thorn to enclose their wharf with a
Stone Wall, with suitable platiorms outside.
Wharf
Committee.
B.Dec 4,18GB.
dcBd3w

THE

AKV ASHURTLkFF {

O.'^NANT,

WHITE

Oil, .ED LEAD,

LITHARGE,

Glass-mr crs’

Red

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Ravr, Boiled
and Refined.
For sale

by Druggists

gene* mly, and

&

Dealers

General

287 Pearl St.,

Agents,

NEW YORK.

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
qf Maine,
to

88.

j

Maine,
hereby give
public notice that the following Libel has been tiled
in said Court, viz:
A Libel against the. Schooner Only Son, her tackle,
apparel ana furniture, together with three casks of
Hides; 5502 thousand qf Shingles; seven thousand
Clapboards; three bags Oats: two kegs Butter; forty
chests Tea; two kegs qf Tobacco; fifty pounds Nut
megs; two casks of Alcohol, containing sixty gallons,
which were, or had been, laden on bo rd said Schooner,
seized by the Collector ol the District of Frenchman’s Bav, on the twenty third day of November
last past, at Tremont, in said District.
Which seizure was for a breach of the laws of the
United States, as is more partieulaily set f >rtli in said
Libel; that a hearing and trial will be had thereon at
Portland, in said District, on the nineteenth day cf
erson interested
December current; where any
therein may appear and shew cause, if any can be
same should not be decreed
the
wherefore
shown,
forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this fourth day of December,
A. D. 1865.

Hunting-Case

Ladies*

t.old and Enameled

Chains,
and Gold Brooches,
Opal and Emerald
Brooches,
6000 Mosiac, Jet, Lava & Florentine Ear Drops,
7500 Coral, Opal, and Emerald Ear
Drops
4000 California Diamond Breast

36 to 70
50 to 100
4 to 30
4 to 8
6 to 10

44

410

44

44

6

44

to 10
koys, 2,50 to 8
3 to 10

44

Ribbon-slides,
Sleeve-buttons,

Spring,

Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, «&c,
Plain Gold Rings,
44
chased
Stone Sot and Signet Rings,
California Diamond Rings,
Sets Ladies* Jewelry-Jet

to

3 to 8
4 to
6
2,50 to 10
10
2
4
4

44
*•

44

20
8
10
11
10
10

*4

5 to

15

44

4 to

15

44

4 to

10

44

6 to

10

44

15 to

25

“

Holders,

Gold Pens and Gold Exten-

Holders,

44

44

Ladies’ Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to 15 44
44
44
44
Hair Bars
& Balls,
5 to 10 44
ARBANDALE & Co., Manufacturers Agents,
No. 167, Broadway, New York,
Announce that all of the above list of goods will be
sold for One Dollar each.
In consequence of the great stagnation ol trade in
5000
6000

the manufacturing districts of England, through
the war having cut off the supply of cotton, a large
quantity of Valuable Jewelry, originally intended
for the English market, has been sent off for sale in
this

country, and MUST BE SOLD AT ANY SACRIFICE! Under these circumstance*, ARRANDALE & Co., acting as agents for the principal European manufacturers have resolved upon a

GREAT GIFT

APPORTIONMENT,

be divided according to the following regulations:
Certificates of the various articles are put into envelopes indiscriminately, sealed up, and when ordered, are taken out without regard lo choke, and sent
by mail, thus showing no favoritism. On reoeipt of
the certificate, you will see wf>at
you are to have,
and then it is at your option to send the dollar and
take the article or not.
Purchasers may thus obtain a Gold Watch, Diamond Ring, or any set of
Jewelry on our list for One Dollar.
to

Send 25 cents

foe

Certificate.

all transactions by mail, wo shall charge for
formarding the certificates, paying postage and doing tho business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosed when the Certificate is sent for. Five certificates will be sent for $1, eleven for $2, thirty lor $5,
sixty-five lor $10, one hundred tor $15.

WHAT THE “PRESS” SAY OF US.
The Lafayette

(Ind.) Daily Courier, Mar. 18, 1865,

“A better selected, more varied or fashionable assortment of
cannot be found on the continent than Arrandale & Co. are now offering. Messrs.
Arrandale & Co. occupy a liigh position in commercial circles as men entirely above the common trickery of trade. Their statements may be implicitly relied upon, both as to the character of their goods and
Ladios especially, in all
the manner of disposal.
parts of the country, arc realizing handsome profits
as agents, and if any of our fair readers desire to interest themselves in the enterprise, they may do so
with perfect confidence.
Great Gift Distribution .—A rare opportuniis offered for obtaining watches, chains, diamond
rings, liver ware, etc., by Moss s Arrandale & Co.,
167
No.
at
They have an immense stock
in value, and all are offered at one
of articles,
The
each.
distribution
is very fairly done—
dollar
you agree to take a certificate of a certain article, enin
an
and
are
not
closed
to pay
envelope,

jewelry

ty

Broadway.
varying

F. A. QUINBY.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Dist, of Maine.
Dec 4—dl4d

yjKp^5Sh=E£traius

River for Portland at 6 39 and 9 40

Leave Saco
and 3 40 r. M

imported

vertisement.—Ar. Y. Albion Sept. 3,1864.
Employment for Ladies.—The most eligible
and profitable employment we have heard of for ladies is the sale of certificates for the Great Gilt Distribution of Arrandale & Co. A
lady of our acquaintance has been very successiul in,this way, not
only ifilling her own purse, but also in doing a good
turn to those to whom she sold the Certificates, as
will be seen by our advertising columns. Gentlemen
can also thus be engaged.
N. Y. Sunday Mercury,
Aug. 14. 1865.
The British Whia of Kingston, C. W., says, Nov.
26th, 1864, “One of our lady subscribers became an
agent for Arrandale & Co., and by request brought
some twenty articles sent as prizes for her agency, to
this office for inspection, and without hesitation we
can state that each and all oi the articles were worth
treble the amount of cost to the recipients, and some
of them six times.”
We have seen some very pretty specimens of Table
and Teaspoons, Gold Watches, Ladies’ Chains, Pins,
Bracelets, etc., which have been sent by Arrandale
& Co. to this place ior $1 euc-h,—Angelica Beporter,
N. Y. State, Feb. 15, 1S65.
AGENTS.—We want agents in every regiment,
and in every town and county in the country, anti
those acting as such will be allowed 10 centa on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remittance amounts to one dollar, also other inducements
which can be learned on application. Agents will
colloct 25 cents for every certificate, and remit 15
cents to us either in cash or postage stamps.
AKBANDALE & Co..
167, Broadway, New York.
dec7d&w'lm.

u

Leave Portland for Saco River at 800 A. u, and 200
and 5 30 p M.
The940 A. m and 200 r m. train! will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
tSr-Stagesconncct at Uorham lor West Gorham,
Staudisli, Steep Palls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Pryehurg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson LimingLin, Cornish,l'orter Prtedom, Mad son andEaton.N. U
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eugle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newlield,
Parsonstield and Ossince
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham
Bill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland. Oct 26 1865—dif

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Monday, June

26th

*»«*****-1665
Trains leave Portland. Grand
station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and 1.25 P.M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M ,and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A H. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Bos-

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at l P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal Stations,
daily fbr most of the towns north and east of this line.
C. M.

MORSE, Supt.

jbne23tf

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

RAILWAY,

Hirer,

THE

Para.
oxpt'rlenoed Surgeon Is attached to each Stoam-

ship?

All letters must pass
through the Post OUicu.
For freight or
passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO it CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Portland, Me.

Or,
T.

...

Dec

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,
Carrying the Canadian

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 a M.
Mail Train fbr Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
This traiu connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached froiu
lan d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or ehocked aftor the
m e

above stated.

Trains will arrive as follows
From 8o. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Queboo Ac.

Tnrtn» leave Portland daily (Sundays
for Bath, Lewteton via An*
R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall's
and
intermediate Stations, at
Mills, Skowhegan,
1.00 P. M.
Portland
for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only ronte east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.

Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson. Norridgcwock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall's Mill’s.
\V. HATCH, Train Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf
as

Grand Trunk

Railway.

For Tickets to all points West&SouthWest,
APPLY TO THE

(Zeneral Western Ticket Office,

Trunk

The first class

JAS.

KINSMAN & CO.,
No. 3 India Street;
BRIDGE, LORD A CO.,

E.

PRINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,

60

Important
mmi
West, South,

to Travelers
mmi

T„T„

North-West and the Canadas.

W.

D.

LITTLE

Agent for all tlio great Loading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCroeae, Greon Bay,
Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
ho.. and la prsparod to tarnish Through Tickets
from Portland to all the principal Cities and Town,
in the leyal States and the Canadas, at the

IS

LOWEST RATES OP PARE,
And all noedtal Information oheertally tarnished.
Till yhllkks will And it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Ticket. it the

ForMantl Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may bs (scored

by early application at this ofBoe.
Maroh 30.1866.

aarSOdhwtf

THE GREAT

they manufacture
Watches, but

and sell

no

Boston

Dr.

the

Our customers will also have the groat advantage
of a constant succession ol new and recherche styles
and patterns with which we shall keep our Now York
We have adopted the plan of sale now so popular,
of charging a uniform price, and this price will invariably be $2 for each article, no matter how costly it
maybe. The expenses of conducting our New York
Agency are paid by the sale ofCertificates or Coupons
representing the various articles. These Certificates
are sold at 50 cents each, or five (or $2, and each Certificate will show the holder the particular article he
or she is entitled to, on payment of an additional $2.
If the article named on the Certificate is not desired
the holder will oblige ns, when ho returns the Certificate, bv stating what other article of the same value
ho or she may prefer, and it will be sent with pleasOUR AIM IS TO PLEASE, ana every means
ure.
to that end will be exerted. We solicit a trial from
every one who reads this notice as we are confident of

giving the utmost satisfaction.

Amongst other articles, Splendid Clocks, Gold and
Silver Watches, Rings set with Diamonds, Rub lea,
Pearls, Garnet and othor Stones, (solitaire and In

clusters). Ladies’ sets of Jewelry comprising Pins and
Ear Rings of the most fashionable styles, set to Precious Stones of every variety, together with a large assortment of Gold and Enamelled and Pearl Seta,
Gold Studs and Sleeve Buttons of the most beautiful
patterns, Gonts’ Bosom and Scarf Pins, and an endless variety of Bracelets, Chains, Musical Boxes,
Head Drosses, Combs, Charms, &c. In case any of
our patrons are not in want of Articles of Jewelry,
nn l wonld prefer Silverware, We Will send, for any
Certificate returned to us, a richly engraved 8 ET OF
CASTORS or BUTTER DISH, boautlfully ebaged
and plated.

Agents

are

Wanted

J.

W. POLANDS

freight, apply to
SPRAGUE,

For

SOULE & CO.,
9 T Wharf, Boston.

Nov 22—dlyr

International

from

the

and Biadder, Gravel, and other complaints.
Kidneys
it will be
For
and

Scurvy,

ble.

found very valua-

Give it a trial it you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sure.

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
r ux columns, is not only as to its name
inviting, but
Is a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
the inventor, has the contidenoe of many who know
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Baptkt minister. His experience as & sufferer led to him to make experiments
issued in his medical
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor of the Manchester
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily,

which

discovery.—Boston

Daily and Weekly
thus writes of the

Compound.
“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for it is increasing beyond all previous

J.xpcctations. It the very best medicine for Coughs
uid Colds we know of, and no family that has once
ased it will be without it. We
speak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
jure.
The greatest inventions come by accident, and
t is singular that the White Pine Compound made
for Colds and Coughs should prove to be the
greatest
■emedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
\v» oannotdoubt it, sq many testimonials oome to us
rom well-known men. Besides the
character of Dr.
Poland is such, that wo know that he will not counenance what is wrong.
For years a Baptist clermnan, studying medicine to find remedies for his
uUuents, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
frith oue foot upon tlu) grave, be made the discovery
vhicn haa saved himself, and called out irom hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible.
Wc have known Dr. Poland for roars, and never
uiew a more conscientious, honest,
upright man,
ind are glad to state that we believe whatever he
iays about his White Pine Compound.*'

SoJd by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine

dly.

*

J. W. PERKINS,
'■

Z

obtaluod,

Go.

Steamship

goo-

W. F.

n

PHILLIPS*

ONE TRIP A WEEK.
On and after Thursday, Deo. 7,
the Steamer New Brunswick,« apt.
E. B. Winchester, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St, overy
iut'RSDAY, at 6 o'clock p. n, for
Eastport and St. John.
Humming win leave St. John overy Monday at 8
A. m. fer Eastport. Portland and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen” win connect
for St Andrews,ICobbinston and Calais.with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway for Woodstock and
Boulton stations.
S’age Coaoliee also connect at
Eastport tor Machias and intermediate places.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Windier, Digby and Halifax. Through tiokets
procured of the agents or the olerk on board. No

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing
P.

H.

Portland, March 20.1866.

H. H. HAY,
General Agents
Oct 5—d&w&m

for

State

of Maine.

until 4 o'clock
C. U. EATON. A gent.
dcOtf

Summer

for

Fuel.

THE

Assistakt Ouartermasteb’s Office, U. S. A.

Maine, December 11, 1865.
T*T>nDrkoPA0wR„rLAND*
TjROPOSALS will be received
the
by

undersigned
furnishing One

until 4 December 20th, 1865, for
Hundred (100) Cords Merchantable Hdrd Wood, at
I ort Sullivan Eastport. Maine.
Proposals will also be received for furnishing Merchantable Hard Wood for this Post (Portland, Maino.)
HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M, U. 8. A,
i
Dec 11—did
J.

Copartnership

Notice.

THE

ageneral COAL BUSIN ESS
it Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of Hjffh Streeiu
or

the purpose of doing

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Portland, June 12,18C5-»-tf

XT I* y»“ are In want of my kin't ol PEINTINO
the Pally Preu Office.

;»ll at

All who have committed an exccse oi any
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurer year*,

kind,

Forest City, Lewiston and

and Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in deep,—u
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

youth,—treated scientifically,

perfect

and a
cure war
or no charge made.
a day parses but wc are consulted
ono
or'more young man with the ftfeoTO
some
whom are as weak and emaciated as
bad

Hardly

the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
All such cases yield to the proper amt
have it.
only
correct course of treatment, and in a short iiuie arc
made to rejoice In perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
men at tho age of thirty who am
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blaJ.
often
accompanied
der,
by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening tire system in a ntannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account fur.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.

There

There are many men who die of this
ant of the cause, which is the

-t— 'day, Thursday,
Friday and Saturat 7 o’clock P. M : and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wed need ay, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.

Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of
ono passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
fob. 18,1863 —dtf

New England Screw Steamship Co
LINE.

The iplendiii and fast Bteamthipi
CHESAPEAKE,tCapt W. W. SkZrand FRANCONIA, Capt. H.

■*S»»»8ii«awooD,

will until

rnn tut follows:
Leave Brown's
and

be forwarded

8 North River, New York, evory WEDNESDAY

o’cltlok

and 8ATURDAY, at 4
P. k.
Those veeeoli are fitted up with flue accommodations for passengers, miking this tbs most
tpeody,
safe and oomfbrtabls ronte for travellers betweso
Nsw York and Maine
Passage, in State Room

86.00. Cabin passage 84.0#. Meal* extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from MonfraaJ, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusts, Eastport and

AS

their freight to the
tho day that they

THE

ICE

WILL

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, wbe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theit
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific an«J
certain of producing relief in a short time.

LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of el»
structious after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It is
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions

purely

by addressing
No. 5 Temple

Street

DR. HUGHES,
(corner of Middle), Portland.

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult

Tuesday and
ing with the:! p u train from Boston.
Returning will leave llangor every Mowday and
Thursday Morning a 6 o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport,Winterport and Hamden, botli ways.
Passengers tioketed through on P’S Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the
Depots in Boston, Salem
Aiynn ami Lawrence.

Freight or Passage a^ply

to
A. SOMERRY.

Afjent,
AtOflice on the Wharf.

Portland, Oct 27th, 1865.—dtf

Coe’s

On and after .Tune 1, the fare between Portland and Bangor will l*e
Rockland $2.00: rtlier land^83.00;
r ings on the River reduced in pro■portion, per steamer Regulator.
A.
Portland. May 31, 1885—dtl SOMtttBY, Agent.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

Remedy

and a'1 diseases of the

STOMACH AND

BOWELS!

One Bottle is guaranteed to euro the worst cr.se of
Dyspepsia In existence, and one dose will instantly
relieve the most agg. uvated attuoks of

Cholera Morbus,

Sick Dead ache.
Sickness at Stomach,
Fever and Ague.
Heartburn,
Colic Pains,

Dysentery,

and in fact all diseases
aud Bowels. It is a sovereign

from
proceeding
and

the 8tomaeh

permanent cure

for

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
and in e?ery instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to tokc healthy food without dange or distress from it. It is the most wondeiful remedy and
the most speedy in Its action, ever known to the
world Noouewfll do without it in the boose that
Has ever used it onoe.
YOU

THAT AUK

BUFFERING,

We bee of you if you are sick, to make just
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

one

trial

8old by Druggists everywhere.

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,
New Haven, Conn.
HAY, IV F PHILLIPS * CO, and J. W.
PERKINS * CO., Agents, Portland, Me.
//. //.

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.
SCIENTIFICALLY

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Better than any

Pills

and is safe to

use

For all Female

at

w

Powders !

all times

Complaints,
CASES

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

especially
each bottle.
pany

_

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

L.

LYON, Af. D.

accom,,

Sold by

C.G. CLARK & CO., Gen’l Agents,
For U. 8. aud Canada.

..

no

Jan1.l865d<&wly

forbidden in the directions which

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

“There is

one of theli
in constant attend

lady ftf experience

A

own sex.
once.

A

ARRANGEMENT!

_

Infiemucj/,

LADIES.

THE

PEBKIT.

On and after Monday, Oot. 30th,
the new and Out-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Capt. W H
•Mower, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Toot of State Street, Portland, every
Friday Evening,at lOo’clock, conuect-

For

Medical

Electic

P0RTLAND&PEN0BSC0T RIVER
FAB

immediately.

All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Dn. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
et* Send a Stamp for Circular.

further notioe,

Wharf, Portland, overy WEDNESSATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier

AS

difficulty, ignor-

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such case*, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

run as

day,

J

many

are

Montreal,

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
‘every Monday, Tuesday Wednes*

SEMI-WEEKLY

by

dftMSM,

DYSPEPSIA !

Will, until farther notice,

Aug 5, 1865.

SEASOS.

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude ami Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, arc
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait lor Unsightly Livers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

—fob—

STEAMERS

J. W. PERKINS Sf CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS ^ CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

such Word as Fall."

_

TA-RRANT’S Coe’s Cough Balsam!
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and Copaiba,
Sure, Certain,
Speedy

IS

a

ee

and

of the

Bladder, Kidneye

No Medicine ever known will cure

Cure for all dlseaaand Urinary Or gone,

either in the male or female, frequently performing
a perioct euro in the short
space of three or four
dive, aud always in lees time than any other preparation. In the useot
Tarrants Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

Copaibs

thereie no need ot confinement or change of diet
In ite approved form of a paste, it i-> entirely tastelees. and causes no unpleasant sensation to the n»tiont. and no txpeenre. It is now acknowledged by
the moat learned in the profession that in the above
ola-8 ofdisease., Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that oan be rolled men
with
*
any oertalaty or suocesa,

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough*
OR RKLIEVR

» CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
as

a cough, but loosens it so that the
patient can expectorate freely. It Is within

the

TARRANT

* CO..
»1S Qreenwloh St., Row York.
8old by Druggists all over the World.

maytfifidly

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam
For

Coughs, Colds

and

!

i*».«

*

reeoh of all. the

llelnff Only 35

Cents! 1

and If for tale by all Druggists.

C.G.CLARK k CO.,Proprietors, New Haven,

Ct.

W. F. PHILLIPS if CO., J. W. PFRKiyS *r CO
and H. H. HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Ayr Ms.

August 31,1865.

eod&wlyr

Consumption:

•*'" the best known
1? ?*». a«'}
or the Lungs, Throat <md
Ckelt
nZl-ZS11M^twnu
CAgsf. Be
carehtl
get the

Large'Betties,

as

It does not dry up

Prloo

Manufactured only by

quick

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

Tarrants Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba ATEVER FAILS.

_

undersigned have this day iormed a copartners’ ip under the style ot
*
S. K. JACKSON <fe SON,

generally

Arrangement!

_

Proposals

and
flunking person must knowe
that remedies handed out for
general use should l*ai
their officacy established by well tested
experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, w huee
fits
studies
him
for
all the duties l.-e must
preparatory
fulfill; yet tho countrv is flooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the be»t in the world,
are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be i*a ktic i;i.a it in selecting his
physician, as it is a humntable yet iucoulrovertable foct, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
front inexperienced physicians in general practice;
tor it is a point
conceded by the best syphilographen, that the study and management of tin -e
complaints should engross the whole time of tho.se
who would be competent and successful In their treatment and cure.
The inexjterienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, tho Mercury.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

1

I

CAUTION to THE PUEL1C.

TO

St. John.

Calais and

Eastport,

FALL

„

Mesavs. JAftUET, STERLING ti CO.,
docTd and wlin
189 Broadway, New York.

DAYS.

From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.

K4£KRf It FOX Browi-s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO„ No. 64 West Street,1
New York.
Met 29. 1866.
dtf

ing Urine, Bleed-

application,

Lin?.

The Steamer. NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
line, and a steamer leaves each port

now ftirm the
SVEUY FIVB

steamers oa early as 8 P. M. oa
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to

Remedy,

Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes,Difficulty oi Void-

In every part of the United States and Provinces,
End to ad such very liberal Inducements will be ottera circular of terms will be
ed, and, on
forwarded. Wo prefer money sent in Post Office Orders where they can be
or hv Bank Draft
to our order. Address all orders to our
Agency,
which will be conducted by

Philadelphia

Steamship

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES

Piles

Warranted Gold of
All are
Finest Workmanship.

and

Shippers are requested to send

New England

Is now offered to the afflicted throughout the country,
after hiving been proved by the teat of eleven years,
in the New England States, where its merits have
become as wellknown as the tree from which,in part,

imitation

te

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

it derives its virtues.

or

or

St.John.

COMPOUND,

the city at New York, for the
opened an Agency
sale of their widely known JEWELRY, WATCHES,
&c., and (or the purpose of making (heir goods as extensively known and appreciated m the United States
as they now are, and have been for over 70 years, in
Europe; they have determined on a plan by which
poor and rich alike may have the advantage of their
splendid styles. As a preliminary, they would re-

No. 6 India Street:
ISAAC EMERY,

Head uf Long Wharf, Portland.

nov29 ti

August 10—dilmPORTLAND.

house of bosanquet, giraud & co.,
The
have the pleasure of announcing that they have
in

room

to
W. H.

Fares from $-1 to §7 lower via. the Grand
than any other route to the West.

Watches, Diamonds &c.
Holidays!

«lay of December.
freight or passage, having superior State

Railway,

BEACH, Gen. A~t. I WM. FLOWERS.
Broadway, New York. | Eastern Agt., Bangor.

cess.

though they

STEAMSHIP CORTEZ,
A. W. Sampson, Master,
Carrying the U. S. Mail, will sail from end of Long
Wharf, Boston, at 3 o’clock P. M., on SATURDAY,

90 Exchange Street.
E. P.
276

perfect uiul PEKMANLNT CUKE.
lie would
cull tlio attention ot the afflicted to the
met or bis
lung Mtandiug and well-earned reputati.
iui nlshing
sufficient assurance of bis s.’Jll and su,>

ranted

STEAMER FOR HAVANA.

R7R.

yjar^^ygifexceDtedl
R.

iteauced Rates.

to $80
$20
Payable In Gold or it* equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. A A. ALLAN,
0 G. T. K. Passenger Depot.
declldtf
Portland, Dec. 11th, I860.

accommodations, apply

Commencing December, 11,1BGG.

(JcAt,‘

nr recently contracted, entirely leiuovinC
standing
tho
dregs of disease front the system, and matin. J

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Liverpool.

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$66
Steerage,

1 45 r,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

Fare

iicKets uranteci at

tlm 2d
For

Portland to Skowhcgan via Waterville
and Kendall’s Mills*

and

The Steamship Nova Scotian, Capt. Wylio. will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 16th
December, immediately alter the arrival of the train
of the previous Uav from Montreal.
To be follow ed by the Hibernian, on the 23d.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exeeoding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenge r for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDUES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov2dtf
Portland, Nov„l, 1865

PORTLAND UENNEBEC

U. 8. Malls.

and

Londonderry

810am
m.

Uevu'.ing

Pabsenoee. Booked to

xvoturu

»i.i,

regularly

29th December, and

the

:—

SPLENDID JEWELRY,

Jewelry

on

Will call at

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov. CM, 1865,
|-1
-■»
Strains will run ad
follows

TT7TIEKE ho can bo consulted privately, ainl
VV the utmost confidence by the afflicted

Every intelligent

HAVANA,
FHIDAY.

Will leave

ROOIfS,

Temple Street,

1
houre aily, and trom 8 A. At. to a P. M.
lJr. H. addresses those who are suffering under n.,
affliction ot private diseases, whether arising
impure connection or the terrible vice of fcell-ahusc
his entire time to that particular Uancl i
the medical prelession. he tcels warranted lu
K - s chino a
Coke i>' all Cases, whether oi

ONE of their NEW
FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

Canada.

us.

the

on

_

Trunk

Waterville. June 22,1865.

TRIP.

29th ot each
month, at 3 P. M., flora Pier 13 North

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
To commence

OTHER

Will dispatch regularly,

4

WHITE FIVE

For the

A.

*

your dollar unless you are satisfied with the article,
which will certainly bo worth more than the amount,
and may be $50 or $100. An excellent mode this of
investing a dollar. -Sunday Times, N. Y. City, Feb.,

1865.
Messrs. Airandalc & Co. have long been personally
known to us, and we believe them to be every
way
worthy of public confidence.—New York Scottish
American Journal, June 11, 1864.
We have inspected, at tlie oilice of Arrandale &
Co.’s Agency, for European Manufacturing Jewellers, a large assortment of fashionable and valuable
jewelry of the newest patterns. We also noticed a
large quantity of silver plate, and understand that
the whole of these newly
articles are to be
disposed ol on a novel principle, giving great advantages to buyers, and aifording extensive employment
to agents. We know the firm in question to be very
respectable and thoroughly worthy of public confidence, and recommend our friends to read their ad-

EVERY

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

droscoggiii

In

says:

PAHA

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

On and after Monday. Oct. 30. 1865,
will leave as follows, autii further

44

44

Bahia, Every Trip,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

44

to
to
to
to
2,50 to
2 to

and Gold,
Sets Ladies Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones,
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and PeacUs.
10000 Gold Pens and Gold Mounted

AT

PORTLAND aMcHESTERR.R.

ton.

44
44

No, H

AT

Thomas, Pernambuco,

And

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

A1

44

8

4

St.

p.

daily.

44

«<

2,50

and 2 30

44

44

4 to

m.

Boston

CAS UK FOUS’JL) AT HIS

PRIVATE MEDICAL

JANEIRO,

CALLING

r,

44

g

3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch
4000 Fob and Vest
6000 Sets Solitaire
Studs. &c,
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c,
10000 Minature Locket*,
44
44
4000
Magic

sion

44

6 to 20
4 to 10

7000 Solitaire
6000 Coral,

3000
5000
5000
10000
lOfOO
7500

70

35 to

Watches,

40

44

150 each.

50 to

and 2 20

Portland, Nov. C, 1865—dtl

$150 each.

20 to

Gold

200 Diamond Rings.
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
3000 44 Oval Band Bracelets,
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
2000 Chatelaine Chains and Guard

Monition from the

Hon. Ashur
PURSUANT
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court,
within and for the District ol
I
a

to

THE STOCK 00MPEISES

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

District

$20

500 Gent’s Ilunting-case Silver

by

United States of Amebioa, »

...

For sale bv Druggists. 50 cents por bottle.
GEO 0. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

cure.

of PIT \E
in

Lead,

with Bells &

Agency supplied.

LEAD, Dry and

Cctiqffife

Lungs.

it,

pain, act

never

Freight trains leave Portland ami

Table Spoons &

Watches,

Applications rcccivod by
J. W. HUNGER, 166 Fore St.
FaMledlm UmeoiiwSw

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 a.

M

required

cor.

of New Y

For Sale.

r"

Against 'Accident*!

the most reliable Companies.
The public are invited to inspect our Rooms where
all information in regard to Insurance will be given
In

and Linseed Oil Co.,

For Sale.

0'j»w"eriSu^leta,gihC
Shafting

S

Office*

Atlantic V iite Lead

Faintness,

Horses for-Sale Cheap.

DEXTER,

at this

all Special Risks taken at tlie lowest rates.
Particular attention given to iusnrmg all kinds of

LIFE

Forks,

Gent’s

mark that

in

quire at
JAMES JS. OAtlTER,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Or. WM. H. STEPHENSON,
Nov 18—dtf
Second National Bank.

the stock
r,mc> UtHofloM
the general H ARDWARE BTT-* ^’Ot'nue
°'d stand'175 Middle and 118 Federal

$4,000,000

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over
Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!
Assets of the New York Branch,

WHiTi

TOP BUGGIES and JEN(6! warranted CONCORD

F. ii. RANDALL. on the premises,
JOHN RANDALL, at Randall & Woodbury’s,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dll.

copartnership un-

over

PORTLAND.

Forpartlcnlars enquire of

Copartnership.

$360,000

No. 63 Commercial St.,

SALE

Or of

-fSSrV

Assets $200,000
Company,

boom for

to

-A ECO,-

Druggists,

ri

G nnd 8 Silver Street#

4th, 1865—dtf

llrst-clase Carriage Manufacturing

A number of first-class
NY LINDS, and Six

the
delightand

tf lb— II

assets

Hampden Fire Ins. Co., of Springfield,

neces-

carry
Business.

8ept 27, 1865—d&wGm

^

SMITH,

Carriage Maun factory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, with all the tools aad appurtenances

sary to

ful fragrance
rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

Grocery

Dec

SALE BY-

250

5000

Capital and Surplus $400,000
Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of Springfield, Mass.,

gatlon

AT A BARGAIN!

falling,

$1,035,000

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,

Charter Oak Insurance
of Hartford Conn.,

44

RIO DE

as

a. m.

DR- «F. Ii. HUGHES

-—roE—

1SC5, rrssengei

and after Nor. fl

On

*rj

follows
leave
^f^yTrains
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45

__Medical.

U nitedStatesMajlLine

M.

Articles. I

6000

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi

For Sale.

particulars, enquire 0/

$300,000

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y.,

61 Wall St,

BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES,
GREENING
NEW DRIED
TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
TUBS PURE LARI),

C. W.

Ellz-

Two-gtory Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street, at great bargain.
For

luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children

and Produce

50
50
5000
50

—

■

mayl3tf
i

natural color and
beauty
returns. Grey hair
disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops
and

NOTICE

200
100

a term of Years.

seen.

upon the roots

Portland, Sept. 2?, 1665.

And Lard.

be

■

Phila.,

Assets

Portland, Nov. 1, 1805.

Apples, Butter, Cheese,

Sts.,

House Lots for Sale.
^ETmlAL finely located House Lots in Cape

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and

Streeuf

No# 20 Doane Street,
Boston.

Merchandise.

The

.-*T

of

JOHN E. DOW A- SONS,

Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
wilh a two story building thoreon, 20
by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
may25dtf
No. 6* Union Whart.

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They

e

FLUID.

JAMES LOCKETT,

now

Merrill’s.

Co.,

And

OIL;

country merchants disposed to push
the thing, may make very liberal arrangements. Also for the sale ofthe Safety Lamps and Burners.

Nov 21—codSw*

$500,000

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.(
Assets $495,000
Insurance

Musieal Boxes,

Pins.

Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Grocers and

Store and Wharf
occupied by Charles
THE
H. Morrill, situalod betwoen Union Wharf and

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’8 World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

&

North American Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $097,000

chimneys.

the

a

king

BURNING

Nop 29—dti

celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig ot
past year by
Berlin. Infants who are deprived of the mother’s
milk, can be made healthy and strong by the constant use of this food.
And invalids, those who are
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will
find it most excellent and strength-imparting.
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
Chemists 150 Congress Slreet, have made arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and
lresh,
In large quantities.
For sale bv all the Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILLIPS A* Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24-di f

a

ILLUMINATING

This is the best and most carefully prepared article in the market; non-explosive brilliant in flame,
free from coloring matter, and irom smoke an i smell
in an unusual degree.
Burns with or without

throughout, fttrnaoo, hard and soft water.
tor futtbcr information apply to
W. d. FELCH,
Office of Claim Agency, No. 2 Fox Block, (up
stairs).

was

uame

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,000,000

Enterprise

of

Hunting-case Watches,

Loritlard Insurance Qo., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,312,000

Assets

WORTH!

200 to 500 44
Castinets,
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee
20 to 50 “
Unw,
500 Silver Chafing Dishes,
30 to 100
1000
Ice Pitchers,
20 to 50 44
44
2500
Syrup Cups with Salvers, 20 to 50 44
44
5000
Goblets and Drinking
5 to 50
Cups,
3000 Silver Castors,
15 to 50 44
2000
card
and
Cake
Fruit,
20 to 50 44
Baskets,
5000 Dozen Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to 20 doz.
44
44

Co., of N. Y.,

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

-OR-

Oas

urnee.

INVALIDS*

undersigned hare formed
THE
der the
and firm of

UNION

300
150

100D

$1,300,000

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

OF

All to be sold at One Dollar Each !

250

Insurance

List

_Steamboats.

PORTLAND

Without regard to Value! Not to be paid for until
you knotv what you are to receive !

Assets $1,518,000

on

highly nutrieious and pleasant loot!, so. popular In Germany on<l England,
THIS
devised tne
the

Depot

LOCKETT’S

$1,430,000

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,

Binding Certificates Given

Every Town and Village in Maine,
Local Agents for the Sale of

stold
make
HOUSE containing eight rooms, located
Must
LARGE CONSIGNMENTS.
A Cum-ir.iiaml
St., three nunutoawalk from Post
250 Barrels Choice Dried

To Let

198 & 200

Assets

Issued,

ANTED

Pox- Sale.

PROF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREN

Sold by all

Portland, Maine.

-FOR

AVERY

Dao T—dtd

appreciate

the Wheel Track

octl3wtf

cor-

desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland
Bridge# The house is
two stories, caut|k*ning: J3 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order.: Also well arranged Stable and outbuildiugs. The lot contain! 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location i# ups a rpasst <1 in this v Utility.
Term easy. For particulars
enquire at
filtH Congress N*.t
july2odtf
Portland, Me.

JACOB McLELLAN,)
OommiHe on
G. F. FOSTER,
E. PIIINNElf,
...
ont
W. G. SOULE,
f LaFinS
J. B RADFORD,
| New Streets.
_.
A. GILDINGS.
I

will

Immediately,

Mud, Dirt, Snow and Ice#
An interest in the Papers now being prepared for
the Patent Office can be secured by assignment and
mortg ge.
Address,
R. L
PALMER,
No# 110$ Federal Street,

SALE.

located Real

Keal Estate lor Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

Southerly
Uramonade,
ing at a point directly opposite the Western corner of
the Cemetery fence, and continuing on a curve line

directly

Clearing

subscriber.
.TAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of Ids
Attorneys, Messrs.
Dedkois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.
dtf
July

Now owned and

HERE AS, the City Council on the
\\7
11
December
an or «er to

act

A

jitfylldlf

State and Danforth

(JUINBY,

two

GENTLEMAN,

and Sherbrook

Valuable Beal Estate!

said Libel;
hearing
at Portland, in said District, on the
twenty-sixth
day of Djcanoer current, here any person i .wrested therein may appear and show cause, if
any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dafod at Portland, this eleventh day ol December,
A. D. 1865.
T\ A.
Deputy U. S. Marshal, District of Maine.
December 11. dlkl
on

or

with means at hand, to take an
interest in a New Machine, wine h is now built
and ready to be applied to Horse Cara, and Locomotives for ihe purpose of

business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoes. Will be v.'tcated this month or
the next. For further information inquire of DU.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchauge Street, up stairs, or
of J, E. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
dlf
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1855.

HOUSE
House and Lot

one

Tenement, Box

Wanted

To be Let.

Kegs canitaining the sir,is; seven Kegs, containing seventy gdUms qf Whiskey ;s one Keg, containing
ten gaily.is of Alcohol; ten Darrels qf Pickled Hcrr'rngs; seized by the Collector of the District of Passama^uoddy, on the twenty-seventh day of November, at Export, in said Dis.'rict.

suitable for

Wanted.

on

teen

AND

tenement

Offices are Rep-

Metropolitan Insurance Co., N. Y.,

Assets

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., lor English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.
1
Also,
To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 1 Central Wharl.
Aug. 20—dtl

STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
A FOUR
Eaachvnge Street, suiiable fora Wholesale Drv
Goods

PURSUANT

passed

a

Oct 10—dtf

Middle St.

144

For Sale anti to Let.
Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37£ Middle St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
ccGdtf
Portland, Me.

United States of America, )
District of Maine, sn.
j
to a Monition from the Hon. Asliur
Ware, J adge of the Unitea States District Court
within and fjr the District of Maine, I hereby give
punlic nouice that the loilowing Libel has been filed
In sal i Court, viz:
A Libel against 170 gallons qf Gin, with seven-

Maine.

small families, with good water privileges.
WANT
Please address
1503.

In

could be

End of tne We item

ID

JOHN E. PALMER.

Oct 24-dtt

TJ. S. Marshal’s IN otice.

City of

Portland,

of

Noy4—dtf

skiL'.

United

and

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Avcme.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one,
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,

repaid for her
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2tf
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10, If05.
never

a Provision
run oi trade.

For further particulars address P. 0. Box No. 69.
novlOdSw*
Portland, Nov. 8th, 1865.

that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the;
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a balfinches lone. Wc have itpreserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement is
realyso. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been f. r Mrs. Manchester, and

The following First Class Insurance
resented by this Agency, viz:—

Tenement Wanted.

in?.

MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptom:-. Slic immediately examined, her case ai^l told

as

and Fixtures of

Stock

THE

Dear Madam .-—Permit me to tender you my sinthanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
in ii* of the best Physcians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw ono like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we.
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.

foel

0,1865.—istf
Frr Sale.

11

cere

we

Nov.

to

as

A Clear

Central Wharl.

No. 10

Prom 618 Broadway, New York, has returned
Portland, and can b) consulted at her office, No.
Clapp’s block.

130 Middle Street,

THE
Dojgfortk

CLAIRVOYANTI
Electric

Agent

Nov 23—dtf

it branches.

SALE

To be disposed of at
DOLLAR EACH!

Splendid

Life and Accident,

Fire, ETarine,

it to

In every town in tlic State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient anti useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing fur a rare chance
to make money should call on, o> addresss,
J. HANKKRSON & CO.,

complete repair.

THE INDEPENDENT

any other

Nov 23—dtf

AN

SALE !

FOR

MANCHESTER,

than

CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on
Canal National Bank, dated Oct. 26th or 27th,
for One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall bo suitably rewarded by

Valuable Meal Estate

MRS.

others,

A

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
1 MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquiro of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm ef Stevens, F airman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

THROAT!

and

the State,

Presents.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS’

Dollars,

Assets

Lost!

ffdHJ3

-AJSTD——

Million

Thirty

Wanted,

house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3ra

Dec 4—tf

Ear, Catarrh

LARGEST

in

Railroads.

Watches,Chains, Diamond Dings,&c.
ONE

Fiya Insurance Agency
Capital represented over

Niagara

Ladies or Gentlemen. Remember that
\VM. GRACE «& CO., offer better inducements

GBEAT

MAINE.

Insurance in all

JOS. ILSLEY.

For Sale.

'Cumberland.

Post Office, with

Agents,

Holiday

Exchange St.r Portland,

Canvassers,

November 11,1865.—dtf

01 all things by which mankind are cursed,
Their own bad tempers surely are ,he Worst.

29

_

bate been
tlieland; ot this .-um about
progress
expended to bring it to its present stage of
and it is believed that notwithstanding tho present
enhanced prices, it can be completed lor occupancy
for $75,000, according to the ongraal plans.
For price, terms oi sale and oilier particulars, cnot

Thus tho little girl answered,
In her musical out-door tono,
She was up to my pocket,
I was a man full grown;
But the next time hat she goes to Bchool
She will not go alone!
—Fitz Hugh Ludlow.

Insurance

Dec 7—dlw*

with

Holiday Presents.

JOHN E.D0W& SONS,

aufiSoodtl

Black Lace Veil I.ost,
and Park
Saturday last, between Vauglianrewarded
by
Streets. The finder will oe suitably
Street.
Park
42
it
to
returning

Portland,

44

ten-

family without children, small gontcel
B„ement,
the central pari ol the city.
Address X. Y. Z.f Press Office,

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED
LI a. h. ble

Insurance.

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let*

genuine.
C°-’

cod x.ivor

on"

I

\

Thy Thkm ! and be convinced of thair tuperiorltp
t, OYoraveryfhiu, alee of tho klod ayer offered
the public ter Hronthitit. Caught, (oldt, HoaneNnmeruttm Yore Throat, Catarrh a»d msooaaa
Utara, ae.rom .ho Clarar.
oompanylo* eaoh bo*. For eala by th. prUolpaf
tbo
mayileodu
oft,.
DrwggitU throughout

ouTwatiaaoidaie

_

